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ABSTRACT 

Hester returns to Boston at the end of The Scarlet Letter out of love for Dlm-

mesdale—a love transformed by the very HThou shalt not" she transgresses at 

the beginning of The Scarlet Letter. This transfomriatlon hinges on her trans

formed relationship to God ("Heaven's will"). Her love, transformed into a 

duty (through a mechanism explained by Seren Kierkegaard in Works of 

Love), catapults her out of history (spiritually speaking) into a parallel exis

tence, paralleling the two-foW structure of TTie Scarlet Letter. 

Deploying itself between two acts of hesitation. The Scarlet Letter is, 

ironically, not about hesitancy, but about an end to hesitancy in the leap 

(what I also call "the turn," "willing the etemal," and "recollecting the fu

ture"). In returning to Boston, Hester turns the clock back to when Dim-

mesdale still lived, and as the Christian, by faith, looks forward to the 

imminent return of Jesus Christ, so Hester, at the end of The Scarlet Letter. 

looks forward to the return of Dimmesdale to her side. Hawthome indicates 

this fidelity and this expectation indirectly, by reflecting Kierkegaardian 

repetition in grammatical and rhetorical repetition—and in the manner in 

which he misappropriates the last line of Marvell's "The Unfortunate Lover." 

The gap that exists between the narrative level of The Scariet Letter and 

Its ironic level (in whk:h the humorist in Hawthome operates) is but one of 

numerous gaps in the text, recreating the precondition of the tum, as well as 
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reflecting the founding nfioment in American history: the Pilgrims' fiducial 

crossing of the Atlantic to begin a new nation. In this sense. The Scarlet 

Letter, like Hucklebenv Rnn. is quintessentially American, since its essential 

theme is the flight to the frontier (in this case, from history to eternity). Hes

ter's return is not so much an "exemplum of historical continuity" (Berco-

vitch's position in The Office of The Scarlet Letter) as an example of the 

radical discontinuity that installs itself in a believer's heart when he or she 

embraces eternity in the face of logk: and history's resistance to the mirac

ulous. This embradng is rather like a dance. At the end of The Scarlet Letter. 

Hester (all unseen and unguessed) dances her faith, and faithfully dances, 

her love for Arthur Dimmesdale, repudiating logic, repudiating history, re

pudiating her former inconstancy. 
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EPIGRAPH 

As they followed one another In a wild ring of mirth. It seemed the realization 

of one of those bas-reliefs where a dance of nymphs, satyrs, or bacchanals is 

twined around the circle of an antique vase; or it was like the sculpted scene 

on the front and sides of a sarcophagus, where, as often as any other 

device, a festive procession mocks the ashes and white bones that are 

treasured within. You might take it for a marriage-pageant; but, after awhile, 

if you look attentively at these merry-makers, following them from end to end 

of the marble coffin, you doubt whether their gay movement is leading to a 

happy close. —Nathaniel Hawthome, The Marble Faun 

Here art functions as a mystified defensive strategy that seeks to offer an 

escape from the destructive effects of time. Like the succession of 

discontinuous movements of the sylvan dance each of which 'had the grace 

which might have been worth putting into marble, for the long delight of 

days to come,' the figures on the sarcophagus seem to imply the supremacy 

of art over nature through the transcendence of the effects of temporal dur

ation."—Edgar Dr/den, TTie Form of American Romance 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Facing into the Wind 

Discontinuity is freedom.—Harold Bloom, The Anxiety of Influence 

I. 

Note to myself: This must be the trillionth time I've begun this dissertation, 

halting between two ways in the tulgiest of woods: between one way of say

ing something, and another way of saying the exact same thing, wringing my 

hands and tearing my hair out by the roots, trying to begin, but failing, falter

ing, caught, as T. S. Eliot put it in 'The Hollow Men": ''Between the desire / 

And the spasm / Between the potency / And the existence / Between the es

sence / And the descentC.]"  ̂But this is precisely the history of the reading 

and writing of The Scarlet Letter! (Not simply the reading, but also the 

writing.) They're both the history of a hesitation: hesitating to enter history 

by reading a mark; hesitating to write a history by leaving a mark. But this is 

tantamount to making a comedy out of a tragedy! Writing Much Ado About 

Nothing a second time.̂  Exactly. 

But there's nothing strange about falling prey to the seductiveness of 

"hecitency" (borrowing a word from James Joyce, and using it here to 

describe writer's bkxrk, both mine and Hawthorne's).̂  Its customarily at the 

threshold of beginning that liminality asserts its hold (now borrowing a word 
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from Arnold van Gennep, by way of Victor Turner)/ Ifs precisely here, hes

itating between two ways, that the finite is infinitized, opening up a distance 

between the act and its actualizing, the now and the then, the sign and its 

signified.̂  Its in this space of transition and anxiety that initiands are ushered 

out of their cultures by the old men (the keepers of the customs) to view it 

from the outside for awhile, deliberately treated as if invisible in order to be 

more effectively assimilated later on/ Nor is this distancing, this dislodging, 

incidental to the effect of "hazeydency;" rather, it is its very seductiveness. 

Detachment postpones the discomfort of decisk>n; and, as every dilettante 

knows, the more dramatic the detachment (whether physical, intellectual, or 

emotional), the more delicious the delay. 

The idea of the feminine provides an endless commentary on the 

distractibility of delay: endless, but not end less. ""Hosedanzies," between 

w(h)iles, constitute the very heart and soul of what girlishness means: smiling 

a little, frowning a little, swish tailing a little, showing a little, hkjing a little, 

dancing a little, drooping a little, sniffling a little, laughing a little: all part of a 

girl's canniness at knowing that the on-again, off-again-ness of intermittence, 

enchants to distraction the foolish male heart.̂  Certainly it ensorcelled Haw-

thome's: Pearl is the ousia of girlhood, the very inter- of intermittence, being 

seraphic and Satank:, kind and cruel, passk>nate and indifferent, all by sudden 

tums and unexpected swerves. Her very unpredictability: flitting here and flit
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ting there: never remaining the same (because never just one) is what "^heci-

tency" is all about.̂  So entrancing is it that ifs entrenching ... except for 

this: the Kierkegaardian paradox. The immobilizing hesitation that Sleeping 

Beauty-like cannot awake from its own "HeCitEncy"," in its very "cannotness," 

can! by faithfully recollecting itself, like the "a" in Kierkegaard's name, and 

like the letter A Hester resumes wearing at the end of The Scarlet Letter. Not 

only does this Kierkegaardian kind of repetition bring the repetitton of "HeCi-

tEncy" to an end, but it brings time to an end too, for time cannot tong abkle 

the abiding love that irrevocably chooses to repeat itself in the future—for 

which one, very imperfect trope might be this: a mechanical ballerina, looking 

like one of Degas' dancers, twiriing and twiriing about—dandng to a song 

only she herself hears, for a reason only she herself knows—eternally repeat

ing the same exact dance steps to the same exact melody: the same pirou

ettes, the same glissades, the same solitary pas de deux, forever, as long as 

the key still winds, and the mechanism still hokJs; and this one, from one of 

Hawthorne's own notebooks: ''An old looking-glass—somebody finds out the 

secret of making all the images that have reflected in it pass back across its 

surface."® 

II. 

Note to myself: One way to begin, without beginning, to say without saying, 

is by parodying—and what better thing to parody than the enshrinement of 
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clarity epitomized in my high-school essays in the '60s? Then I used to write 

like a biology student dissecting a frog, thinking that treating a subject meant 

asserting an opinion (taking a core-sample of the frog's heart), and then pro

ceeding in an orderly fashk)n to prove that opinion, with here a quote (cut

ting off the front legs), there a quote (cutting off the back legs), everywhere 

a quote, quote (decapitating and disemboweling the poor frog); until, by a 

logic a Medievalist would have admired (instead of using the authoritative 

signature of Aristotle or Aquinas, using the signature of Sartre or Camus), I 

reached my conclusbn: always a triumphant reaffirmation of my original pro

posal. ("Gentlemen, evidence appears to indicate that I have here a dead 

frog (possibly) (maybe).'O Believing as I did, I had no trouble beginning, 

because the place to begin was obvious: one always begins with detachment. 

It was a cultural thing (and, of course, still is). The shamans of our tribe are 

the scientists, and their motto was then, and still is: The only emperor is the 

emperor of disinterestedness.How can an emperor be challenged by a 

peon? But I had no desire to challenge this emperor, because it was all so 

clear: the truth I sought was one thing and my method was another thing. 

That the two were related, I knew, but it was like the relationship between a 

scalpel and an incision: the one preceded the other, and caused the other. 

That the relationship might be more accurately characterized as that adhering 

between the image on a filmstrip and that same image projected on a movie 
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screen, I hadnt a due—nor could I have really followed the argument. (An 

argument mounted against the analogy, and through it, the theory of cause 

and effect it seeks to embody.) Envisioning the relationship between the 

scientific method and truth as being analogous to the relationship between a 

scalpel and an incision turns on more than a simple perception of similarity, 

i. e., the one results in the other like a scalpel makes an incision. This is 

important, but not as important as something else lurking here: an unwar

ranted assumption about being and time, Sein and Zeit. Ifs supposed 

that the scalpel and the incision (the method and the truth) occupy different 

positions in the scale of being: the one a product, the other a by-product; the 

one a cause, the other an effect. But this difference the theory itself cannot 

account for, since it is beyond the scope of the scientific method to either 

define being or differentiate among orders of being. Likewise, this argument 

by analogy presupposes that the appearance of the scalpel has to precede 

the appearance of the incision—again, a necessity the theory underpinning 

the method can in no wise secure in advance, since ifs the result of exper

ience rather than logic. Accordingly, another possibility appears on the 

horizon: that the incision and the scalpel belong to the same order of being, 

and that ifs just as likely that the incision caused ttie scalpel as that die 

scalpel caused the incision!l\\\s seems preposterous, but the pristine logk; of 

either/or operating within the method itself can neither affirm nor deny this 
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possibility, and this inability to mediate between such apparently incompatible 

alternatives at least suggests that the theory's monopolistic hold on truth, as 

well as on the imagination of our best and brightest thinkers, needs to be 

renegotiated. 

But, as I say, this argument I couldnt have foltowed. (It would take 

reading de Man and Baudrillard many years later to help me imagine such a 

strange thing as reversing the categories of anteriority and posteriority.") 

Consequently, I coukJnt see that the method of my discovery, in my essays, 

and even in my person to person relationships, was always the discovery of 

my method. The truth I always found was the truth I always started with; 

that is, the truth belonging to my method, inhabiting it, like that octopus

like, Martian Mastermind-guy in the 1953 sci-fi flic Invaders from Mars, who 

never emoted or even bî Xo justify what he was doing, either to the kid or 

to anyone else.̂  ̂It was the truth of this disinterestedness, the truth of this 

gaze, that I failed to challenge. Failed, not simply because it was beyond my 

ability to challenge it, but also because, as a topic, as a subject for scrutiny, it 

didn't even appear within the horizon of my thinking, because it Mosthe hor

izon of my thinking: the east, west, north, and south of it. I never suspected 

it needed critiquing, it was so obvious to me then that thought is a more de

pendable tool than passkin is in discovering truth—and not only more de

pendable, but (and this was the clincher, that upended the fish bowl, that 
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circumscribed my vision, that sealed my fcite) more virtuous, more n(̂ le, 

more admirable.̂  This was how John Dewey and C. S. Pierce represented 

the project of rigorous, dispassionate thinking to the young and impres

sionable in the *50s and '60s, and this is what I believed." So then I had no 

trouble beginning an essay: it was all so clear. But much has happened since 

those days. 

111. 

The history of reading The Scarlet Letter is a history of hesitation. Ifs no 

doubt an American classic, but could one recommend a child to read it as un

qualifiedly as, say, Mobv-Dick? Afterall, ifs a story about a young woman suf

fering the consequences of adultery, her body, that should otherwise have 

been her own, being wrested from her and turned into a social space upon 

which the text of a confession was posted, for all to gaze at as often as they 

would.Granted, the actual act of adultery is not the subject of the story, all 

the signs and anxieties of forbidden love being reserved for the beginning 

before beginning of the story, but 5£r//one would have to explain to a 

child what exactly adultery is, and that would be difficult, always approaching 

the border that names coition, but always hesitating to cross it. This is always 

the case with hesitation. Wherever there is hesitancy, there are also borders, 

frontiers, and boundaries: a political and social map, whose territories one 

one desires X.0 penetrate into, but scruples forbkj it. And so we have this sit



uation: a classic we hesitate to recommend, about a woman we hesitate to 

commend, about a subject we hesitate to explain. And add to this (what most 

high school English teachers know): we hesitate to say exactly where this 

story begins. 

Just where doeslhe Scarlet Letter begin? For many critics there is no 

mystery: The Scarlet Letter begins with The Custom-House," whether as its 

introduction or as its pre îce. Certainly for Larzer Ziff this is the case. He 

begins his essay The Ethical Dimension of 'The Custom House'" this way: 

Perhaps the chief interest The Custom House" Introduction holds for 

the reader today [1958] is its statement of Hawthome's theory of ro

mance, a theory which, as many have noted, profoundly governs the 

form and content of TTie Scarlet Letter. 

The question as to where The Scarlet Letter begins does not exist for ZifF: it 

begins with The Custom House" (of course). He has no more difficulty lo

cating this beginning than his own: The Judicium, The Place of Judgment, 

where he carefully separates out the seed from the chaff, the spiritual from 

the material, the good life from the bad. That his decisions are mediated by 

Solon's time-honored "nothing too much" he seems as blissfully unaware as 

the questionable status of The Custom House.This, his lack of self-

awareness, as much as his methodok)gy, is reflected in what he discovers 
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about Hawthorne in *niie Custom House" (that is, in the house of customs: 

the customary ways of being and doing). He writes (speaking for Haw-

home): 

Just as the good romance strikes a balance between the actual and 

the imaginary, so the man of good character strikes a balance 

between his inner state and the materiality of the worid. (340) 

For ZifT it all comes down to a questton of discemment: of him discerning 

what Hawthome is disceming. What he hasnt thought yet is the possibility 

that the economy of this discemment is the discemment of this economy: 

that the economy (or methodology) is itself the producer of what is seen and 

known. In sum, that "seeing" is social software, and not a detachable term 

having a neutral content." What Hawthome discovers is not simply (as Ziff 

portrays it) that, "Man's inner life can be more real than his outer life" (339). 

This is ancillary to what Ziff discovers Hawthome doing, which is, 

utilizing the principle of complementarity in order to strike a balance between 

opposites. This has the happy result of lifting understanding out of its custo

mary helter-skelter-ness. And ti)is has the even happier result (for ZifTs Haw

thome) of liberating the will from ambiguity, which then permits it to inauger-

ate "right action," and so (happiest of all results) put an end to hesitancy. In 

this manner, Ziff does away with the hesitancy that is such a problem to read 
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and interpret in The Scarlet Letter, if not in The Custom House," since he 

sees the later shaping the former by way of this complementarity. Ziff doesnt 

see his exegesis in this light (he wouldn't admit the justice of my remarks) 

because he is himself complicit with it. Only by stepping outside Vn\s circle of 

light could he see it for himself—whkih, at least in this essay, he never does. 

In spite of this lack of self-recognitk)n, when he comes to spell out the link 

between "The Custom House" and The Scarlet Letter, it appears in just such 

a shape as IVe suggested: a balancing of opposites, ending in an assess

ment, and an inevitable advancement in knowledge. He writes: 

Romance is an enrichment of the actual by the imaginary. The good 

life is an enrichment of the material by the inner life, an appreciation 

of the present through a consciousness of the past. The elements of 

the good life find their dramatic counterparts in the two basic ele

ments of the romance, and such a good life is, then, the material of 

the romance. 

For this very reason, Hawthorne expressed himself dissatisfied with 

the total achievement of The Scariet Letter. His romance seemed to 

him too complete an escape into the past, too much concemed with 

the hidden and too little concemed with the open. (341) 

The link Ziff describes between "The Custom House" and The Scarlet Letter is 
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Hawthorne's theory of romance. Basically that theory provides for a way of 

composing in which the actual and imaginary can appear together without 

the one overwhelming the other. Ziff sees in this theory he possibility of other 

categories being likewise combined, for example, the past and the present, 

and the spiritual and the material. This, in turn, suggests to him a theory of 

ethics, defined rather broadly as an attempt to live the good life. He proposes 

that Hawthorne married these two together (the aesthetic and the ethical) in 

his theory of representation, and so was dissatisfied with The Scarlet Letter 

because it didn't strike the right balance between the two. (A problem every 

Kierkegaardian woukJ sympathize with, since for Kierkegaard these realms are 

largely distinct, though nested within one another.) Ziff writes: 

Hawthorne did achieve a superb balance between the actual and the 

Imaginary in The Scariet Letter. But there was an imbalance for Haw

thorne because his theory of the good life did not achieve as success

ful an embodiment as dkj his theory of romance: the balancing of the 

actual and the imaginary should also have the balancing of the inner 

state and materiality and the latter blend was not, for Hawthome, sat

isfactorily composed. (342) 

Ifs hard to assess this statement of Ziffs because of the patronizing tone in 

which Ifs expressed. I think ifs here that his lack of awareness of his own 
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presuppositions catches up with him. All along he's been supposing that 

Hawthorne's thinking parallels his own, not simply in terms of content, but 

more essentially, in the role assigned the principle of moderation or comple

mentarity. Its role has been to mediate opposites. However, this isn't Haw-

thome's style in 'The Custom House" or TTie Scariet Letter. For Hawthorne 

irony and pathos are just as likely to mediate opposites as the principle of 

complementarity. The text that Ziff quotes at the end of "The Custom House" 

as expressing Hawthome's dissatis^ctk)n with The Scarlet Letter: 

The wiser effort would have been, to diffuse thought and imagination 

through the opaque substance of today, and thus to make it a bright 

transparency; to spiritualize the burden that began to weigh so heav

ily; to seek, resolutely, the true and indestructible value that lay hid

den In the petty and wearisome incidents, and ordinary characters, 

with which I was now conversant. The fault was mine. The page of 

life that was spread out before me seemed dull and commonplace, 

only because I had not fathomed its deeper import[,] 

could be framed very differently than Ziff frames It.̂ ' Hawthome is not so 

much assessing his romance as trying to explain to himself, in a kind of note 

to himself, why he'd experienced such a writer's block while he was employed 

in the Custom House. He's speculating on what had caused his aporia; about 
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what he should have done differently. Ziff ̂ ils to position Hawthorne's re

marks in this writer's bkxk because he doesn't detect it—doesn't see the 

"hesitency" that marks the beginning of The Scarlet Letter (wherever that 

might be), and the necessity to read this hesitancy rather than attempt to 

erase it in some kind of Aufhebuno (some kind of grand resolution).̂  He's 

not so much addressing his novel as the attempt he'd made to write it. 

Ziff contends that The Custom House" is to The Scarlet Letter like a 

theory is to a practice, and that this sequence: theory preceding practk:e, 

fixes the relationship between "The Custom House" and The Scarlet Letter. 

The problem is that such relatk)nships can only aspire to the category of the 

accidental, not the category of the necessary. Let me illustrate. There's a 

knock at the door and I open it. Yes, the knock precedes my opening the 

door, but does the fact of precession imply a necessary connection? What if I 

was deaf and my opening the door at precisely that time was a coincidence? 

The connection between one event and another is caught up in an ambiva

lence that is difficult to resolve, and even when specific causes can be 

correctly ascribed to partkrular effects, the connections remain accidental, not 

necessitous, since necessity is a logical category, not a physical one. This is 

David Hume's whole point in part VII of An Enquiry Concemina Human Un

derstanding. He writes: 
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Ail events seem entirely loose and separate. One event follows an
other; but we never can observe any tie between them. They seem 
conjoined, but never connected.... It appears, then, that this idea 
of a necessary connexion [sic] among events arises frvm a number of 
similar instances which occur of the constant conjunction of these e-
vents; nor can that idea ever be suggested by any one of these in
stances, surveyed in all possible lights and po '̂ons. But there is 
nothing in a number of instances, different from every single instance, 
which is supposed to be exactly similar; except only, that after a 
repetition of similar instances, the mind is carried by habit, upon the 
appearance of one event, to expect its usual attendant, and to believe 
that it will exist. This connexion, therefore, which we fisel 'm the mind, 
this customary transition of the imagination from one object to its u-
sual attendant, is the sentiment or impression from which we form the 
idea of power or necessary connexion. Nothing farther is the case.̂  ̂

But, in fact, Ziff really isnt attempting to establish a necessary connection be

tween "The Custom House" and TTie Scarlet Letter. He simply assumes \t 

exists, and proceeds from there to reinforce that link by locating Hawthorne's 

theory of romance-cum-ethics in both. Pressed to provide a more substantial 

link he would, like most of us, simply point to the obvious: the two are 

invariably published together. What could be more convincing? But is pro

pinquity, contiguity, such a determining category that, as soon as ifs seen, it 

establishes a bond? This is, in fact (if not in fancy), the chief argument for 

"The Cusom House" being the beginning of The Scarlet Letter: this propin

quity, and the fact that the former contains the latter by way of a picture of 

Hawthorne finding, and then dropping, the scarlet letter (a snapshot I in no 

wise want to make light of). But, is it always so, that proximity in space im

plies essential connection? If it is, then most assuredly The Custom House" 
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/5the beginning of The Scarlet Letter: but, if ifs not: if proximit/ doesnt 

always imply connection, then "The Custom House" might 5£r//be the be

ginning, but a doubt will have been raised that, momentarily at least, dis

lodges "The Custom House" from a continuity of interpretation that might 

retard rather than advance an understanding of The Scarlet Letter. It might 

be that discontinuity, both at the narrative level, and the philosophical level, 

is the key to understanding The Scarlet Letter, reflecting the imagined de

capitation of the Hawthorne-narrator at the end of "The Custom House," 

and that the discontinuity Edgar Dryden describes as characterizing the 

movements of the sylvan dancers on the sarcophagus in The Marble Faun (a 

description that serves as the epigraph to this paper) characterizes the 

spiritual movements of the characters in The Scarlet Letter, as well: Dimmes-

dale, after an eternity of hesitation, finally confessing his relationship to 

Hester; Chillingworth magnanimously bequeathing his estate to Peari; Hester 

returning to Boston at the end of the story, and resuming wearing the letter 

A; and the Puritan fathers burying Hester and Dimmesdale together, leaving 

a gap between them which might be regarded as symbolic of the significant 

role discontinuity plays in the novel.̂  

Consider this situation: a crowded bus, and a stranger having to sit down 

next to another stranger. Does their proximity imply any kind of connection 

other than the most general sort (common humanity, similar sex, shared na
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tionality—something of that sort)? No; in this situation proximity does not 

imply connection. But perhaps the applicability of this situation to our own Is 

flawed because the stranger sitting next to the window in all likelihood 

doesnt have a picture of his new seat companion in his billfold, and "TTie 

Custom House" contain a picture of the scarlet letter in it, en abvme." 

All right, consider instead Dkrkens' Bleak House, written just a few years after 

''The Custom House." When the worid saw Lady Dedkxik and her husband to

gether, it supposed them married, body and soul, each doting on the other. 

But the fact that the worid thought this, and that they had been together, 

just forever, this thinking and this history could not change the fact that Lady 

Dedlock had married Sir Leicester simply for his money and his position in 

society, and that her heart (where all lasting connections are made) was for

ever linked with a certain gallant officer, with whom she'd had a child out of 

wedlock, and who she thought had died in a shipwreck, but who had sur

vived, and had become a destitute legal copyist named Nemo. Though she 

and Sir Leicester were often seen together (propinquity), her thoughts and 

desires were always elsewhere than where she was. TTie worid knew nothing 

of this, enshrining their not knowing in the confidence of their knowing. But 

the picture! What at)out the picture? As everyone knows who's read the 

book, enshrined in Sir Lek^ster's country estate was a huge portrait of his 

most precious possession: Lady Dedlock herself. Picture or no, he paradoxi
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cally possessed her: having her, but not having her (perhaps illustrating I 

Corinthians 7:29-30). Another example, perhaps, might bring this home to 

us, the paradox of a nearness that is simultaneously a famess being some

thing Hawthorne apparently experienced rather acutely, as witness his de

scription of the General in The Custom House." He writes of this national 

hero, who had earned his reputation for valor on the Niagara frontier (and so 

was a hero in encountering limina): 

He seemed away from us, although we saw him but a few yards off; 

remote, though we passed close beside his chair; unattainable. 

though we might have stretched forth our hands and touched his 

own. (24) 

Whafs remarkable about this description, beyond its uncanniness, is where 

this description appears. Its embedded in a discourse attempting to portray 

(albeit humorously) the mundane features of a place of business! All of a 

sudden, Hawthorne describes this paradox: this singularity (to borrow a word 

from the physics of black holes). Well need to return to this idea later on. 

The third example I have in mind to demonstrate some of the proble

matics of propinquity is of a Kierkegaardian sort. (We shoukJnt forget that 

Kierkegaard was a contemporary of Hawthorne's, and though an ocean and a 

language separated them, they had much in common—compelling Raymond 
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Benoit to begin his essay "Fault-lines in Kierkegaard and Hawthorne: The 

Sickness Unto Death and 'Ethan Brand'" this way: 

Had he been a philosopher Hawthorne might have been Kierkegaard, 

and Kierkegaard Hawthorne if he had been a novelist.̂ )̂ 

Ifs a parable—something both Hawthorne and Kierkegaard had a predilectk>n 

for (recall that The Minister's Black Veil" is subtitled "A Parable.") Once upon 

a time there was a princess. She was very beautiful but as fate would have it 

she fell in love with a leper. (How this came to pass is remarkable in its own 

right, since they nevers îoke to one another, but, because it does not direct

ly bear on our story, we will have to postpone the telling of it to another 

day.) Now, she and this leper were rarely seen together. How could they be? 

They moved in different circles. 5/>ewas much courted, and loved by all; he, 

on the other hand, was much avoided, and loved by no one (except by the 

princess, of course, in secret). On those rare occasions when the royal coach 

stopped in the village where he lived, and the princess stepped out with her 

father to converse with the people, on those rare occasions she'd see the 

leper standing on the very fringe of the crowd staring at her. She didn't in

quire Into the "why" he stared: she knew, and, improbable as it sounds, re

turned his look. They never spoke otherwise than this way. How coukl they? 

He was a leper, and she was a princess—and, in truth, they were very much 



afraid of one another, though their fear had nothing whatsoever to do with 

either Ais leprosy or nobility. What '̂  had to do with was ... but, truth to 

tell, I dont really know what 'ti had to do with. But what did it matter to 

anyone but them? The world didnt see together, but dk/ssi& the for

eign prince, who made quite a show, and was almost always with the prin

cess. So often, in fact, that they had their picture taken together, and that 

picture ended up in the foreign prince's billfold, on the reverse side of his 

picture of his horse. Of course, the inevitable inference was made: the Prin

cess and the prince were in bve. The princess herself neither denied this 

rumor nor affirmed it. She //Xra/the prince, to be sure; but she Ajveit/the 

leper, who no one even thought of in connection with her. 

But I've stretched this story out too long. The beautiful princess, whom 

everyone loved (how could they not?), one day married the prince, and 

lived happily ever after. There's a picture of them together in the annals of 

the kingdom. He, smiling, his arm draped across her shoulders, and she, 

bending over slightly at the waist, looking off to the side— straining to see 

what or whom, not recorded. 

The lesson? Propinquity proves nothing; pictures en abvme prove noth

ing. If the relationship between The Custom House" and The Scariet Letter is 

thought to rest on either the relation of a theory to a practk:e (Ziffs default 

position), or the relation of two objects being repeatedly seen together (a 
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relation Hume has demonstrated for all time to be bogus), then there is 

sufficient cause to reassess the nature of this relationship. That there a re

lationship between The Custom House" and The Scarlet Letter I have no 

doubt; but I hesitate to say what relationship this is. Moreover, I regard this 

hesitancy to be positive rather than negative. I think it the most felicitous of 

positions from which to read a book that itself seeks to install preĉ fyYims 

sort of hesitancy in the project of interpretatk)n, repeatedly introducing im

pediments to establishing what certainty demands most: a series of "final 

readings" of what the A means; of what Chillingworth saw on Dimmesdale's 

chest; of whether or not the comet actually spelled out an A in the night sky 

over Boston; etc. If there /san ethical counterpart to all of this, it isn't what 

Ziff has described to be: ascending to a richer view of life by imaginatively in

vesting the present with a sense of the past. It is not ascension at all. It is 

not an investing at all. It is far more like a fall or a divestiture. The ethical 

counterpart to hesitancy is a knowledge that knows itself to be ignorant. I'm 

reminded of Eliofs lines in "East Coker." However much some critics have 

gone "beyond Eliot," as in Kierkegaard's day some people styled themselves 

as having gone "beyond faith," for me, at least, these lines still retain their 

pertinence: 
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You say I am repeating 

Something I have said before. I shall say it again. 

Shall I say it again? In order to arrive there  ̂

To arrive where you are, to get from where you are not. 

You must go by a way wherein is no ecstasy. 

In order to arrive at what you do not know 

You must go by the way of ignorance. (133-139)" 

IV. 

So where doesJhe Scarlet Letter begin? As I've previously mentioned, for 

most critics there is no mystery. Like Robert Frosfs neighbor in "Mending 

Wall," they like so well what they've already said, they'd say it again: "The 

Scarlet Letter begins with 'The Custom House,' whether as its introduction or 

as its preface. Intending to or not, these critics contribute to a master nar

rative that seeks to master all future readings of "The Custom House": their 

interpretation acquiring all the obviousness of nature itself, and all the per

ceived inevitability of an officially sanctioned history.̂ ' Against this obvious

ness, and this inevitability, I must unambiguously turn. (Not against the 

critics themselves, which woukJ be folly, since I am one, but against the con

tinuity tradition has acquired for itself, and installed between a reading of 

"The Custom House" and a reading of TTie Scarlet Letter.̂  I can do no better 

than repeat what I've said before: "The history of the reading of The Scarlet 
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Letter is the history of a hesitation." Yes, a hesitation at a crossroads, an in

tersecting of two or three ways, as in the figure of the letter A itself. Where 

does the story begin, in the house of taxation, in the house of corrections, or 

in the house of spirits? 

It was the custom in ancient times for statues of Hecate Trioditus to ward 

the meeting place of three ways—a custom Hawthorne may have been 

acquainted with through reading Aristophanes.̂  As it happens, this god

dess, embodying all the anxieties associated with travelling, and choice, was 

also connected with ports of call and harbors—like the one Hawthome 

worked at. And again, as it happens, the number three carries a special sig

nificance in "The Custom House." ̂  Its mentioned at least twelve different 

times, from recollecting how tong ago it was since Hawthome had first ad

dressed his readers: "^ree or four years since," (7); to the number of win

dows in his workroom at the Custom House: ''[ajll three gave glimpses of 

the shops of grocers" (10), and the number of hours he worked: "It was not 

merely during the three hours and a half which Uncle Sam claimed as his 

share of my daily life, that this wretched numbness had possession of me" 

(34). Of prime importance, of course, is the letter A itself, that the narrator 

discovers wrapped up in the attic. An A, of course, consists of ^ree lines: two 

lines radiating outwards, or coming together, and a crosspiece intersecting 

them both. When the narrator (who is as much a creation of Hawthorne's 
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imagination as the story of his finding the scarlet letter A is) comes to meas

ure the A, he discovers, ''By an accurate measurement/' that each leg is 

"three inches and a quarter in length" (35). This is actually a tiny letter, con

sidering what use it was to be put to. With these dimensions it could easily be 

mistaken for a decoration or monogram rather than as a brand of infamy. An 

inch or two more would have served its purpose much better—unless, of 

course, it was importantXo Hawthorne that the dimensions of the letter in

clude the number three. 

So what significance do I ascribe to this repeated mention of three? Rrst, 

that it launches the theme of repetition in the novel, the significance of which 

It would be difficult to exaggerate; and, second, it suggests a connection 

with the goddess whose name is linked with the number three: Hecate, the 

Queen of Witches, who embodies in her triform shape the confusion and 

uncertainty of wondering ""Which way should I go? Which path is the safer 

one? Which road is the right one?" In short, embodies the "hecitency" in 

choosing—in Hawthorne, not just roads to travel, but sources of insight to 

believe in: head, heart, or tradition. But why even think of something mytho

logical? Why not something numerological? Because of the General. 

The description of the General is unlike any of the other descriptions in 

"The Custom House"—with the important exception of the letter-finding 

scene in the attic. These other descriptions: descriptions of the agents and 
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parameters of the comic tradition made famous by Relding and Dickens, still 

make a toward realism. But not so the description of the General. It 

isolates an incommensurable detail in the erstwhile realistic landscape of the 

Custom House: a detail that, not being categorizable within the given 

paradigm (to use Thomas Kuhn's word), causes a break—a gap— in the 

continuous fabric of that naturalistk: way of depicting the world, requiring a 

whole new paradigm to be constructed that, in its formulatk)n around a 

inspiration, has at least the potential of explaining everything, with

out leaving one detail unexplained.̂  The problem with making the General 

visible within the hegemony of vision is two-foM.̂  ̂On the one hand, while he 

appears to be visible, he is not; and while he appears to be time-bound, he is 

not, his fidelity lifting him out of history and intoVne realm of legend (a realm 

Hester also comes to occupy at the end of The Scarlet Letter, and for much 

the same reason; loyalty.) These two facts: being visible, while being in

visible, and being historical, while being legendary, are inexplicable within the 

parameters of a discourse ruled exclusively by vision and the law forbidding 

essence contradicting existence (that is, the law forbidding irony). Now 

realism is just such a discourse, and its appearance alongside fantasy in 

Hawthome's theory of romance creates just such an incommensurability as 

the General represents, and, in The Scarlet Letter. Hester's retum creates. 
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Relding's theory of comedy, inoculating itself against the supernatural, fails to 

recognize its own Inconsistency, for the voice of irony proceeds from another 

world, where truth matters more than history.̂  ̂Hawthorne's theory of 

romance removes this inconsistency by installing it; i. e., by setting the 

supernatural squarely opposite the realistic, the transcendent opposite the 

immanent, and appropriating the gap that emerges into a theory of the turn 

that, instead of seeking to eliminate this gap, uses it as its rationale. 

Hawthorne's General cannot be adequately described by realism. Like 

Christ, his being simultaneously historical and ahistorical, here and there, 

results in a surd in realism's reasoning.̂  ̂This, in turn, triggers a peripeteia: a 

dramatic reversal, or (to borrow a word from Xenophon) an epistroohe: a 

sudden wheeling about of a retiring army that suddenly turns the pursuing 

army into the pursued; thought passing back through itself, reinterpreting 

everything it had thought '̂  had understood before, but now reinterpreting it 

according to a totally different set of assumptions, and installing a wholly 

different paradigm: a paradigm that, this time, includes within it the contro

versial equations proximity^distance, near=far, and presence=absence. This 

protocol, that strikes so different a key, while using the same notes as 

the previous composition, I'm going to call 'the Hecati'an protocol." Supersed

ing realism, it substitutes for the latter's exclusivity, inclusivity; for its confi

dence, humility; for its decisiveness, indecisiveness. Adding poetry to life, it 
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enriches the material with the spiritual, but it itself eventually needs to be 

superceded by the religious, in relation to which it comes to represent a 

temptation. Installed by a hesitancy to accept the adequacy of realism, it is 

maintained by an equally profound hesitancy to accept the religious. It is 

precisely this protocol that inspires the narrators of The Scarlet Letter and 

energizes the world they describe. And it is precisely this protocol that Hester 

eventually rejects, her return representing her exclusive surrender to "Heav

en's will," and her irrevocable dedsion to remain faithful to Dimmesdale 

transforming the A from "Adulturer" to "Always Arthur's." 

V. 

Rdelity is what The Scariet Letter is about. Hawthorne, by accepting the job 

of Surveyor in the Custom House, manifests an infidelity to his real profes

sion. While he's at the Custom House ifs the fidelity of the General rm try. 

Sir!") that impresses him so much, and the infidelity of his other agents to 

their higher natures. The story he writes about after he's terminated is a 

story about fidelity, and the temptations it has to overcome. Hester is ac

cused of infidelity to her husband; Dimmesdale trespasses on fidelity to 

Hester and his profession by concealing his relationship to her and Peari; Chil-

lingworth trespasses the bounds of fidelity to a friend by seeking so remorse

lessly to uncover Dimmesdaie's secret; Peari and Hester express a fierce fi

delity to one another, though this translates into infidelity to society. The 
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various traditions honored in the colony from year to year (like the election 

sermon) express a fidelitythe past. Even nature is enamored of fidelity. In 

spite of the fact that derelicts from duty occupy the colony's prison, the wild 

rosebush at the beginning of the story still blooms, attempting to cheer and 

encourage the blasted hearts within. The meteor that lights up the scaffold 

scene in chapter XII testifies to the return of the same; as does the repe

tition of the scaffold scene in the narrative. Against all logic, something there 

is In fidelity that compels Dimmesdale's body (once joined to Hester's) to cre

ate a letter A over heart that answers to the one over Hester's own. And, 

finally, something there is in fidelity, that brings Hester back to the colony 

after Dimmesdale has died, not compelling her to resume wearing the accur

sed letter A, but inspiring her to voluntarily embody what it means to abkJe in 

love. It is toward the silent enactment of this abiding that all roads run in the 

novel, not in spite of the fact that ambiguity seems the ruling economy in the 

novel, but because it is the ruling economy, requiring a resolutton that is 

other than logical, and certainly other than instinctive. (It woukJ have been 

Hester's instinct to have remained in Europe with Peari, surrounded by all the 

comforts money can provide, and respected by all those around her; but she 

tumed against this instinct, that is, against herself and common sense, in 

choosing to return to Boston at the end of the novel.) This resolution I want 

to call "the turn," preferring this term to "the leap," since it evokes more a 
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sense of torque and resistance than the word leap does. Its essential mean

ing is expressed in this statement of Martin Buber's in part three of I and 

Thou: 

He who is dominated by the idol that he wishes to win, to hold, and to 

keep—possessed by a desire for possession—has no way to God but 

that of tuming, which is a change not only of a goal but also of the 

nature of his movement.̂  

Whether understood religiously (as here) or romantically (as in The Scarlet 

Letter), the turn is a turn from and a turn to: it turns from many gods to one 

God; from many loves, to one love; from the the visible, to the invisible; from 

the logical to the supra-logical.̂  ̂What enables the turn is faith, and the 

source of that faith is the subject of that faith: is bestowed rather than medi

ated, either by reason or by piety (a conviction Kierkegaard fought fiercely for 

with Hegel's ghost).* The turn represents a break with the continuity of the 

past—in fact, represents a break with j//continuities (and so is compared by 

Christ with a second birth in John chapter 3). It established a relationship: a 

two-way communication that ignores both time and space. This it does by 

transforming the between from an interval that separates (a variety of 

perdition) to a bond that joins (enjoining service). It is in regard to this 

joining that enjoins that Buber writes, "All revelatton is summons and send
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ing" (115). 

Like Tom Weiskel's analysis of the moments of the romantic sublime, the 

tum also progresses through a series of stages, sometimes only separated by 

milliseconds, sometimes by years piled upon years. These stages are: 

1. Annunciation 

2. Abnegatk)n 

3. "Agenbite of Inwit̂  

4. Altematk>n 

5. Avowal 

6. Repetition 

The annunciation is a revelatk^n that suffers denial, since it cannot be 

contextualized, i.e., cannot be made to fit with normal expectations and cus

tomary ways of thinking about people and things. (A perfect example is 

Kenyon's denial of his sudden intuition that Miriam was beseeching her 

model for freedom rather than simply laving her hands in the Porta del Pop-

olo's fountain in chapter 12 of TTie Marble Faun.̂ ^  ̂As a miracle, it contests 

the border between the possible and the impossible, stretching it like a rub

ber band, until it snaps. It placidly shines in its own light, effortlessly ex

tinguishing all lesser lights, and wrapping time and space around itself like a 

curtain or veil.̂  For indivkluals given to orderliness, an annunciatbn repre
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sents a catastrophe that, like the massacre of the strikers in Gabriel Mar-

quez's One Hundred Years of Solitude, often ends up being treated as if it 

had never happened.̂  The memory of it, however, implants itself in their 

minds, furrowing it like a geodetic map snaking around the site of a buried 

meteorite. Part of the problem is that it requires, not interpretation, but 

faith—faith not only in the revelation's reality, but in its essential innocence. 

Abnegation refers to the denial itself, which, rather than being articulated 

as such, often takes the form of a flight into conformity, an acquiescing to 

the temptation to emulate in one's own life the unconcem toward the revel

ation manifested in the lives of those who have never been vouchsafed its 

appearance, and for whom all talk about it represents a ridiculous fantasy. 

Contentedly living this lie, stubbornly embracing this oblivion, is tantamount 

to self-damnation: the choice Miriam's model made in Hawthorne's The 

Marble Faun, in his incarnation as Memmius, and the unfortunate choice the 

beautiful princess made in the parable eariier imagined in this paper.̂  

Emerging from within this temptation is a silent accuser or attestant. This 

is the disputed memory of the revelation that, thanks to its being intermit

tently doubted and believed in (something like Peari's penchant for some

times pelting Hester's A, and sometimes kissing it), takes on something of a 

life of its own, its pangs (its "agenbite of inwifO manifesting not only its in-

extinguishability but also indkating the only redemption still available to the 
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double-dealer: a desperate and unequivocal turn from doubt to faith—what 

the Greeks referred to as a diatheke: an Irrevocable decision (while yet alive) 

regarding the dispositk)n of one's property when dead (whkrh an individual 

counts himself as already being when he makes this deciston). 

Supposing tiiere's not an immediate jump from revelation to avowal 

(something the Haruchai do in Stephen Donaklson's Lord Foul's Bane [see the 

epigraph to chapter three]), the next stage in the turn is called alternation. 

This refers to the endless vacillating the double-dealer engages in—for whom 

the figure of Hecate is an appropriate symbol, for, like Hecate, the unbeliev

ing double-dealer habitually kx)ks in two or three directions at the same time, 

without ever being able to will only one thing with all their heart: the reality 

of the revelation. Nor is the issue actually unsettled in the double-dealer's life. 

Whether you throw a candle away, convinced it cant provide you light, or 

carry it along with you, trying to decide whether to light or not, either way 

you still walk in the dark, and are of a party with those who choose to walk in 

darkness rather than light. 

But an individual's vacillating is rooted not only in his own psyche, but 

also in the communities to whkrh he belongs. Think of Winterboume's "study

ing" of Daisy Miller—how much his vacillatk>n is, first, aggravated by his jeal

ousy of Mr. Gk)vaneili; next, by the disparaging of Daisy by his aunt and Mrs. 

Walker; and, lastly, appears justified by an outraged Vktorian conscience, so
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licitous for the customs Daisy appears to enjoy flouting/̂  And there is an 

even larger context to consider. At least since the seventeenth century and 

Francis Bacon's Novum Oroanum. Westem civilization has enthusiastically em

braced the idea that a variety of kenosis: a self-emptying of all prejudices and 

biases, and a dispassionate suspension of judgment, are the necessary first 

steps to determining truth—whether that truth be proposltional or empirical. 

But what is suspension of judgment if it isnt weighing two sides of an issue, 

without committing one's self to either side? And what is this (in practice-

never mind what it is in theory) but vacillation?^  ̂Individual instances of 

intellectual hesitation are all, perhaps, related to this larger, cultural hesi

tation—as if the task of science was generalizable to all tasks of life. Kier

kegaard directly addresses this supposition in Concluding Unscientific Post

script.. He writes (or rather, Johannes Climacus writes): 

Science organizes the moments of subjectivity within a knowledge of 

them, and this knowledge is assumed to be the highest stage, and all 

knowledge is an abstraction which annuls existence, a taking of the 

objects of knowledge out of existence. In existence, however, such a 

principle does not hold. If thought speaks deprecatingly of the imagin

ation, imagination in its turn speaks deprecatingly of thought; and 

likewise with feeling. The task is not to exalt the one at the expense of 

the other, but to give them an equal status, to unify them in simultan
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eity; the medium in which they are unified is existence. 

By positing as a task the scientific process instead of the existential 

simultaneity, life is confused.̂  

(The word ""confused" being part and parcel of his argument, Johannes Cli-

macus is not trying to be ironic here, but Seren Kierkegaard was never drier. 

"Confus[ing]" doesnt begin to describe the consequences of applying the 

rules of science to the tasks of the heart. "^Devastating" or "despoiling" woukJ 

be nearer the truth). Kierkegaard's words speak not only to the folly oH apply

ing science's ascesis to the af̂ irs of the heat, but, by referring to the "task" 

either feeling or thought assumes itself to have of squekrhing the other, they 

indirectly address the /î orwith which this ascesis is expected to be admin

istered ... on one's own self! (Climacus attempts a balanced critique, but it's 

primarily science's separatk)n of emotion from thought—as if the former must 

inevitably pollute the latter, that is his, and our, primary focus here.) He 

speaks of an ignored "simultaneity," but this is a theoretical peccadillo, while 

the actual co  ̂of this rigorous separation of emotion from thought are truly 

staggering, both on a personal, and on a geopolitical level. This is as much a 

theme of Hawthorne's as it is Kierkegaard's. In "The Birth-Mark," an intoler

ance for "imperfections" (for inconsistencies and ineradicable smudges) 

causes a scientist to subject his wife to a series of dangerous experiments in 
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a misguided attempt to remove a tiny macula (in the shape of a tiny crimson 

hand) from her otherwise unreproachable cheek. The single-mindedness 

with which he pursues this project, and the monomaniacal manner in which 

he uncompromisingly insists on perfection, though praised by his wife at the 

end of the story (to at least ^ryto save him from the haunting spectre of re

gret), eventually costs him his dear wife's life, and with her, all his hopes 

for happiness. (And ifs precisely here, at the end of story of a red mark, 

that the end of that other of a red mark is explkated. The narrator 

remarks that if only Alymer had found the strength to kx)k beyond the ""mo-

mentary circumstance" of his wife's tiny birth-mark (had accomplished a 

diatheke .̂ then he might have ''livted] once for all in eternity, [and found] the 

perfect Future in the present."*  ̂Unlike Alymer, it is precisely this kinesis, this 

movement, that Hester does perform, coming back to Boston, and resuming 

the wearing of the letter A—but really coming back to Dimmesdale, and look

ing beyond the fact of his earthly death, etemally pledges her undying fidel

ity—and so recollects "the perfect Future in the present."*®) 

Nor is this scourge of disinterested curiosity and rigorous self-consistency 

(recommended by apologists for science from the seventeenth century on) 

limited to effecting only certain unfortunate individuals now and then. Rather, 

this excision of emotions finds a geopolitkal mirror in the way the Europeans 

treated the Native Americans and the Caribbeans and the . . . (the list goes 
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on and on), during three hundred years of colonial rule. A protocol that be

gins by alienating individuals from themselves by insisting that their intuitions 

have no intrinsic value in deciding the truth or falsity of a proposition ends by 

regarding aliens, whoVe never practiced scientific dispassion, as likewise hav

ing no intrinsic value. As scurrilous as this is, ifs not surprising. Who we are 

determines what we see. When Mary Goffe appears before Richard Digby, 

and offers him a cup of water, in Hawthorne's 'Tlie Man of Adamant," he's 

unable to see her gesture for what it is: an act of mercy, but construes it the 

only way he can construe it: as an attempt to seduce him, exclaiming, 

"Tempt me no more, accursed woman . . . lest I smite thee down also'" 

(426)1 "Character is [indeed] fate," as Heraclitus remarked.̂ ' Merciless to 

himself, Digby couldn't recognize mercy. If we demonize ourselves through 

inordinate rigidity, as Digby does, then instead of seeing other selves, we see 

only other demons. Likewise, if there exists within us a discrepancy between 

what we intimate is true (by way of revelation), and what we pretend is true 

(by resigning ourselves to a worid of cotored surfaces, only) then the worid 

we occupy the center of (as we all occupy the center of our own worid) we 

experience as having just such a secret divide as run through our own 

thoughts, the length and breadth of which is proportional to the degree with 

which the annunciation has taken hold of us.**" On one skle of this divide is 

Being; on the other skje. Seeming. This bifurcation is made manifest by a 
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heightened sensibility to hypocrisy (except one's own), and by a nearly ir

resistible desire to interpret, to equivocate, rather than believe. As noted, it 

is in this space of "hecitency" that TTie Scarlet Letter unfolds itself, like roads 

radiating outwards from a crossroads, the ironic declaration, *The reader may 

choose among these theories" (226), having the effect of forestalling choice 

rather than encouraging it (Sylvie Mathe's point in Hlie Reader May Not 

Choose; Oxymoron as Central Figure In Hawthome's Strategy of Immunity 

From Choice in The Scarlet Letter).̂  In this vein, there are inquiries 

(three direct questions, and five answers worded as questions) that Hester 

makes concerning how nature might react to Chillingworth's herb-gathering 

at the beginning of chapter XV, of which none fnada) are either confirmed or 

denied by the narrator. Why this baffling inconclusiveness? The baffling /sthe 

reason. It is the precondition for the suspension of judgment enjoined by 

science—the sheer folly of which The Scariet Letter both celebrates (as a 

fortunate fall) and caricatures.®® 

On the one hand, the baffling maneuvers the reader into exercising the 

Hecatian protocol, or a variety of Keats' Negative Capability, enriching his 

life, by nudging one worid askle and substituting another.®  ̂On the other 

hand, this enrichment is not meant to be an end in itself; ifs supposed to 

have a result: what I have elsewhere called (borrowing from Xenophon, but 

now also from the history of theology) an eoistrophe." Hester's eoistrophe 
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was a choice to continue toving Dimmesdale. This choice marks a discontin

uity with respect to "hedtency" and history. It is her eoistrophe. her return, 

her fidelity, that is the real subject of The Scarlet Letter, the decisiveness of 

which caricatures the indecisiveness that preceded it, even as a butterfly, if 

by nothing else than contrast, shames a caterpillar. But it is to this worid of 

the caterpillar (what Keats called "the vale of Soul-making'O that most of The 

Scarlet Letter is dedicated to portraying.̂  Part of this world's alterity consists 

in the fact that, along with choices, differences are deferred—particularly that 

imagined to adhere between animate and inanimate.̂  It is with reference to 

this deferral that I've imagined Hecate, the dual-roled goddess of life and 

death, and watcher at the harbor, inhabiting Hawthorne's story. Her trifoliate 

form reflects both the multiple choices deployed by the narrator(s), distrib

uted along a scale of increasing credulity, and the figure of repetition. The 

spirit of'"hecitency" I've ascrit)ed to her (using Joyce's pun): modem science's 

version of the ancient world's ohilosoDhia eohektike. animates both "The 

Custom House" and The Scarlet Letter.As in Jean COcteau's film Beautv and 

the Beast, objects in both are invested with personalities and an animistic 

ability to "speak." After nearly two hundred years, the scarlet letter is still 

"awake enough" to bum the young Surveyor when he essays to place it 

against his chest.̂  In chapter XII a meteor streaking across the night sky 

traces an A in the ck)uds over Boston. In chapters X and XXIII Dimmesdale's 
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chest ""utters" a letter A In ulcerated flesh over his heart. In chapter XV 

Pearl's reflection in a tide-pool beckons her to join it; and in chapter XVIII a 

wolf "offers his savage head to be patted by her hand" (181). Complement

ing this liberation of objects from insensibility is the liberation of the sign from 

the signified—something that has t)een given a great deal of critical attention 

(and justifiably so) by Millicent Bell. She writes: 

The Scarlet Letter, then, is as much as any work of fictk)n can be, an 

essay in semblogy. Ifs theme is the oblkiuity or indeterminacy of 

signs. From this source comes an energy present in every part of the 

book[.]̂  

As a result of this liberation, this ""obliquity," the A can symbolize almost 

anything: Adultery, Angel, Art, Able, Anarchy, Abjection, Ambiguity, Aporia, 

America, Allegiance, and even (Sacvan Bercovitch's position) Assimilation. 

This liberation is achieved, however, at a cost. An infinite list of possibilities 

to sift through indefinitely postpones a decision as to which is right. More

over, the liberation of the sign represents its fall into history, into imman

ence.̂  This means that the source of the sign's meaning is transferred from 

heaven to earth; from eternity to history; from the Worid of Ideas to the idea 

of the worid. Bell provides some background to help us understand this 

dramatic change: 
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We think more usually of the moral imperatives of Puritanism as a 

lingering presence in Hawthorne's writing .... But it is the Puritan 

understanding of the relation of natural to divine reality that was more 

important to him. TTie Puritans regarded reality textually .... What 

God had written in the creation was a cryptic language; yet one could 

be confident nonetheless that no phenomenon but had its sacred 

sense. Such a viewpoint was older than Christianity, having its roots in 

Platonism. (12-13) 

The sign suffers a fall because, according to Bell, Hawthorne was skeptkal of 

the Puritan ontology she characterizes above. She takes seriously—^e/y 

seriously, his portrayal of the undecidable sign, without detecting the black 

humor that deploys 8 inconclusive ways of looking at a man gathering herbs; 

and, in chapter XII, mounts a very elaborate, scientifically worded argument 

against the likelihood of a meteor spelling out the letter A in the heavens: 

We impute it, therefore, solely to the disease in his own eye and 

heart, that the minister, looking upward to the zenith, beheld there 

the appearance of an immense letter,—the letter A,— (138) 

only to discover for us, at the end of the chapter, that thafs exactly what it 

did(lo\ Surely there's something wickedly funny in all this: the heart making 

fun of what the decapitated head has so carefully reasoned out. Bell remarks 
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that "nothing is more serious than The Scarlet Letter" (14). This needs to be 

qualified. No doubt The Scarlet Letter is a novel with a serious message; but 

it also has a great deal of comedy in it. William Vance offers a number of ex

amples in his essay "Tragedy and 'The Tragic Power of Laughter': The Scarlet 

Letter and The House of the Seven Gables." He quotes Mistress Hibbins' 

conversation with Hester in chapter XXII, in which that witch-lady says, "I 

have laughed, in bitterness and agony of heart, at the contrast between what 

I seem and what I am!" He notes the humor in Pearl's various grotesqueries, 

as well as "her gift for making painfully acute comments in apparent perfect 

innocence" (238). He points out the almost Dickensian description of Chilling -

worth as he ages in the story, the distortion of his body reflecting the distor

tion of his soul. There are a few examples he misses, however—partly be

cause he limits the function of the various comic elements (he names satire, 

irony, and the tragicomic) to what they can contribute to "augment the rea

der's experience of the tragic" (234).®' I think it likely that the comic serves 

more purposes than just this one in the novel; for example, its critkiue of 

the overuse of the scientific method has as its purpose social change. At any 

rate, there's this delicious description of Puritan children at play that Vance 

overlooks: 

[Peari] saw the chiklren in the settlement, on the grassy margin of the 

street, or at the domestic threshokls, disporting themselves in such 
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grim fashion as the Puritanic nurture would permit; playing at going to 

church, perchance; or a scourging Quakers[.] (84) 

The humor in imagining innocent chikjren, in addition to playing church, 

playing "at scourging Quakers"—as if the two were mutually complementary, 

is as black as any line from Joseph Heller's Catch-22—and just as funny. And, 

there's something farckral about a novel that has so many people pretending 

so many things. Hester pretends she's not in kive with Dimmesdale; Dimmes-

dale pretends he's not in bve with Hester; Chillingworth pretends he's 

Dimmesdale's friend—and, of course, he pretends he's not Hester's husband, 

and Hester pretends she's not Chillingworth's wife. Dimmesdale pretends he's 

not Peari's dad; and Peari pretends she's crazier than she really is, as she 

demonstrates when "good old" Reverend Wilson quizzes her on her catechism 

in chapter VIII. Shakespeare made a career out of this sort of thing! But 

thafs not all; not by a long shot. What coukj be more ironic than a novel 

about a woman accused of infidelity who, through-out the novel, is unim-

peachably faithful? Hester remains true to her promise to Chillingworth not to 

give away his identity until she's absolutely forced to break her promise by a 

still more profound obligation to Dimmesdale. She's as fiercely loyal to Peari 

as Peari is to her. She doggedly continues to support herself by sewing, in 

spite of the fact that her customers put on superior airs with her. She 

remains in Boston, "at her post," so to speak, when she's free to leave it at 
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any time; and then, having once left, she actually returns to it at the end of 

the story (the creance of her love for Dimmesdale yanking her back)!̂  Mean

ing no disrespect, but Hawthorne's Hester, branded for unfaithfulness, is 

actually as faithful as a dog—as faithful, in fact, as Robinson Jeffers' dog 

Haig, whom the poet imagined addressing him and his wife from beyond his 

little grave in the poem "The House Dog's Grave." Haig's final words are 

these: 

Deep k>ve endures 

To the end and far past the end. If this is my end, 

I am not lonely. I am not afraid. I am still yours.̂  ̂

It is her love for Dimmesdale that brings Hester back to Boston, like a falcon-

gentle at the end of leash. And she doesnt just return to visit: say, to pray 

over Dimmesdale's grave, lay a rose on it, and then depart. She retums to 

stay. Nor does she return in the capacity of a former resident, now become 

filthy rich; nor as a bereaved wklow, to curate the memories of a past love. 

She retums to her former home on the peninsula and resumes wearing the 

scariet letter A. Not content to recollect the past (something she could have 

done f̂ r more comfortably in the Old Worid), she retums to reenact it. But 

why? Her past was past painful; and her present had at least the hope of 

brighter things to come, living with Peart, and away from sad scenes made 
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still sadder by the absence of Dimmesdale. She might have gotten married 

again! But, no, she appears to have treated as a temptation the comfort she 

enjoyed away from Boston, and sensibility (What would have been more 

sensible than to have stayed with Pearl?) as a stumbling block. She returns, 

not because ifs the natural thing to do; the natural thing would have been to 

remain with Peart. She returns, not because ifs the wisest thing to do; the 

wisest thing would have been to put the past behind her, and begin a new 

life for herself. She returns, not to finally acquiesce in her heretofore resisted 

socialization (as if she was a delinquent schoolgirl who, having once failed a 

civics class, now returns to try again)." No, she returns for the most ironic 

reason possible for a woman accused and branded for infideiity. She returns 

out of faithfulness to Arthur Dimmesdale, loving him "to the end, and far past 

the end." The nature of Hester's faithfulness is the subject of chapter two. 

Chapter three will return to the subject of the return. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

The Kiericegaardian Turn (or, Rdelity) 

Lx>ve can touch us 

One time. 

And last for 

A lifetime. 

And never let go 

til we're gone.— 

"My Heart Will Go On," Titanic 

I. 

Bercovitch is right about this: Hester's determination to return to Boston and 

reenact her former life requires explaining. But he's wrong in seeking to 

explain her decision by appealing to nineteenth-century politics. (Or is it 

twentieth-century politics?) He writes: 

The Scarlet Letter is the story of a stranger who rejoins the commun

ity by compromising for principle, and her resolution has far-reaching 

implications about the symbolic structures of American ideology.. .. 

[R]adicalism has a place in society, after all, as the example of Hes

ter demonstrates—radicalism, that is, in the American grain, defined 

through the ambiguities of both/and, consecrated by the tropes of 
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theology . .. and interpreted through the polar unities at the heart of 

American liberalism: fusion and fragmentation, diversity as consensus, 

process through closure. (30-31) 

The problem with his position is his unwarranted optimism, on the one hand, 

in the possibilities of consensus, and, on the other hand, in the possibilities of 

reason. As revolutionaries have demonstrated over the ages, not all resis

tance /sdisramable; not all dissent /scooptable. There are certain acts which 

count reason as a stumbling block, and temporizing a temptation—that con

sciously align themselves against both the one and the other. Hester's de

cision is one of these acts, that, in relation to reason is absurd, and in relation 

to temporizing, defiant. 

A determination that terminates hesitation on no other ground than that 

of love—such a love as overiooks reason's reasons for loving or re

maining faithful, constitutes the turn from the simply temporal to the sempi

ternal. Such an exorbitant love as was Hester's for Dimmesdale that, all 

unknowing the fate of her husband, pricked her into daring to trespass God's 

commandment; and then, in aftermath, was tormented into such stubborn 

steel as alone could surcingle itself with itself, keeping love's dearest object 

most deariy concealed—such a tove naturally has love's most baroque bk>s-

som: such a fiery peari, fierce fidelity, as time itself is tasked to fix a finish 

to. And so, against reason, against prudence, against all scientific laws, Hes
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ter returns to her home on the peninsula, reclasps the scarlet letter to her 

dress, and patiently waits, hour by hour, for DImmesdale to walk through the 

door, or, in town, to come suddenly upon her from around a comer—play

ing a game with herself, but a ""game" with a true intent: to keep the fires 

burning, and the candle lit, in faithful anticipation of the eminent return of 

the master of the house a game left unarticulated in the text because 

in order "to be" at all it can only be played, can only be danced, in secret, in 

a veiled comer of the heart only God is granted access to.̂  And this is why 

Hester retums, and resumes wearing the scarlet letter A: to play this ""game" 

and dance this dance, reenacting her experience in Boston some 10 years 

before, when Dimmesdale was still alive and being by h\m was, for her, the 

same thing as being with him—the sheer "unreason" of which reenactment is 

the very reason her tombstone (which she shares with Dimmesdale) is en

graved with an escutcheon rather than inscribed with a description. Her faith

ful game, and game faith: speechless as stone, and twice as redoubtable, is 

best represented by such an emblem, itself silent (even when captioned), 

and, being placed en abvme to the gravestone (one bordered shape placed 

inside another), is then able to suggest the repetitive nature of this constancy 

that, resigning up both past and present (for whats desired is not the same 

anew but the "sehm asnuh"), unfalteringly recollects the future.̂  

It is because the language we reason with is reason's language, that ifs 
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unable to express the kind of "unreasonable" faith Hester exerdses in re

turning. Unreason eschews the language of reason because, among other 

things, it seeks to uncover and profane mystery rather than preserve and 

protect it.̂  When it </aesseek to communkiate itself, it often resorts to in

direct methods, like sustained eye contact, earnest facial expressions, coded 

gestures and gestk:ulatk)ns, and (in writing) through irony, literary allustons, 

and rhetorical devkres."* The epitaph that ends The Scarlet Letter: 

"On a field, sable, the letter A, gulesC,]" (231) 

illustrates all three of these methods. Ifs ironic, since, as a coat of arms, it 

asserts the nobility rather than the ignobility of the adulterous pair that lie 

beneath it; and while epitaphs might reasonably be expected to refer to the 

deceased, it actually refers back to itself: is self-reflexive, describing what the 

escutcheon would have kx)ked like if stone was permanently stainable. (That 

there is some relatk)nship between the engraving and the two buried on 

either side of it, there's no doubt; but the connection is, well, indirect—which 

is precisely my point: some things can ontybe referred to indirectly; and this 

is particularly true of things which are admittedly illogical, like considering 

adulterers noble.) 

The epitaph is also allusive. It recollects Andrew Marvell's marvelous 
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poem The Unfortunate Lover." TTiat poem ends: 

In a field sable a lover gules.̂  

That '̂ s allusive, indirectly suggests the theme of recollection; and that '̂ s a 

misappropriation (inserting a series of commas that are not in the original, 

and substituting the phrase "the letter A" for ""a lover") says something about 

the nature of recollection in TTie Scarlet Letter: that ifs creative rather than 

imitative, magical rather than mechanical. In fact, according to the narrator. 

The Scarlet Letter itself is a version of itself, thus transforming the idea of tel

ling into the idea of recollecting.̂  He remarks in "The Custom House": 

I must not be understood as affirming, that, in the dressing up of the 

tale, and imagining the motives and modes of passion that influenced 

the characters who figure in it, I have invariably confined myself with

in the limits of the old Surveyor's half a dozen sheets of foolscap. On 

the contrary, I have allowed myself, as to such points, nearly or al

together as much license as if the ̂ cts had been entirely of my own 

invention. What I contend for is the authenticity of the outline. (33) 

From the beginning telling is recollecting in The Scariet Letter and recollect

ing is redacting; but a redacting of a certain variety: one that's accompanied 

by the most vigorous fidelity.' What I'm proposing is that this strategy of 
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faithfully remembering by misremembering, by altering and supplementing, 

characterizes not only the beginning of the romance, but its ending as well— 

if "ending" it is, Hester's determination to remain faithful to Dimmesdale as 

prospectively active in the grave as the Surveyor's volubility is at the end of 

"The Custom House," though confessing to having been decapitated and re

siding now "in the realm of quiet[.]" It is my intention to retum to this topic 

In the future, categorizing both the end of "The Custom House" and the end 

of "The Custom House" as Christian euchocatastrophes.̂  Right now I'd like to 

consider the nature of the commas Hawthorne inserts into Marvell's marvel

ous line—and the broader issue of describing the marvel of Hester's deter

mination to remain true to Dimmesdale. 

II. 

They dance across the page, these commas of Hawthome's—very like the 

sylvan dancers in The Marble Faun. While they break up the semantic tra

jectory of Marvell's line, as if intent on frustrating it, they yet are a rhetorical 

device, enlisted by Hawthorne to speak for Hester, since she, silenced by her 

faith, cannot otherwise speak for herself.' Detached from their grammatical 

and semantic moorings, these three commas represent (through their typo-

graphkial lteratk)n) Hester's recollectk)n of her resolution to remain ̂ ithful to 

Dimmesdale, her love shorn of everything except her faith In seeming him 
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again. The commas are the dips, the pirouettes, the glissades, of that faith, 

repelling off the hard granite of the actual with the bounce of the believed in. 

Kierkegaard (in the guise of Johannes de Silentio), in describing the dance of 

the knight of faith, inadvertently describes Hester's dance at the end of TTie 

Scarlet Letter. He writes: 

[S]he resigned everything [her hope, her reason, her comfort] in

finitely, and then [s]he grasped everything again by virtue of the 

absurd.... It is supposed to be the most diffkrult task for a dancer 

to leap into a definite posture in such a way that there is not a sec-

cond when [s]he is grasping after the posture, but by the leap itself 

[s]he stands fixed in that posture. Perhaps no dancer can do it—that 

is what this knight does. Most people live dejectedly in woridly sorrow 

and joy; they are the ones who sit along the wall and do not join in 

the dance. TTie knights of infinity are dancers and possess elevation.̂ " 

These dancing commas, and these commas of dancing, are very much like 

the seven commas in the King James Version of II Samuel 15:21, and carry 

much the same import.̂  ̂(Again, let me emphasize the fact that I'm treating 

Hawthorne's commas as dissociated from their actual context—what Haw

thorne calls a motto, and J. Jeffrey Mayhook contends shoukl properly be 

called a blazon.It will be recalled that this portion of Scripture describes 
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the flight of David and his faithful servants from Jerusalem, in antldpation of 

the dreaded arrival of Absalom. Ittai the Gittite, "*3 stranger and an exile/ 

follows the king out of the city, leading a band of six hundred men that David 

had put him in command of some thirty years before in Gath. David advises 

him to return to Jerusalem, since he's only just arrived in the city, and would 

probably be better off remaining there and ""kissing up" to the new king, 

rather than sticking with the okJ one. (David, of course, doesnt say "kissing 

up," but how else coukl Ittai and his men have remained in Jerusalem 

ingratiating themselves with Absalom? whk:h the okl king knew.) And ifs 

here we take up the story. We read: 

And Ittai answered the king, and said, ">l5the LORD liveth, and as my 

lord the king liveth, surely in what place my tord the king shall be, 

whether in death, or in life, even there also will thy servant be. 

Here the iterated commas repeat the theme of fidelity like plaited braids in 

a soldier's sennit. Seven commas of indomitability, stronger than death 

itself—for death seeks to put an end to life, but this, this loyalty, refuses to 

be distracted from its self-assumed task—and even if put to sleep for a trillion 

years, and then awakened, would still, still continue its faithful warding. This 

is why Hester returns; no other reason would have been sufficient to have 

brought her back: not nostalgia, not guilt, not the need for a home of her 
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own: as Robinson Jeffers might have said, "[all] reasons, but not the rea

son" (emphasis added)." It was Dimmesdale who brought her back; or, 

rather, it was her love for Dimmesdale, transformed into duty, that brought 

her back. The techne of this transformation, and its triumph over death 

(which, but for this, immanence would be The Scarlet Letter^s only bequeath-

ment) is now the subject of our thoughts.̂ "* 

III. 

When love is transformed into duty, ifs secured against change: this is one of 

Kierkegaard's points in Works of Love. Commenting on Matthew 22:29, he 

writes: 

'"You shall love." Only when it is a duty to love, only then is love 

eternally secured against every change, eternally made free 

in blessed independence, eternally and happily secured a-

gainst despair. (29) 

When Hester reclasps the letter A to her breast, she, in effect, transforms her 

love for Dimmesdale into a duty that she vows never to shirk. Her act does 

not express the vow; it iSthe vow. Words would not only be superfluous, 

they would represent a danger—and that in two ways. Love and faith are 

both known by their fruits, and one of these fruits is a disinclinatksn for direct 
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declaration. Kierkegaard writes, again in Works of Love: 

[I]t is the essence of faith to be a secret, to be for the single individ

ual; if it is not kept a secret by every single individual, even when he 

confesses it, then he does not believe. (28) 

The danger, as Kierkegaard sees it, is not simply not believing, but of betray

ing that belief by displaying it. He continues: 

The one who, wise as a serpent, guards against people in order that 

he, innocent as a dove, can "^keep the secret of faith" also has, as 

Scripture says (Mark 9:50), "salt in himself"; but if he does not guard 

against people, then the salt loses its strength, and with what is it 

then to be salted? Even if it does happen that the secrecy of a love 

affair becomes a person's downfall, faith is eternally and always the 

saving secret. (28)̂ ® 

The other danger is the danger of delay. Talking about taking responsi

bility is not the same thing as taking responsibility; any more than talking 

about loving is the same thing as loving. As Bakhtin might say, speaking 

postpones the answerable deed. He defines the answerable deed this way: 

The answerable act or deed alone surmounts anything hypothetical, 

for the answerable act is, after all, the actualizatk)n of a decision—in
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escapably, irremediably, and irrevocably. The answerabiy performed 

act is a final result, a summation, an all-around definitive conclusion.̂  ̂

It is actualizing a decision, not blathering about it, that constitutes an an

swerable act. Hawthorne textualizes Hester's "answerable act," not by articu

lating it, but by portraying it. What\\e. portrays is Hester's "irremeditable]" 

and "irrevocCable]" decision to remain true to Dimmesdale by retuming to the 

Boston and him (as if he was still alive). The commandment she transgresses 

before the beginning of the novel, in its positive form (the unspoken, "Thou 

Shalt be true and faithful to your spouse'̂ , comes to ultimately bind her, and 

that, not by constraint, but by her free election. This was, in fact, Dimmes-

dale's final injunction to her on the scaffold; Hester simply follows it. We 

read: 

"Hush, Hester, hush!" said he, with a tremulous solemnity. "The law 

we broke!—the sin here so awfully revealed—let these atone be in thy 

thoughts! I fear! I fear! It may be, that, when we forgot our God,— 

when we violated our reverence each for the other's soul,—it was 

thenceforth vain to hope that we could meet hereafter, in an ever

lasting and pure reunion. God knows; and He is merciful! (225) 

Here is the advice—and here, too, the rhetork:al devkre of repetition and in

terpellation, whk:h is part of the advice—the juttering phrases interrupting the 
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progress of the thought like the allusion to Marveil is interrupted by commas, 

and with much the same purpose: to limn faith's dance forfending fact, its 

turning limt)s and limber turns interrupting the otherwise smooth course of 

history and reason—and by interrupting it, rejuvenate those who are subject 

to its inevitability.̂ ' 

In unexpectedly returning to Boston and resuming her former life there, 

Hester follows Dimmesdale's advice to the letter—in fact, to the punctuation 

mark, for the semicoton in the sentence ''God knows; and He is merciful!" 

encodes the turn Hester silently performs, on one side residing knowledge, 

and on the other side, hope.̂ " She voluntarily resigns the reigns of her life 

over to the one who commanded the law she broke (the law Dimmesdale 

adjured her to think on)—the sign of her abdication being her promise to 

the young women who sought her advice that "in Heaven's own time" (230) 

there would be a more equitable relationship established between men and 

women: "in Heaven's own time," not theirX^̂ r\e, or /;ertime, or even sodetys 

time. This confkling of the dlrectk>n of her life to God, by the law of love, in

evitably leads to a confining of it. This is something Kierkegaard (that Is, 

Johannes Climacus) remarks upon In that purposely protracted portion of 

Concludinc Unscientific Postscriot describing a certain unnamed individual 

trying to deckle whether or not to go on a relaxing excursion to Deer Park by 

first trying to determine If Ifs (Sod's will for him to go—thus admitting the In
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finite into what amounts to a mundane decision. He writes: 

What the conception of God or an etemal happiness is to effect in the 

individual is, that he transform his entire existence in relation thereto, 

and this transformation is a process of dying away from the immedi

ate. This is slowly brought about, but finally he will feel himself con

fined within the absolute conception of God; for the absolute concep

tion of God does not consist in having a conception en passant, but 

consists in having the absolute conception at every moment. .. . Like 

the bird which flits carefree here and there, when it is imprisoned; like 

the fish which fearlessly cleaves the waters . .. when it lies out of its 

element on the dry ground—so the religious individual is confined; for 

absoluteness is not directly the element of a finite creature. (432) 

Hester's return to her home amounts to willingly imprisoning herself in a jail: 

a jail of her own thoughts, whose bars consist of her dawning God-conscious

ness, not now and then ren passant̂ , but every moment of every hour of 

ever/ day. It is within the borders of this God-consciousness, as within a 

frieze, her recollection of Dimmesdale dances, her spirit free, though her body 

is manacled. Thus, a jail scene begins The Scarlet Letter, and another ends 

it—though ifs not so much a jail at the end as a penitentiary. The word pen

itentiary comes from the Latin word paenitentia. meaning penitence. In the 
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nineteenth century penitentiaries werent exclusively penal institutions. They 

were also homes of refuge for fallen women determined to reform their 

lives.TTiis is significant since one of the narrators of The Scarlet Letter (for 

I agree with Michael Keams' argument in "Narrative Voices in The Scarlet 

Letter that there are more than one), however unreliable he might be, in

cludes penitence among the reasons Hester retums to Boston. He intones: 

Here had been her sin; here, her sorrow; and here was yet to be her 

penitence. (230) 

Whatever the narrator might have been thinking of (probably "penance," 

though Calvinists like Hester don't do penance), the line itself, through the 

rhetorical device of anaphora Repetition"), bespeaks the true meaning 

of whatever penitence Hester intended to perform; that is, the repetition of 

unfaltering fidelity to Oimmesdale.̂ ° What enables Hester to will this kind of 

fidelity is the spirit of etemity that invests the "Thou shalt" with its authority. 

This is important to grasp, because "willing the eternal" can't be grasped. 

Kierkegaard writes: 

When it is impossible to possess the beloved in time, etemity says, 

"You shall love"—that is, etemity then saves love from despair by 

making it eternal. (41)̂  ̂
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According to him, eternity {x\ĉ  the individual) makes love etemal, by making 

it into a duty. He continues (as if he'd been reading The Scarlet Letter  ̂

Suppose it is death that separates the two—then what will be of help 

when the survivor woukl sink in despair? Temporal help is an even 

more lamentable kind of despair; but then eternity helps. When it 

says, "You shall love," it is saying, "Your love has etemal worth." But 

It does not say it comfortingly, since that woukl not help; it says it 

commandingly because there is imminent danger. 

And then comes the key statement: 

And when etemity says, "You shall love," it is responsible for making 

sure it can be done. (41) 

The one who humbly obeys the "Thou shalt" of Matthew 22:39, or (like Hes

ter) the implied "Thou shalt" in Exodus 20:14, begins by recognizing the su

zerainty of the one who commands them, and ends by becoming a vassal, a 

loyal vessel of their liege-lord's, the terms of whose fealty are easily written: 

a fealty withoutXsnx\s\ single-hearted service offered unreservedly to sang 

royal sovereignty.̂  Kierkegaard's point is that the one who commands the 

"TTiou Shalt" (the Lord Jesus Christ) also enables the faithful to obey it-

something that would not otherwise be possible, mortal beings being only 
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mortal, and so incapable of themselves of willing the eternal.̂  Obligatory 

love (different from spontaneous love) wills the eternal by willing etemal 

allegiance: an allegiance that defies reason, defies history, defies death Itself. 

Overt proof of Hester's willing this kind of allegiance is difficult to exhibit; 

but, again, perhaps this difficulty is owing more to the nature of the reso

lution itself, and less to any fancifulness on my part. To represent it, perhaps 

Hawthorne chose notXo represent it, except, as I've said, indirectly—and, in 

the process, redefining the task of interpretation from that of installing 

knowledge to that of provoking faitii}  ̂Or perhaps his lack of representing 

the resolution (other than intimating it just that once, at the beginning of 

chapter XVI, where we read: "^Hester Prynne remained constant in her re

solve .. [161]) is actually an instance of most faithful representation, wil

ling the etemal being a species of resolution that, so fiercely jealous of 

changelessness is it, that, clenching it to itself in the secret recesses of its 

heart, it truly has no energy left for articulating its existence except by such 

secret signs and wonders as might by accident escape. Such might have been 

the case with Meme in M^rquez's One Hundred Years of Solitude. She knew 

Maurido Babilonia had dies: knew it for a certainty; and yet, Marquez tells us, 

"She did not let herself be defeated by resignation."  ̂She went on thinking 

about him. We read: 
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TTie last time that Fernanda saw her, trying to keep up with the no

vice, the iron grating of the cloister had just dosed behind her. She 

was still thinking about Mauricio Babik>nia, his smell of grease, and his 

halo of butterflies, and she woukl keep thinking about him for all the 

days of her life until the remote autumn morning when she died of okj 

age, with her name changed and her head shaved and without ever 

having spoken a word, in a gkx)my hospital in Cracow. (296-297) 

Hester's silence is like Meme's: defiant of time's alteration; single-minded; 

and, by virtue of the absurd, dead to dissuasion, waiting for her loved one to 

return (the paradigm of which expectation being, of course, the Christian's 

expectation of the retum of Christ).̂ ® That Hester talks to the young women 

who seek her advice does not annul the comparison; in fact, her silence is 

made that much more profound precisely because she choose to speak, 

since she never refers to what was actually central to her thoughts, i. e., her 

dedication to Dimmesdale. Thus, her discourse always remains peripheral to 

who she is—compounding her predicament and isolation in a way she might 

have saved herself by vowing etemal silence along with etemal fidelity. 

IV. 

In the aftermath of Dimmesdale's death, the narrator, ruminating on the vari

ous conflicting reports about it, notes that there were a number of "extremely 
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respectable" eye-witnesses who claimed that they had failed to observe any 

mark at all on Dimmesdale's chest, and who stoutly resisted interpreting his 

dying words as in any way implicating him in an adulterous af̂ ir with Hester 

Prynne. Departing from his own policy of neutrality, the narrator suddenly in

dulges in some uncharacteristic editorializing, schmoozing: 

[W]e must be allowed to consider this version of Mr. Dimmesdale's 

story as only an instance of the stubborn fidelity with which a man's 

friend's—and especially a clergyman's—will sometimes uphold his 

character; when proofs, clear as the mid-day sunshine on the scarlet 

letter, establish him a false and sin-stained creature of the dust. 
(227)2' 

Some of the bitterest irony in the novel is reserved for this comment, under

mining the authority not only of narrator, but /̂/the narrators (Keams i-

dentifies at least five of them).̂  Admittedly, Dimmesdale has many admirers, 

but Is it true (as the narrator supposes it is) that a clergyman's friends are 

generally so chary of his reputation as to practice barefaced deceit for him? 

Without trying to be dogmatic about this, isnt spreading "harmless" gossip 

about their minister a common practice among most congregations? Common 

enough to be slightly notorious? And doesnt this notoriety say something 

about how careful friends of clergymen are of their minister's reputation? The 

narrator might reasonably be expected to know this, and so reveals a certain 
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amount of... what shall we call It? naivete? callowness? concerning human 

behavior—ironically, at the very moment when he supposes himself to be 

most insightful. But perhaps Hawthome means for us to take literally the 

claim that the Puritan community was in awe of Dimmesdale every moment 

of their lives. Does that mean (as the narrator supposes it means) that a Pur

itan would break one of the Ten Commandments (that little one about not 

bearing false witness) in order to protect Dimmesdale's reputation? TTiats a 

bit of a stretch, but lefs just imagine it—iefs just imagine that the Puritans 

would be willing to crucify Hester for breaking the 7  ̂Commandment but 

would have no qualms about breaking the 9  ̂ themselves—still, the irony 

smirking behind this narrator's comment is as explosive as a Molotov cocktail. 

Here Hawthome has written more than 180 pages trying to demonstrate the 

ambiguity of all signs and symbols; has engineered twenty-three chapters in

tended to deracinate the last vestiges of the idea of the givenness of things, 

whether natural fact or cultural artifact; has tried to inculcate in the reader a 

healthy scepticism for all claims of knowing and knowing claims; has spilled 

gallons of ink trying to egall interpreters and interpretations alike by subject

ing them all to the same standard of dubiety. Having gone to all this trouble, 

is it likely then, that, come to the end of his romance, Hawthome should sud

denly change his mind and privilege one interpretatton over another? No, ifs 

not likely; in fact, its preposterous to even think of it. Nonetheless, that is 
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what we are being asked to believe, ifyte believe in this comment by the 

narrator. He speaks of proofs, clear as the mid-day sunshine on the scarlet 

letter" (227)—but, for heaven's sake, Hawthorne has gone to extravagant 

lengths to demonstrate that there are no such proofs! least of all one that 

appeals to the scarlet letter, whkHi throughout the romance has been subject 

to a multiplicity of interpretations, and is about the world's example of 

transparency! There's a red herring, or rather, a scarlet one, thrashing about 

In our boat here, and it solkrits a closer examination. 

The narrator might speculate on what errors the "stubborn fidelity" of a 

man's friends might lead them into—might himself have been betrayed into 

an error in presuming about the loyalty of a clergyman's friends—but ifs still 

the true face of fidelity that Hawthome is intrigued with here, as elsewhere: 

stedfast in his admiration for the stedfast.® We read: 

Among many morals which press upon us from the poor minister's 

miserable experience, we put only this into a sentence;—"Be true! 

Be true! Be true! Show freely to the world, if not your worst, yet 

some trait whereby the worst may be inferred!" (227) 

A great deal Is happening in this sentence—so much so that I'm constrained 

to organize my remarks under three headings: tone, form, and content. 
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A. Tone 

TTie tone appears to be straightforwarcl: ifs contemplative up to the word 

"sentence"; and then suddenly it changes to admonitory. If the passage was 

colored according to its change of mood, it would be black up to the semi

colon, to represent its brooding quality; and after that, scarlet, for its sudden 

sense of urgency. TTiis change is significant, the passage being, in fact, a pas

sage between two states of being. It portrays, to use Nancy Clasb/s termin

ology, the turn from IOQOS to mvthos: from head to heart; from endless e-

quivocation to unending determination. In this particular instance, the eqivo-

cation is a reluctance to speak. The turn terminates this reluctance with a cry 

from the heart: "Be true! Be true! Be true!" The narrator interprets this in

junction to mean: forthrightly provide the wohd a means of determining your 

worst attributes. Don't allow the world to suffer under a misapprehension as 

to how good you are, when you're really no better than anyone else. In other 

words, the narrator (whichever one It is) interprets the injunction to mean 

"Be truthful! Be truthful! Be truthful!" But herein lies a problem: being true 

and being truthful dontm&au the same thing. Let me illustrate. In chapter 

XVI of Mark Twain's Huckleberry Rnn. Huck, paddling to the shore to tum 

Jim in as an escaped slave, is suddenly confronted by two armed men on a 

raft, coincidentally searching for a group of "five niggers run off to-night."* 

They demand to know the race of the man Huck has just left on his own raft. 
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Unknowingly, they put poor Huck in a tight spot. He has to make a choice be

tween being truthful and being true. In this predicament Huck finds himself 

in, being truthful to the men means being untrue to Jim, and being true to 

Jim means being untruthful to the men. As everyone knows, Huck chooses 

to be true to Jim, telling the men "his pa" is white. Proving untruthful, he 

proves to be true. Hawthorne's injunction is "Be true!"; but the narrator mis-

takedly interprets this to mean "Be truthful!" He interprets the being truthful 

to mean seeming to be what you are, not being true to someone else or to 

what is best in yourself. The difference is far from trivial; on the contrary, the 

contrast between being and seeming has been the contested frontier in The 

Scarlet Letter all along. What is surprising is that one of the narrators should 

here throw the weight of his authority on the "seeming skje" of the issue; 

suggesting that an irony is at work here that is verecund to voice itself (that 

is, bashful to express itselO/ Hawthorne perhaps satisfied that its very ab

sence adequately marks its presence in the same way that the very presence 

of the interpreter's mistaken moral marks its absence." 

What further tells against the narrator's interpretation is its surprising de

gree of cynicism—a cynicism perhaps related to the scepticism expressed in 

the preceding paragraph. He assumes everyone has a worst side and that 

they would prefer showing it to reforming it. To be true is a struggle without 

end; to be truthful about who you are, as an ultimate goal, is an end to 
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struggling to be better than you otherwise are. And, once again, the narrator 

is back to promoting the idea that showing, under certain circumstances, can 

be unambiguous; in spite of the fact that Hawthorne has invested all the 

energy of his considerable genius in demonstrating precisely the opposite: 

that once revelation is interpreted rather than believed, it becomes hopelessly 

entangled in ambiguity, for which there is no remedy other than the turn. If 

there's any such thing as an unforgivable sin in The Scarlet Letter, it is surely 

this naivety or prideful conceit on the narrator's part, that insists in the trans

parency of the sign to reason. Consequently, it strikes me as unHke/ytnsX. 

Hawthorne could, would, or should endorse this narrator's interpretation of 

the adjuration to ""[bje true." But, I admit, his resistance is largely uninferable 

from either the tone or the content of what's l)eing said. Ifs as if Hawthorne, 

out of a sense of politeness? modesty? decorum? chose to veil his own 

thoughts, even while apparently speaking them through the mouth of his 

own narrator. 

Edgar Dryden, in "Through a Glass Darkly: *The Minister's Black Veil' as 

Parable," notes Hawthorne's penchant for veils. He writes: 

As an author, Hawthome is as fond of veils as are his characters.̂  ̂

Quoting from Hawthome, he continues: 
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Rction for him is a way of "opening an intercourse with the world" 

only in the sense that it is an appeal to "^sensibilities ... such as are 

diffused among us all. So far as I am a man of really individual attri

butes, I veil my face." (143) 

As I've indicated, in The Scarlet Letter Hawthorne's veil is that of irony, irony 

meaning 'feigned ignorance." Hawthorne feigns to know no more than his 

narrators do about the characters and events they're describing. This is no 

more true than in the constant deployment of altematlve interpretations for 

the same event; as, for example, in the description of Chillingworth's herb-

gathering at the beginning of chapter XV. Hearkening back to Socrates, this 

deployment of thesis and counter-thesis is the very "stufT of irony. Com

menting on Friedrich Schlegel's theory of irony (Schlegel being considered the 

father of modem irony), Ernst Behler writes: 

The 'alternating flow of speech and counter-speech, or rather of 

thought and counter-thought,' seems to constitute an essential as

pect in Schlegel's view of an ironic configuration of thought or wri-

ting.̂  ̂

Similarly, Hawthorne's ironic voice ebbs and flows, appears and disappears, 

during the progress of the novel. Like so much else in his romance, ifs inter

mittent. Bruno Monfort, in his essay ''Ironie, humour et historie: a propos de 
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queiques nouvelles de Nathaniel Hawthorne," in commenting on "Endicott 

and the Red Cross," describes "le narrateur s'effiace prooressivement." '̂ e 

progressive effiacement of the narrator."  ̂Ifs possible that a version of this 

occurs in The Scarlet Letter, with the effacing intermittent rather than pro-

qressivement. This would still not adequately explain why Hawthorne's 

voice goes unheard, and very nearly unguessed, undemeath the narrator's 

voice, except for something else Monfort says: something quite remarkable. 

He speaks of the narrator "eoousant son discours." of him ''manying himself 

to [Endicotfs] discourse" (59). This narrative "cross-dressing" couW be what's 

happening in the passage we're looking at. Hawthorne is "marrying" his 

voice to the narrator's voice—pretending that the narrator's voice is also his 

voice, with the advantage (at least to a shy, retiring Monsieur de I'Aubepine it 

might seem an advantage) that by doing this, undercover of a twisted ver

sion of the law of coverture, he can abjure any legal responsibility for what's 

being said, while quietly retaining his (or her) own right to entertain a dif

ferent opinion.̂  ̂In this way, Hawthome could maneuver the reader into a 

position that, if he's to recover the author's true opinion at all, he has to 

perform a leap—enacting for himself the true meaning of "Be true!" 

In fine, the tone of this passage seems straightforward, but is anything 

but. Initially contemplative, it suddenly jump-starts itself by injecting an ele

ment of urgency into what was a paralysis occasioned by information over
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load, apostrophizing the reader and urging him to be true. However, the pas

sage just as suddenly loses what it gains from this change by swerving from 

the intended meaning, proposing in the place of being, seeming, and in the 

place of fidelity, candor—substituting semblance for reality and a passive 

probity for an active one. These substitutions are accompanied by the naive 

assumptions that living can be reduced to the logical and the sign wedded to 

a single signified. A veiled irony undermines these naive assumptions, sug

gesting more by smirk than by speech that the passages's true subject is the 

passage from a faith in thought to the thought of faith. 

B. Fdrm 

The passage's form reflects its content. It accomplishes this by marrying 

iterative repetition to Kierkegaardian repetition.̂  This fusion is forwarded 

by a strategic deployment of alliteration CAmong the many rnorals which 

press upon us from the poor minister's miserable experience the return 

of the same sound reflecting the return of the same resolution. Thus con

sonance is made a sign for constancy, the representation of the one reflecting 

the fidelity of the other. Likewise, the repeated injunction to **Be true! Be 

true! Be true!," and the flurry of exclamation marks, mark the turn's resolve 

to will the return of the same.̂ ' 

Does Hawthorne articulate this relationship? No. He leaves it up to the 

spell of his words to spell out his intentions. And sometimes—the most beau
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tiful times, he barely does even that. Though only 46 when he wrote The 

Scarlet Letter, he still had enough self-assurance to leave unspoken what can 

speak for itself. One of the most t)eautiful moments in the story occurs at the 

end of chapter XVII, when Hester tells Dimmesdale that she is willing to flee 

to Europe with him. Amazingly, she tells him this by /70f telling him this. We 

read (Dimmesdale is speaking): 

'There is not the strength or courage left me to venture into a wkle, 

strange, difficult worid, abne!" 

It was the last expresston of the despondency of a broken spirit. He 

lacked energy to grasp the better fortune that seemed within his 

reach. 

He repeated the word. 

"Alone, Hester!" 

"Thou Shalt not go atone!" answered she, in a deep whisper. 

Then, all was spoken. (175) 

"Then, all was spoken." But all i5/7tspoken: not in words, at least. Hester 

leaves it up to Dimmesdale to make the correct inference. However, there's 

more than logic being appealed to here. Talking to one another, they are also 

with one another, and this "withness" is more than simple proximity. It is 

conjunction.̂  The silent spaces in their diak>gue—created by the abrupt 
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but are filled with a shared consciousness, that unites them, while paradoxi

cally keeping them apart. Love creates this consciousness: love, purified 

through the scathe and scorch of having to be disguised, whose antiphonal 

nature, heart answering heart, is indicated by Hawthorne through the alter

nating bouncing back and forth between them of that word most horrifying 

to love's ears (yet here played with, since lovers never really are atone): 

"alone." 

Hester doesnt have to spell out her intenttons because no one but the 

pitifullest positivist would be so benighted as not to know from her tone of 

voice and body language what she means. And she means a great deal. 

Hawthome says "all": "Tlien, a//was spoken" (emphasis added). Now, "all" 

encompasses a great deal, from facts about astronomy to facts about bi

ology. Hawthome might mean this, but he more likely means everything 

conceming Hester's intentions were known, once she whispered. Thou shalt 

not go alone!" On the other hand, it 5ee775like more is intimated by this 

statement than simply that: some reservoir of meaning, too much for words 

to encompass or sentences to give sense to. 

Whatever this "all" is that is said, without being said, it has a finality 

about it that is irrefutable. It is as if gutrock had spoken and said to an 

earthquake, "Thou shalt never move me nor unsettle me." Within the 
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"Thou Shalt nof that Hester speaks is an echo of the HThou shalt not" that 

God spoke in Exodus, and Hester broke—as if in the granite of her resolve to 

remain eternally faithful is the "Granted!" of the Eternal himself (and without 

which granting her granite woukj be but grain). 

However this might be, my whole point is this: moments of silence in 

Hawthorne are ofttimes more pregnant of meaning than moments of speech. 

This is so in this exchange between Hester and Dimmesdale at the end of 

chapter XVII, and ifs so in the passage we are kx)king at at the end of the 

book. Silence seems to be as essential to Hawthorne's texts as holes are to 

the sculptures of Henry Moore, and for much the same reason: unspoken 

interconnectivity produces the most permanent form of love and beauty. 

Where word breaks off, Being begins in Hawthorne.̂  In the passage we are 

looking at, the moment of silence is graphically represented by the semicoksn 

and dash falling in the between between "sentence" and the importunate 

plea "Be true!". This double punctuatk>n mark no doubt serves Hawthorne for 

a colon, but the pause it introduces into the sentence functions more like a 

hole in sound or an infarction in logic, than like a mere grammatical marker. 

Both pause and pivot, it stages the essential features of the turn. On the left 

side of the semicolon and dash is a crowd of competing thoughts; on the 

right side, a plea to think one thought. On the left skle is fastkliousness; on 

the right side, the exorbitancy of toyalty, lavish with its devotbn. On the left 
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side is the power of reason; on the right side, the power of faith. On the left 

side is a reluctance to choose; on the right side, the choice itself. And what 

mediates these two sides? Just this: nothing. The sentence sentences sense: 

is silent on the subject of what might bridge vacillation and determination; 

multiplicity and unity; reason and faith. The semicolon and dash embody this 

silence: a silence that represents an absence of vox vods because it repre

sents a presence of verus fidelitas.̂  There is no thought more property "Kier-

kegaardian" than this one—which is not a thought at all, but a silence: a 

silence that, though still, still moves, passing back through paralysis, back 

through vacillation, back through the reluctance to choose, to a new devo

tion, a new decisiveness, a new dedication to duty.̂  ̂It is this silence, the 

silence of dancing figures on a frieze conjuring faith out of despair, and 

despair out of faith, that characterizes Hester's thoughts at the end of The 

Scarlet Letter. 

C. Content 

As we've seen, the thrice-told tale "Be true!" is interpreted by the narrator to 

mean "Be truthful!" But this is a clinamen. a swerving aside, from both the 

truth of the passage, and the passage's truth. It refers to fidelity, not to hon

esty; to loyalty, not veracity. That the narrator misinterprets his own moral is 

not all that surprising, conskjering Hawthorne's belief about human nature. In 

that other passage in the romance organized around a similar jussive, there is 
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scarlet letter and casually tries it on, he's shocked by being burnt by it, and 

promptly drops it. We read; 

While thus perplexed,—and cogitating among other hypotheses, 

whether the letter might not have been one of those decorations 

which the white men used to contrive, in order to take the eyes of 

Indians,—I happened to place it on my breast. It seemed to me,— 

the reader may smile, but must not doubt my word,—It seemed to 

me, then, that I experienced a sensatk>n not altogether physical, yet 

almost so, as of buming heat; and as if the letter were not of red 

doth, but red-hot iron. I shuddered, and involuntarily let it fall upon 

the ground. (32) 

The scariet letter comes alive and, fulfilling its mystic mission, convicts the 

narrator of his infidelity to his calling—and his reaction is the reaction of our 

narrator at the end of The Scarlet Letter: to avokl, to evade, to ignore the 

truth of being true."*  ̂That Hawthorne says "involuntarily" indicates his atti

tude toward humanity: that we're ail naturally unfaithful, and consequently, 

that faith is a deliberate choice—not the result of an instinct. As a choice, it 

has an uphill fight, having to run counter to the general direction of our 

thoughts and emotions. When ifs exercised, it represents nothing short of a 
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self-willed wounding or hobbling: a comparison supported by the figure of 

parabasis in which the two injunctions are couched. (Parabasis being, in 

classical comedies, the figure of narrative interruption, an actor or chorus 

deliberately destroying the illusion their own actions have been so care

ful to nurture, by suddenly tuming, and directly addressing the audience— 

as here, in "The Custom House," and in The Scarlet Letter, when the various 

narrators apostrophize their audience by saying "[TTie reader] may smile, but 

must not doubt my wordti]" and "Be true!," and so perversely work against 

their own best efforts to create an illusion of reality for their stories. In mo

dem parlance this is called "breaking the fourth wall"—and is, according to 

Schlegel, what irony is all about: out of an excess of good humor, deliberately 

wounding one's self, writing "Irony is a permanent parabasis." )̂ Faith is al

ways in spite of something else: always wounds itself to be true to another, is 

always ironic, against the grain—whether thafs the grain of sense or the 

grain of history. But whafs ceaselessly amazing about this passage from "The 

Custom House" about the letter let fall—besides its employment of parabasis, 

and its illustrating Hawthorne's belief about man's fallen nature, is the incon

gruity the narrator lets slip into his injunction. He says, "(The reader] may 

smile, but must not doubt my word." What kind of smile is it that can both 

disbelieve and believe at the same time? To explain this requires either noth

ing said or a long excursus. 
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At the end of Manhattan (1979), Woody Allen discovers inside himself, in 

the attic of his cultural consciousness, Hawthorne's enigmatic smile in the at

tic of The Custom House"—both smiles being instances of our main topic 

here: faith as self-wounding, out of charity ignoring uncharitable thoughts, 

out of trust distrusting one's own distrustful thoughts. CXfdIy enough, this is 

what Ike does at the end of Manhattan ("oddly enough," because by the end 

of the film Ike (Woody Allen) has every reason reason could provide him with 

to be uncharitable and distrustful of his acquaintances). While tuming over in 

his hands the harmonk  ̂Tracy gave him eariier in the film, Ike suddenly re

alizes that he's very lucky to have someone as t>eautiful as she is love him. 

After trying to call her, and repeatedly finding her line busy, he races down 

the sidewalks of New York to talk to her.*  ̂He finds her in the lobby of her 

apartment buikJing, combing out her long blond hair (Tracy is played by Mar

ie! Hemingway), and preparing to fly to London. Having dumped her some 

months before, and not returned her calls, Ike's in a rather awkward po

sition to ask anything of her—made doubly awkward because (and here 

things get confusing) the woman he dumped Tracy for (Mary, played by 

Diane Keaton) has now dumped him for his best-friend, who originally had 

introduced Ike to her as his secret mistress, but then dumped him (Yale) 

because he was married, and took up with Ike; but now she (Mary) is going 

back to Yale (Ike's best-friend), who's planning to dump his wife of twelve 
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years for her, though she (Mary) admittedly (so she told Ike) can't foresee 

four weeks ahead in her life, and so isn't really sure if her revived affair with 

Yale will last or not. 

With all this unfaithfulness, distoyalty, and infidelity haunting his recent 

past, Ike still has the temerity to ask Tracy to cancel her plans to go to school 

in London, and stay with him. Her answer is worth quoting: 

TRACY. Why couldnt you have brought this up last week? Look, six 

months isnt that tong. {Pausing.) Not everybody gets cor

rupted. (Ike stares at Tracy, reacting. He pushes back his glas

ses.) Jsch. Look, you have to have a littie faith in people.̂  

In response, Ike does the least likely thing of all: he smiles. Not sarcastically: 

resignedly; trustingly; maybe even tenderly. Perhaps it was just this smile 

that Isaac (Ike's namesake) smiled when his father raised his knife to slay 

him. Such smiles, seemingly coming out of nowhere, point backwards to bat

tles inwardly fought and won, on battlefields invisible to everyone but God. In 

Ike's case, love of another finally conquers self-love, and faith triumphs over 

doubt. And doubtless there was no end to doubting, Ike's restless mind no 

doubt rehearsing for him why he shouldn't beW&ie this teenager, as stun

ningly beautiful as an ancient Greek statue, and just as ignorant of the ways 

of the world. He has only to remind himself of the four weeks Mary confessed 
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Tracy assures him won't matter If the two of them are truly in love, to be 

convinced of the essential untrustworthiness of Tracy's words. But then, with 

skepticism's victory all but assured, he smiles, a light easing the strain out of 

his face, and relaxing the endless fidget of his wit into a benison of peace. 

In short, he resigns himself to losing this girl, if that's the will of God—but, 

with the real possibility of getting her back again: a hoped for restoration 

modeled on the story of Abraham and Isaac, and constituting (for we havent 

forgotten about this) the sequel of the Kierkegaardian turn. 

If the attic scene in The Custom House" had a muskral accompaniment, it 

might be Paul Dukas' 'The Sorcerer's Apprentice." Manhattan has Gershwin's 

''Rhapsody in Blue." Imitating that composition's unpredictable changes in 

tempo, the spreading crescendo of Ike's sudden smile catches the audience 

by surprise. Choosing to wound himself, by keeping his doubts to himself, 

rather than wound Tracy, by expressing them, Ike, otherwise very much en

amored with himself, nevertheless makes a sudden movement of eternity, by 

substituting Tracy's welfare for his own—an act which, passing back through 

the film, gentles its jaggedness and, in a golden moment, mollifies the mem

ory of its satire.̂ ' Ike, while unconvinced by Tracy's reassurances, neverthe

less looks past her words, past her youth, past her inexperience, and trusts, 

not her understanding, not her sincerity, not even her intentions, but her. 
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just her, love leaping logic and transforming the frowning darkness of sus

picion into the smiling light of unconditional love.̂  Of love, and something 

accompanying love: the miracle of forgiveness—not just j/terthe fact, but 

even more astonishingly, befbre '̂̂  fact, forgiving ahead of time the fore

seen possibility of betrayal. And this is the beginning of fidelity. It begins with 

the end of self-centeredness. It grants a carte blanche to freedom, fortune, 

and fate—and after they've done their worst, still stays true, and staying true, 

still loves. How did Hdlderlin put it? 

[L]et them rage. 

All the untutored spirit powers: 

Love still is, and still does love.̂  

Unerringly, exquisitely, Manhattan ends with a speeded up succession of sun

set and sunrise—and then the silver wonderiand of Manhattan at night. So an 

end to selfishness sews a new light, a new understanding, which, reprioriti-

zing the selfs relationship to the other, resigns itself to being merely one 

body among other bodies, faithfully revolving around a shared sun, and not 

the sun itself. 

So what have we leamed about Hawthome's injunction to "Be true!" from 

this excursus? Nothing much; only this: 
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1. That fidelity is a choice, not a necessity. 

2. As a choice, it puts a finis (temporary or othenA îse) to hesitation 

and self-love. 

3. Dawning where self-love leaves off, it presupposes self-abnegation. 

4. The self-abnegation, or self-forgetfulness, that inspires fidelity, in

volves self-wounding: a deliberate ignoring of one's own doubts. 

5. That the smile of resigned loss, and sacrificial love, is embedded in 

the American consciousness.̂  

6. That fidelity includes within it, ahead of time, a forgiveness of 

betrayal. 

7. TTiat fidelity is a movement of eternity, proceeding from eternity, 

and going into eternity. 

What's startling is, however much insight we might gain into the nativity of 

fidelity, into the nursery of trust, it in nowise makes them any the less aston

ishing, any the less awe-inspiring. When the narrator of The Custom House" 

says, "(T]he reader may smile, but must not doubt my word," he is Imagining 

something absolutely incongruous: a sceptical faith.̂  ̂This incongruity is in 

nowise reduced by the attempt to understand It; if anything, it is enhanced. 

The mystery remains: how can doubt believe, how can distrust trust? The 

more we ponder, the more the gap between knowing and not knowing 

asserts itself, and the less persuasive understanding becomes as the sole 
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criterion for action. What Kierkegaard saw, Hawthorne saw: because thought 

cannot, of itself, terminate its own endless pariiamenting, a leap of faith 

is finally required to provide the terminus thought itself cannot provide. Con

sequently, truth is subjectivity. 

Such incongruities as a sceptical faith or a distrusting trust are like uncon-

summatable marriages: there may be love between the two parties involved 

(as, for example, between Isabel Archer and Caspar Goodwood in Henry 

James' The Portrait of a LadvV but the defining characteristk: of their 

romance is, the fissure which keeps them apart. The rhetorical figure for such 

unconsummatable marriages is the oxymoron. About oxymorons in The 

Scarlet Letter. Sylvie Mathe writes: 

[Oxymoron] is a figure of resistance but also of transcendence, for the 

meaning of an oxymoron is never simply the sum of its contrary ele

ments: a third element is grafted on this deadlock of contradictions 

whk:h lifts language above its limitatkms.̂  ̂

The "lift[ing] up" Mathe refers to, and the facing about, I take to be the mo

tion of the turn—a motion not reducible to either a psychological moment, or 

a moment in history, but instead is primarily pneumatical in nature, and dis

sociated from time—sdssk)ned, as it were, from history, while yet remaining 

firmly embedded in it, like Hester and Dimmesdale's meeting at the beginning 
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of chapter XVII: each very much "in" history, and yet also outside it, each 

gazing into the other's countenance, but surprised at one another's palp

ability than one another's impalpability the opposite kind of sur

prise a disinterested observer would have experienced). And so the turn 

turns, facing about into the wind of false expectation, willing the eternal in a 

moment of perdurance—which is no moment at all, but an eternity rolled up 

and compacted into a single moment, having neither before nor after, but 

simply ... durance. In short, is spiritual, and its distinction from the merely 

psychological reflects the gap between reason and faith, on the one hand, 

and between the constituent parts of an oxymoron, on the other hand. To 

attempt to bridge this gap by appealing to either reason or history is (to bor

row an image from Zenobia's tale of the Veiled Lady) to insist on always 

"lifting the veil" before planting the kiss—which is tantamount to neutralizing 

faith, for faith is not faith in whafs understood and seen, but faith is trusting 

in whafs understood and notse&t\. 

The incongruity embodied in the incredulous / credulous smile imagined 

by the narrator of The Custom House" reemerges at the end of The Scarlet 

Letter in the jussive we're primarily interested in: "[W]e put only this into a 

sentence;—Be true! Be true! Be true! Show freely to the worid, if not your 

worst, yet some trait whereby the worst may be inferred'" (227)!. It reap

pears in the form of a gesture that, one moment, commends constancy, and 
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the next moment commends a life of cunning candor—which combination is 

every bit as fantastical as a sceptical faith, and just as unlikely. But why? 

Why does Hawthorne over and over again create these pictures with subtle 

inconsistencies in them, reminiscent of the spider-like fractures that have 

appeared over the years in da Vinci's Last Supoer? Perhaps they indicate, 

better than anything else, his strategy as an author. His strategy in The 

Scarlet Letter might be to maneuver the reader into a state of being incon

sistent or unfaithful to his own most cherished beliefs, from whkh state of 

af̂ irs his only hope of deliverance is the turn. Through a series of unreliable 

narrators, oxymorons, and multiple interpretations of events, he provides the 

reader with every possible reason to hesitate at the crossroads of truth. The 

unreliable narrators provide his strategy with a variety of persuasive voices. 

The oxymorons reinforce the gap that has elsewhere appeared between cer

tainty and uncertainty. The multiple interpretations cajole the reader into 

favoring rationalistic explanations over supernatural ones, and so finagle the 

reader into betraying both his heart and his God—with the end result that the 

reader is implicated in Hester's infidelity. Not for nothing is the beginning of 

The Scarlet Letter hard to pin down. The reader has met Hester before he 

meets her. The injunction "Be true! Be true! Be true!," while it is deduced by 

the narrator from Oimmesdale's life, is not addressed to Dimmesdale. It is 

addressed to the reader; and ifs addressed as a sentence. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Hester's Return (Always Arthur's) 

[A]nd then they learned that dominant obsession can prevail 

against death and they were happy again with the certainty 

that they would go on loving each other in their shape as ap

paritions long after other species of future animals would ste

al from the insects the paradise of misery that the insects were 

finally stealing from man.—Gabriel Garcia Marquez, One Hun

dred Years of Solitude 

Flatly, Bannor said, "When we came to the Land, we saw 

wonders—Giants, Ranyhyn, Revelstone—Lords of such power 

that they declined to wage war with us lest we be destroyed. 

In answer to our challenge, they gave to the Haruchai gifts so 

precious—[.]" He paused, appeared to muse for a moment over 

private memories. "Therefore we swore the Vow. We could not 

equal that generosity in any other way." 

"Is that your answer to death?" Covenant struggled with his 

sympathy, tried to reduce what Bannor said to manageable pro

portions. "Is that how things are done in the Land? Whenever 

you're in trouble you just do the impossible? Like Berek?" 
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"We have sworn the Vow. The Vow is life. Corruption is 

death." 

''But for two thousand years?" Covenant protested. "Dam

nation! It isn't even decent! Don't you think you've done e-

nough?"—Stephen DonakJson, Lord Foul's Bane 

I. 

Hawthorne ended his September 19 ,̂ 1851 letter to his wife this way: 

I shall prot)ably go to Salem on Saturday. Kiss and spank the children. 

Thine ownest in haste, 

N. H. 

"I shall" is a definitive statement of intention; "I shall probably" is an amu

sing instance of "hedging a bet": a timorous fall into uncertainty of the 

imperturbable and imperious, as if Caesar were to say, instead of "Veni. vidi. 

vici." "Veni. vidi. maona cum soe vici" ["I came, I saw, I hopefully con

quered"]. This amusing stuttering of the will, irresolve following hard upon 

the firmest resolve, paradoxically makes all the more unequivocal the differ

ence between decisiveness and indecisiveness, in consequence of the fact 

that disclosing an exceptk)n to a rule is the most effective way to confirm a 

rule, since the newly revealed exceptk}n only then makes the hegemony of 
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the customary visible. Here whafs made visible is the comic distance be

tween waffling and resolving—and this distance—this Continental Divide—is 

consequently revealed to be uncrossable save by that "impossible" leap that 

ends the letter, perpetual palliation finally being only punctuate able by such 

precipitate pledges of devotion as we have presumed Hester making at the 

end of The Scarlet Letter.̂  

The "unmediatableness" of the difference between equivocation and as

severation is further emphasized by the next line, the humor of whk:h likewise 

turns on the inability of either history or reason to bridge the aforementioned 

Divide. '"Kiss and spank the children" is a humorous jussive, reflecting the 

dual roles a parent is all too often called upon to play. Suddenly emerging 

from an overplus of good-will toward the children, its very abruptness con

tributes to its humor. And then its lack of logical connection with either the 

thought preceding it, or the thought succeeding it, is hilariously reinforced by 

the failure of the copulative to truly unite kissing and spanking. The impo

tence of the ''and" borders on the Emmett Kelly-ish, as if logic had been given 

a coconut cream pie in the face. And Hawthome, in commanding the kissing 

and spanking, pretends to wear, not aitemately, but simultaneously, an ex

pression of affection and an expression of outrage-̂ and this is part of the hi

larity, too. The whole rissive situatk)n turns on the inability of logic to mediate 

what can only be mediated by a leap—in this case, of tove. The sign and sig
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nature of this love, and this leap, is Hawthorne's closing remark. Thine own-

est in haste." More than a simple dedaratton, it is also a kind of reassurance: 

a reaffirmation, across the miles, that though he (N. H.) Is apart from Sophie, 

he still regards himself as part of her, like her arms are apart of her, or like a 

trinket she might buy to hang around her wrist is a part of her. But preemi

nently, it is a pledge: an affkjavrt of sole proprietorship: undying devotion, 

sparked by a precipitate turning about, and leaping over all the wisdom 

history can muster (to the effect that ifs best not to put all your eggs in one 

basket); and all the history wisdom can muster (to the effect that the strong

est declarattons of devotion often precede the most scandak>us betrayals). 

Such a pledge, from such a poet, challenges both the history of logic, and the 

logic of history; and offers the soul, by eminent example, its only hope of 

emancipation from what is most inimical to it: its own mortality. The turn 

from hesitancy to being true transcends time: is death's death and time's 

time.̂  Let me elaborate. 

Before being a record of flags won or lost, history is the record of the rise 

and fall of all things bright and beautiful. Likewise love. Love suffers the same 

fate as all things held fast in the crushing hug of history. Rrst standing up, 

brave and beautiful, it then inevitably sags; and breathless, sinks—unless re

stored to its youth by being turned into a duty by the "TTiou shalt love" writ

ten in the scariet letters of the New Testament.̂  Love—the kind of love Haw-
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thome had for his Dove, and Hester cherished for Dimmesdale, transformed 

into a duty, can become more everlasting than the roots of Everest, more 

permanent than Permian marble, more enduring than the Earth itself. "Thine 

ownest in hasteTomiulates this transformation of romantic love into fiducial 

love, embodied by Hawthome in the closings of his letters and theorized by 

his contemporary across the ocean, Soren Kierkegaard. The personal history 

of this transformation marks a transformatton of personal history. As Kierke

gaard wrote, THIer er det Veien svinoer af.*  ̂"Here the way swings off.'̂  A-

nalogous to the second birth (of which it is a figure), the pledge of eternal 

fidelity—willed by the individual, and empowered by grace, irreversibly cata

pults an individual's spiritual history out of history and into eternity, such that 

his or her resolution to remain faithful faithfully repeats itself forever. This 

"forever" is longer than stars and mountains' perdurance. The law that under

writes the continuance of all natural things is not the same as underwrites the 

repetition of fidelity. The law of fidelity transgresses the law of nature, even 

as it transgresses the laws of logic and history. Giles Deleuze makes this point 

In Difference and Repetition, while arguing that repetition is more than reiter

ated resemblance over a period of time. He writes: 

Repetition can always be 'represented' as extreme resemblance or 

perfect equivalence, but the fact that one can pass by degrees from 

one thing to another does not prevent their being different in kind.̂  
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This "differen[ce] in idnd" is the difference between mechanism and organ

ism; iteration and recollection; forward flow and backward leap. While physi

cal laws (from one point of view) proscribe nature's procession, the perman

ence of their mark is subject to the alteration of their subject—which is con

tinuous, and tends toward what is most anathema to law: unpredictability. 

Deleuze continues: 

[A] perseveration is ... not a repetitk}n. The constants of one law are 

in turn variables of a more general law, just as the hardest rocks 

become soft and flukJ matter on a geologkral scale of millions of years. 

So at each level, it is in relatk)n to large, permanent natural objects 

that the subject of law experiences its own powerlessness to re-

peat[.] (2) 

If nature cannot repeat itself, then repetition (if it exists) must have a 

source beyond the law of nature: a source that can freely intervene in the af

fairs of men, contravene the laws of nature, and ratify repetition's resolve to 

resist change. Deleuze concludes: 

If repetition is possible, it is due to a miracle rather than law. It is a-

gainst the law: against the similar form and the equivalent content of 

law.... In every respect, repetitkin is a transgresston. (2-3) 
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Hawthorne's pledge to remain true: HTiine ownest in haste," wills an eternal 

repetition of itself, and in doing so, transgresses. As a grammatical caprice, it 

takes "unwarranted liberties' with the superlative degree. As a political 

"P. S.," it inferentially challenges liberalism's claim that change is good, and 

an obvious sign of progress. Again inferentially, as a "post-it note" of first 

principles, it politely declines to believe in the natural goodness of promis

cuity, much preferring the fetters of devotion to the feathers of flightiness. 

But it is as a religious capriole that it is at its most transgressive. Hawthorne 

customarily ended his letters to Sophie with an assurance of his devotion. It 

seems to have been automatic; but, of course, it wasnt. Routine is routinely 

love's loveliest disguise. Each time the assurance of devotion recurs, it recurs 

in a slightly different form; each time ifs different, ifs always the same. For 

example, Thine Ownest" (March 11,1840); "Thine Ownest Husband" (March 

15 ,̂ 1840); "Thine Ownest Blessedest Hust)and" (March 30*", 1840); "Thine 

Ownest, Ownest Husband" (April IS*", 1840); "Thy Most Own Husband" 

(Sept. 27 ,̂ 1841); "Thy Truest Husband" (Novr. 2T ,̂ 1841); "Thine Ownest 

Own Husband" (Oct. 7 ,̂ 1847); "ThinesT (April 28*", 1853); "Thine Own, 

Ownest, Ownestest" (Novr. 3, 1855). Like a collection of contrapuntal codas 

by Bach, the endings are endless variations on one theme: "Endlessly Thine." 

Beneath all the change lies a changelessness: an unchanging pattern beneath 

the ever-changing patter. (It is, in fact, this invariance, that, by contrast. 
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makes the variance visible.) Now, this invariable variability, this constancy be

neath the inconstancy, that Hawthome vowed to his wife, embodied in his 

love letters, and, in The Marble Faun, imagined Kenyon detecting in the 

dancing figures cartwheeling across the saloon walls at Monte Beni, is Itself 

patterned on the Christian faith he espoused, in his letters, and in The Marble 

Faun—and as such: as pattemed and authorized by faith, is heresy to reason, 

and reason's god. It violates the pure economy of Occam's razor, by adding a 

supernumerary Being to what can, supposedly, be explained without refer

ence to him.̂  Moreover, it leads to the "preposterous" proposition (suggested 

by Deleuze) that. If repetition is indeed possible, then it is only possible as an 

intervention of eternity in the affairs of man, providing repetition with the 

capability to mint the steriing silver of its fidelity forever—the stamp and die 

of which ability being, not only the return of the same, but, more character

istically still, the return of the same as different: the return of the same anew, 

as new. Faith regards history as infinitely interruptible, and trusts, not so 

much in the possibility of an infinite God {that it has settied), but in a God of 

infinite possibility.' And so Hawthome alters the closings of his love letters on 

the altar of his unalterable resolve to remain true and faithful to his wife, 

the play of differences marking the etemal return of exactiy the same devo

tion, only renewed anew each time it appears by t)eing expressed in a totally 

new and unexpected way. And so Hester returns to her okJ home again, and 
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resumes wearing the scarlet letter A again. Both are assuredly the same, but 

both are also assuredly different. Hie letter A, that once symbolized Adultery, 

Ability, and Angel, now symbolizes her vow to always remain faithful to Ar

thur, not "£r/death do us part," but though death do us part"—a vow left 

carefully unspoken, perhaps, to make up for an earlier vow that ivas appar

ently spoken, but then broken. And this: the letter A might symbolize Antici

pation: the chief heresy of faith. Hester returns, not to caretake her mem

ories, but, like the faithful porter in Mark 13:34, to watch for her tord, the 

return of Dimmesdale being as possible, to the God of possibilities, as the 

return of Christ. 

II. 

But to return to the letter whose final remarks we're considering: Hawthorne 

"dances on the interstices" he opens up between kissing and spanking and 

shall and probably, for whk:h there is no trans-, no pons, no mediatbn at all, 

other than the leap—and that the same leap (but different) he encr/pted in 

the title of that otiier letter of his a year before: the "let" at the end of Scar

let duplicating itself at the beginning of Letter (for duplicatk}n [that is, repe

tition] is yet another name for the turn). And just as The Scarlet Letter is 

among the first American novels to have a voice-over, Hawthorne's eiron 

speaking over and against his own narrators, so its title has a voks over, 

being at one and the same time descriptive and supplicatory, the one voice 
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confidentially characterizing an object, evoking its presence, while the other 

voice humbly pedttons a subject, invoking its absence.̂  It is as if, underneath 

the self-assured, masculine vok£, there is a feminine one, beseeching a bles

sing, the content of whkrh is encoded in the repetition itself: in the two 

"lets"—perhaps something like: "O, this love last; and lasting, let it love." 

And voicing-over these petitk}ned letting bes there is another: the voice of 

the LORD in that "impossible" series of letting t)es at the beginning of Gene

sis: "Let there be light" (1:3); "Let the earth bring forth grass, the herb 

yielding seed, and the fnjit tree yiekjing fruit after his kind" (1:11); "Let the 

earth bring forth the living creature after his kind" (1:24); "Let us make man 

in our Image, after our likeness" (1:26). It is precisely the letting be of these 

letting bes that the letting bes in Hawthorne's title petition—and not simply 

petition, but rehearse, the repetitk>n in the title amounting to a recitation, 

recitation to ritual, ritual to tarantella, tarantella to festival, and festival to 

filling.̂  But to properly hear these voicing-overs, witness this festival, and 

participate in this dance, we need to jump back to the future: jump back

wards to the beginning of N. H.'s letter to Sophie in 1851, from this letter 

posted with an A-stamp (A for Always Arthur's) in 1850. 
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111. 

The 1851 letter begins: 

West Newton, Septr. 19"*, 1851 

Dearest Phoebe. 

Here I am as thou seest; and if not here, I know not where I could 

be; for Boston is so full that the Mayor has issued proclamation for the 

inhabitants to throw open their doors. The President is there. 

Hawthorne has newly arrived in West Newton from his farmhouse in Lenox: a 

long, hard trip by train, since Lenox is in the Berkshires, In western Massa

chusetts, and West Newton is in eastern Massachusetts, less than 10 miles 

from Boston.̂ ® The trip amounted to traversing the entire state—not simply of 

Massachusetts, but of uncertainty, for beneath his calm exterior, Hawthorne 

is weighing the undesirability of remaining any longer in Lenox against his 

considerable objections to moving back east again." It has been 2 years, 3 

months, and 11 days since he was dismissed from the Surveyorship of the 

Port of Salem. The dark passages of that experience are still vivid in his mind, 

but a healthy soul can ill afford to indulge acrimony for very long, else it ran

kles, and becomes more pemk:k)us than any initial offence coukj ever have 

been. Of this the author of ''Ethan Brand" and "Egotism; or the Bosom-Ser
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pent," is surely aware. In fact, if his worried mind had but wandered just a 

little, he would have realized that so many propitious events had occurred to 

him since his firing as to temper the flames of even the hottest outrage—the 

firing itself being the most propitious event of all, his representation of it as a 

"decapitation," that is, as a fateful separation of head from heart, providing 

him with the narrative framework he needed in which to stage Hester's story 

(telling it through the jaundkred eyes of a series of unreliable narrators who 

exaggerate the difference between faith and reason), and the gap he needed 

for demonstrating what it is, precisely, that the leap of faith leaps. 

In the wake of The Scarlet Letter, he becomes a lion—with the exception 

of "Mr. Omoo" (Sophie's name for Melville), the baddest in the pride." And he 

finishes another t)00k: The House of the Seven Gables: and adds a new flow

er to his hedgerow: Rose Hawthome being bom almost 4 months to the day 

before he steps off the train. All this good fortune coukJ not come without a 

price; life is indeed, as Psalm 75:8 represents it, a cup of mixed red wine. The 

price was not exclusively the cashiering. With each new addition to his family 

another chicken hawk circles his thoughts, threatening to carry off his dar

lings, and distracting his attention from his calling." And the sough of sorrow 

has forced its way past his lips: Margaret Fuller has drowned, who once gli

ded down the Concord with him, and enlivened the Manse's partor with the 

the dance and dangle of her wit.̂  ̂And his son's bunny. Spring, who used to 
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hop around the downstairs' rooms of his home in the Berkshires, has recently 

nibbled his last lettuce leaf.̂  

But, still and ail, this weary traveler might have thought—jolted, bumped, 

and dragged from one end of Massachusetts to the other—life's not simply 

paled by its problems, but made more piquant by them. His letter to Phoebe 

springs in the opposite direction to sorrow and fret, being, by turns, irritable, 

candid ... and irrepressibly Rabelaisian—soliciting precisely that kind of read

ing J. Hillis Miller and Manuel Asensi call "boustrephedonic": a reading that 

tums, and tums about, like a ptower behind a plowshare. 

"Here I am as thou seest; and If not here, I know not where I could 

be ..(490). Hawthorne is referring to the lack of accomodations in Boston 

due to a visit by President Millard Rllmore.̂  ̂But he's also feigning confusion 

as to where he is, not totally, or even primarily, as a traveler who's lost his 

way, but as a wayward traveler who's lost his confidence in knowing where 

he is: lost his confidence in the icnowingnessof knowing. Read boustrephe-

donically, he's piqued at not being able to find comfortable lodging in Boston, 

but he's also, in fun, feigning a kind of Pyrrhonism, hesitating to connect "I" 

with "know" regarding his whereabouts, and, giving Phoebe a gentle ribbing, 

"innocently" entertaining the possibility that he might be two places at the 

same time—two vokies, two personalities, two attitudes, speaking at the 

same time, one "over-laughing" the other—the comic one, the "lawbreaker," 
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trying to pry the other's (the other personality's) fingers loose from its death

like grip on reason and sensibility—trying by buffoonery, by slapstick, by 

whatever it takes, to open his eyes to what Stephen Donakjson would call, a 

hundred years later, and in a slightly different context, the '"wild magic gra

ven in every rock"—embedded there, rather like a signature buried in the 

body of an otherwise unsigned love letter—buried to be detected—and de

tected, resurrected—and resurrected, to resurrect! graciously granting fidel

ity and '̂ joy unspeakable" to all otherwise grave and granite hearts.̂ ' Added 

to this add-over (comedy tending to be incorrigibly additive), is his play with 

the words "here" and "see," the eiron: the trickster, the dissembler, trans-

gressively transforming ears into eyes and hearing into seeing: "Here I am 

as thou seest; and if not here I know not where I could be"-̂ nesthetically 

mixing up the senses of the senses—and, not incidentally, introducing misrule 

into the rule of facial symmetry, as if cubism began here, in this letter from 

Hawthome to his wife, in 1851, and not with Braque and Pkiasso, sometime 

between 1906 and 1908.̂ ' But ifs all a pretense, a fagade, a fabrication—as it 

is in The Scarlet Letter. Yes, Hawthome is snorting, but he's also cavorting; 

cursing, but he's also doing one of those hilarious Daffy Duck, up in the air, 

twirling around, kicking out and kicking back, caprioles, while simultaneously 

pursing his beak up into a bugle and tootling: "Whoo-hoool Whoo-hoool" As 

one of my former students might have said, "He's faking it, people!" And he 
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is. On one level, Hawthorne Is pret&iding not to recognize the Impossibility 

of being two places at the same time; pretending to recognize an epistemo-

logical impasse where everyone else perceives a passage.̂  In this feigned 

constemation, pseudo-befuddlement, he's imitating his own creations: the 

ridiculous narrators of The Scarlet Letter, who hesitate to settle anything for 

the reader. 

IV. 

Note to myself: How can anyone XSMR seriously these narrators? Come on! 

They're pretending not to know what's going on. Ifs a put-on! A parody! 

There is a part of Hawthorne that means us to laugh, even if there is also 

a part that means us to cry.̂  It's what irony is all at)Out: pretending to be 

more simple or more believing than you really are: hoodwinking the hood-

winker into believing you're more persuaded by his argument than you actu

ally are—sometimes just because ifs amusing, other times in order to turn 

the proverbial tables on a scoundrel, once you've thoroughly searched out all 

the details of his deceptk)n, transforming the scaffold he intended to hang 

others on into his own ""necktie party." (As previously noted (in endnote 6) 

Matthew Gartner makes a case for their being a a connection between The 

Scarlet Letter and the Book of Esther. Unfortunately, he doesn't suspect the 

true connection because he doesnt read The Scariet Letter as a black com

edy with a euchocatastrophe as its climax. TTie ironist is Mordecai, who 
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refuses to be taken in by Haman (the narrators). King Ahasuerus is the 

reader, seduced into fighting against God, on the strength of Haman's (the 

narrators') protestations of disinterested regard for his kingdom. Esther's 

determination to remain true and faithful to her people is paralleled by 

Hester's determination to remain true and faithful to Dimmesdale. Both 

determinations precipitate the same unexpected peripeteia; Haman is hanged 

on his own scaffold, and so are the narrators, their narrative ending with a 

dangling participle: "gules.'0 

The twist is: what The Scarlet Letter deptoys, it deptores—but never ob-

viousfy, always clandestinely, out of a reservoir of good humor indefinitely 

postponing the moment of ridicule. How else are to take the narrator's 

description of Hester's return to her cottage at the end of The Scariet Letter 

but as an example of satire sublimely restraining itself? We read: 

[0]ne afternoon, some children were at play, when they beheld a tall 

woman, in a gray robe, approach the cottage door. In all those years 

it had never been opened; but either she unlocked it, or the decaying 

wood and iron yielded to her hand, or she glided shadow-like through 

these impediments,—and, at all events, went in. (229) 

In his continuing attempt to be free from prejudice (after his momentary 

lapse a few pages before in excusing himself from believing those witnesses 
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who reported seeing nothing on Dimmesdale's chest), the narrator offers as 

an alternative description of Hester's entrance into her old home the possibil

ity that she glided through the door like a ghost. TTtis is an alternative? 

Maybe in Toontown.̂  Maybe in Munkemellestraede.̂  Maybe in the Haunted 

Chamber.̂  ̂But not In the real world. Unless, of course, you count the pas

sage of Christ through a shut door in John 20:26, which this passage evokes, 

advertently, or inadvertently. Unless, of course, you count Hawthorne and 

Sophie's belief that a ghost shared the Manse with them. The possibility ex

ists, as in the 1851 letter, that there are two competing voices here, a 

materialist and a spiritualist, one "^over-laughing" the other—or, perhaps, 

mterc/jang/ngw'tth one another,—at all events, not the same as one an

other—encouraging us to read this text boustrephedonically. Hester a ghost? 

walking through a door? Come on! The narrator's pulling our leg! Unless, in a 

sense, she has become a ghost, passing into that very world of shades, on 

the other side of the veil, where the trickster himself hides—hides, and 

smiles. Maybe Hester /5as good as dead, by retuming to her former home, 

and resuming her former life, sacrificing her future prospects of happiness on 

the altar of her old, forbidden love—a love as unrepented of by her at the 

end of the story, as it is at the beginning, the resumption of her wearing the 

letter A marking her resumption of her adultery, her very vice now become 

her very virtue. Maybe the impediments she passes through are meant to be 
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symbolic: the iron hinges representing the logic of narrative, and the narra

tive of logic, thafs supposed to give history its semblance of continuity—her 

passing back through the door describing the strictly spiritual counter-move

ment of the turn—with respect to narrative, unnarratable; with respect to 

logic, supra-logical; and with respect to history, both historical and non-

historical, the turn catapulting an individual, already engaged in history, coin-

cidentally out of history, and depositing part of him (or her) in a kind of de

tached, parallel worid, from which vantage point the "real" worid is observed 

with bemusement.̂  

For a brief second, another voice speaks in this text. This other voice does 

not so much challenge what its opposite number is saying (recall Bruno 

Monforfs point) as p/̂ /with it, like two lovers playing around a flag pole, the 

one supplementing the other by replacing its metonymy with metaphor. Hie 

sign of this supplementation is the s(i)mile "shadow-like." The sign of the 

voice is the peculiar double punctuation mark of comma succeeded by dash: 

and at all events, went in" (229). We have examined such punctuation 

marks before. This time the double punctuation mark marks both a doubling 

of voice and a doubling of time. In hastening to a conclusion, in leaping over 

the logjam of possibilities his own ingenuity has suggested to him, the narra

tor departs from his usual methodicalness, abruptly cutting short his list of 

choices. In doing this, he enters upon a different ̂ vay" of concluding what 
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has heretofore been an unending logroll of exegetical biding, i. e., a seeming

ly endless running through of interpretive possibilities that have got him and 

the reader precisely nowhere. His voice changes, his frustration at not being 

able to get so much as from point A to point B finally showing, like Zeno's 

Achilles' frustration must have finally shown in his legendary attempt to catch 

a tortoise.̂ ® This "changing of his voice" might be construed as ano^eryo\c&: 

a double's, if you will—a double who treats decision-making for what it finally 

is: a subjective leap rather than an objective result (objectivity itself being a 

subjective preference, driven by a "rage for order'O-̂ ' 

Moreover, time is doubled in this text—to match all the other doubling in 

the novel. In describing Hester glkling through the door like a ghost, sacred 

time momentarily replaces historical time—the kind of replacing Mircea Eliade 

describes in The Sacred & The Profane. There he writes that "religious man," 

during festivals, momentarily steps out of normal, consecutive time, and 

returns to the time of origins, where time is still still, even while the cele

brants sing, dance, and move about. This "still point," for /7(7/7-religious 

man, is only accessible through a tum, which installs a rAxivn: a passing back 

through the past to the future.̂  

It is worth speculating that perhaps all the doubling in the romance is ul

timately related to what has romantically occurred between Hester and 

Dimmesdale. The one has come to occupy the other, the soul of tove being 
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nothing less than an interchange of souls. Who and what we love possesses 

us in such a way as not to denied. Hester, of her own free will, returns to 

Boston, but, just as truly, another will is mysteriously at work, determining 

her choice, inspiring her allegiance, alleviating her loneliness. 

[A]nd, at all events, went in": the humor is priceless! TTie narrator has 

to cut short his very own palavering in order to finally usher Hester into her 

cottage and his narrative on its way. Like a stuttering Porky Pig trying to say, 

"She slipped into her shed"—but finally having to break off and say, "Ahhh, 

she went in!," so this narrator has to check his own predilectton for theoriz

ing, just to get on with his story! While the children keep an eye on Hester, 

the ironist keeps an eye on the narrator, finally lampooning his endlesss e-

quivocating by interrupting it, not with one punctuation mark, but with two— 

the two of them, like two beef/ bouncers, putting a doubly decisive halt to 

the equivocating by ushering it out squirming between them; and then intro

duces into the mix such a simple description of Hester's actions as a child 

could have composed, if only allowed to. Instead of alk)wing a child to 

describe whafs going on, the narrator allows himself the luxury of leaping 

over the obstacles his own reason has suggested to him, finally accomplishing 

an ending by allowing himself to end it;—which (as we've seen) is the very 

aspect of the turn Hawthorne buries in the title of his romance: the letting be 

that lets be, that allows intuitton to determine action. 
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That ifs a door that is the site of all this narrational palavering (a palaver

ing that just seems to go on and on, the narrator in the very next paragraph 

yanking Hester back outside again to redescribe her entrance into her cottage 

again}—that ifs a door, and not some other site, is surely not an accident. 

Doors, gates, ports, and porticoes are customarily sites and symbols of liminal 

events; of angst-ridden events that transpire between one slow tkrk of a 

clock and another, between one way's end and another's beginning. In Ro

man mythology it was the site ruled by two-faced Janus. In Greek and Chal

dean mythology it was Hecate. It was before these entrances and these 

thresholds hapless travelers often hesitated, not certain which way to go, 

looking for directions and reassurance. As previously noted, it is on this very 

doorstep: the crossroads of choice, that The Scarlet Letter deploys itself: 

between Hester's hesitating to exit the prison door in chapter II, and then 

hesitating again on the doorstep of her home, at the end of the story. Be-

ween these two points of "hecitency" the story plays itself out. But not, not 

inconclusively. Hester's return to her cottage, and her passing back through 

the door, marks her break with the aesthetics of hesitancy, if It doesn't for 

the narrator. This aesthetic—and the break this aesthetic, is the true 

subject of The Scarlet Letter, which, like Kierkegaard's Fither/Or, praises 

it as a way, but condemns it as a destination. As the narrator is at pains to 

tell us, Hester pauses one last time on the threshold of her old home, before 
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gliding into it. The meaning of this pause is described by Kierkegaard at the 

end of Purity of Heart— as if, again, he had been reading The Scarlet Letter. 

or Hawthorne had ben reading Purity Of Heart (which had been published 3 

years before The Scarlet Letter appeared, though not actually translated into 

English until 1938). He writes: 

[P]ausing is not a sluggish repose. Pausing is also moyement. It is 

the inward movement of the heart. (217) 

Here he's speaking of what IVe called "hecitency." It is the ruling hegemony 

in the pages of The Scarlet Letter: the turn against it haying to express itself 

indirectly (except for that one time at the beginning of chapter XVI, as weVe 

seen, where Hawthorne writes: "Hester Prynne remained constant in her 

resolve. . [161]). Kierkegaard continues: 

But merely going further is to go straight in the direction of super

ficiality. But that way one does not come to will one thing. (217-218) 

And then he says what I take to be the thesis of my paper in a nutshell, 

relating it to Hester's retum at the end of The Scarlet Letter (altering the 

quotation to fit Hester's gender): 
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Only if at some time [s]he dedsiveiy stopped going further and then 

again came to a pause, as [s]he went further, only then could [s]he 

will only one thing. For purity of heart was to will one thing. (213) 

What Hester wills is to love Dimmesdale forever; not simply while she's alive, 

but, still more significantly, when she's dead (since Hester died long before 

she actually died). Her "decisively stopp[ing] going further  ̂brings one pause 

to an end (the interminable pause of history); but this, in itself, does not con

stitute willing one thing—anymore than, soteriologically speaking, repentance 

is enough for salvation. Kierkegaard speaks of a second pause. "[A]nd then 

again came to a pause, as [s]he went furtherC.]" It is this second pause that 

is the crucial one. Ttiough not a formula (and I dont want to make it seem 

like one), it is this secondpaxise that truly constitutes the tum: soteriologi

cally, the passage into the endless peace of God by taking Jesus Christ as 

one's own personal saviour; romantically, the facing about into the wind of 

pragmatism and history, and willing etemal fidelity to the one and only 

beloved. 
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V. 

As we've seen, the narrators are in the habit of offering choices on a sli

ding scale of credibility, with the least likely explanation conspicuously re

served for the end of the list. This is how the narrator organizes the choices 

describing the conclusion of Chillingwoith's herb-gathering at the beginning 

of chapter XV, the last named "possibility'' being that worthy transforming 

into a bat and flying off into the heavens; and that's how the narrator or

ganizes his description of Hester reentering her home at the end of TTie 

Scarlet Letter: the possibility that she might have entered it like a shade is 

listed last. But, thinking about how the narrators think—declining, for a 

moment, to read this text boustrephedonically, this desubstantializing of 

Hester is even more incredible than the chiropteran caprice that turns Chil-

lingworth into a bat, since, in the former instance, Hester (and the reader 

with her) were still entangled in the hegemony of hesitancy, in the illusion of 

abundance that the return of the same thought creates; but now, here at the 

end of the romance, Hester's retum to her cottage—as decisive a sign of 

Inner resolve and resignation as Mary's anointing of Christ is in John 12:3 

(Hester's retum being Aer broken box of ointment, 'Very costly," poured over 

the recollected limt)s of head of Dimmesdale)—Hester's retum makes visible 

the essential "adolescence" of the narrator.® "Shadow-like'7 I don't fî //7Arsol 

By way of the law of contrasts, the tallow of Hester's determination makes 
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visible the callowness of the narrator. 

And there's this: realism in literature is not exclusively a question of cre

dulity. It is also a question of mimesis. The narrators' evident preference for 

realism over romanticism (most evident in chapter XII, where the narrator 

maneuvers the minister into doubting his own senses) translates into a 

rhetorical preference for metonymy over metaphor. (An absolutely astonish

ing preference in a novel that abandons itself to multiplying meanings for the 

letter A.) Roman Jakobson writes: 

The primacy of the metaphoric process in the literary schools of ro

manticism and symbolism has been repeatedly acknowledged, but it is 

still insufficiently realized that it is the predominance of metonymy 

which underiies and actually predetermines the so-called realistic 

trend, which belongs to an intermediary stage between the decline of 

romanticism and the rise of symbolism and is opposed to both. Fol

lowing the path of contiguous relattonships, the realistic author me-

tonymically digresses from the plot to the atmosphere and from the 

characters to the setting in time and space. He is fond of synecdochic 

details.̂  

This passage from Jakobson helps us to evaluate the juvenility of Haw

thorne's narrator here, that would otherwise simply be a blank. Like Haw-
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thome himself, Jakobson devatorizes realism, treating it as an aesthete 

position rather than a veridical or\e. What has become visible in this passage 

from The Scarlet Letter is a war transpiring within its pages between one 

way of thinking and another—a war in whk:h the sympathies of the reader 

are enlisted by maneuvering him (or her) into practicing the same kind of 

infidelity to the supernatural and to the heart that the various narrators 

practice. Linguistically, this translates into a struggle between the memory of 

metonymy and the Imaginative leap of metaphor—between the same anew 

and the "sehm asnuh" (that is, between iterative repetition and Kierkegaard-

ian repetition—the one reflecting the other, but also contrasting with it, like 

Pearl's Image in the tide pool in chapters XIV and XV is described as being 

both Peari, and someone else). What realism, what metonymy, what an ex

clusively historical interpretation of Hester's return fails to account for, is that 

a tî nsformedHe^T returns to Boston: a young woman who has made an 

unconditional and supra-logical chok£ to remain true and faithful to a dead 

man,—who yet, through the k)gk: of faith, expects to see him again. It could 

have been Hawthorne's Hester who wrote these lines of Diane Ackerman's 

(slightly altered to fit her situation): 
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|T]oday, rapt in a still life and unaware, 

my [sewingneedle] dropped like an amber hawk; 

thinking I'd heard your footfall on the stair 

I listened, heartwise, for the knock.̂  ̂

VI. 

Presumably about //̂ fidelity. The Scarlet Letter is ironkally about the most 

profound /Kjel'ity. Hester returns to Boston because she is compelled to do it 

by something within her that will not let go the name or the countenance of 

the one she truly loves, returning to Boston because she wants to be where 

he was, and (by faith) might be again—never mind everyone else's opinion. 

It is ironic: in a world crowded with people, in a universe crowded with stars, 

in eternity the crowd doesnt exist: it is just the individual staring into the 

eyes of his or her most potent hopes and dreams and intuitions; and the 

single most important thing is, the degree to which he or she has been 

true to those hopes and dreams and intuitions.̂  ̂Indeterminacy? This book 

is not about //xjetemninacy—not in the final analysis. It is about the most pro

found /̂̂ erminacy: about faith, and hope, and the most stubbom belief in 

belief. Hester's return overturns the idea of indeterminacy—and is, in itself, 

the chief reason this romance cries out to be read ironically. Passing back 

through her door, the implications of her return pass back through the book, 

undermining the suppositton that the story is essentially about an essential 
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dî unction between sign and signified, that should be translated, politically, 

into the broadest possible toleration of different points-of-view. No doubt this 

interpretation has its place, but the story also points to something else: a 

strategy on how to overcome this dî 'unction or this gap by way of the tum, 

i. e., through belief: a total sell-out in ̂ vor of one person. Undemeath the 

text of the ending, the Coyote in Hawthome: the Dissembler, the Trickster, 

subliminally broadcasts this message, over and over again—not to convert 

the reader (Hawthorne's shingle didnt read "Preacher̂ , but to divert \\m. 

Ruminating about the fate of Pearl after the final scaffold scene, the narrator 

remarks: 

In fine, the gossips the day believed,—and Mr. Surveyor Pue, who 

made investigattons a century later, believed,—and one of his most 

recent successors in office, believes,—that Pearl was not only alive, 

but married, and happy, and mindful of her mother[.] (230) 

''Believed .. . believed .. . believes": insistently repeated words, hammered 

out, like a heartbeat, on the anvil of decisiveness—joining an Innumerable 

host of other repetitions in the romance, grammatical and otherwise, meant 

by their very lteratk)n to reflect the romance's underground theme: not In

determinacy, but determinacy; not infidelity, but fidelity; the same over and 

over again, but charged (each time) with the possibility of retuming 
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differently. And this: the sheer banality of iterative repetition, epitomized in 

"hecitency," is only endable in the turn. The problem, for reason, is returning 

to this beginning: a beginning Hester found at the end of The Scarlet Letter 

in freely choosing to still love Dimmesdale—about which love Kierkegaard 

wrote in Works of Love: 

In order to test properly whether love is entirely free, one can re

move everything that coukJ in any way extort from one a work of love. 

But this is absent in the relationship to one who is dead. If love still 

continues, then this is the freest love. (351) 

In this stillness, Hester's love still dances, and dancing, still loves.̂  ̂
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Notes for Chapter One 

1 
T. S. Eliot, The Complete Poems and Plavs: 1909-1950. Also 

embedded In this first line is an allusion to the beginning of Dante's The 
Divine Comedy and a passing reference to Lewis Carroll's poem 
"Jabberwocky." 

2 
In Elizabethan English, the "Nothing" in the title Much Ado about 

Nothinc refers to more than simply triviality; it also means "noting," in the 
sense of eavesdropping. All the eavesdropper's noting (through the inter
minable undecidability of "words, words, words" [the f̂ ise infinite]) results in 
nothing, without a final leap of faith in the speaker or the writer. Ifs worth 
noting that the translators of the King James Bible might have had this in 
mind in Ecclesiastes 7:14b when they wrote: "God also hath set the one ["the 
day of prosperity] over against the other ["the day of adversity ,̂ to the end 
that man should find nothing after him." Remarkable that man "shoukl find" 
this noting: this nothing; as if it was part of a plan to deliberately misdirect 
him into the way of the false infinite, into the never ending wrangle of the 
dialectical (the setting of one interpretation opposite another interpretatton, 
and leaving it up to reason to mediate the two of them); even as Paul writes 
in Romans 3 : 19 and 20 that the whole purpose in giving the Law was not 
that It should be followed like a road map to Heaven but that it shoukJ con
demn man for not b&r\q able to foltow so simple a thing as ten directions, 
and so provoke him (the convicted individual [never man in the abstract]) 
into tuming by faith to Christ for deliverance from both his own constitutional 
going astray (of which particular instances are noted by one's agrieved con
science), but also from the mishap of misdirection itself: the dialectical pro
cess of choosing one's own way in life unaided and directed by God: a way 
that in retrospect acquires all the character of a felix culpa, a fortunate fall. 
Thus Reason becomes Faith's handmaiden, bringing it to Christ not through 
its promotion, but through its abashment, its repeated embarrassment at 
misinterpreting a note let fall on purpose to instigate this very confusion, 
occasioned by a fatal lack of self-knowledge. Malvolio's fate in Twelfth Nioht 
is the best troF)e for this process of noting leading to nothing, and who is 
responsible for it. In the depths of his mistaken belief that Olivia k)ves him, 
he remarks, "Well, Jove, not I, is the doer of this, and he is to be thanked" 
III, iv, 92. 
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3 
It was Stephen Heath's essay "Ambiviolences'' that alerted me to the 

significance of Joyce's various misspellings of hesitancy. 

4 
See Victor Turner's essay "Passages, Margins, and Poverty: Religious 

Symbols of G}mmunitas/' collected in Dramas. Relds. and Metaphors: 
Symbolic Action in Human Society. 231-271. 

5 
As regards the phrase 'the finite is infinitized," see Kierkegaard's dis

cussion of Socrates' ambivalence concerning the success of a sea-voyage in 
Concludina Unscientific Postscript. 81-82; as well as this statement of Clau-
dlo's in Much Ado about Nothinc: Hlme goes on crutches till love have all his 
rites" II, i, 372. 

6 
An initiand is an individual participating in an initiation rite. Etymo-

logically, it means "beginner." See Turner, "Passages, Margins, and Poverty," 
232. 

7 
In general, my definition of femininity takes as its inspiration Joyce's 

description of the gnartybird in FW (and his inspiration (as yet unrecognized 
by either McHugh or RobinsonSi Campbell) is probably Dickens' description of 
Mrs. Badger's many half-hearted pursuits in chapter 13 of Bleak House). Also 
see Hawthorne's entry for July 16* ,̂ 1850, in his American Notebooks. 

8 
This idea, of course, is Luce Irigaray's, writing in This Sex Which Is 

Not One. "'She' is indefinitely other in herself. This is doubtless why she is 
said to be whimsical, incomprehensible, agitated, capricious . .. not to 
mention her language, in which 'she' sets off in all directions leaving 'him' 
unable to dis- cem the coherence of any meaning" (28-29). I am far more 
sympathetic to Irigaray's depiction of femininity than Freud's. When she 
remarks elsewhere in this text that a woman's sexual organ represents for 
the dominant scopto- philic culture horror of noting to se '̂(26), she 
makes visible yet another characteristic of the space of "hissindensit/': its 
darkness or blindness. (In light of Charles Raycrofts Dictfonarv of Psycho
analysis. Irigaray's spelling of "scoptophilia" needs amending to scopophilia.) 
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9 
Hawthorne's Lost Notebook. 1835-1841. page 65. 

10 
A misappropriation of Wallace Stevens, of course. 

11 
I mention these two writers because both of them have posited this 

peculiar reversal of before and after, Paul de Man in his essay on Nietzsche in 
Alleaories of Reading (page 124), and Jean Baudrillard In Simulacra and Sim
ulation (page 1). That there's something of an anachronism at work here (me 
needing tutoring in the 1960s, but de Man writing Alleaories in 1979, and 
Baudrillard Simulacra in 1981) is a confirmatton of the joke. 

12 
Invaders from Mars, dir. William Cameron Menzies, perf. Arthur 

Franz, Helena Carter, and Jimmy Hunt, 20  ̂Century Fox, 1953. 

13 
My parenthetical remark is modelled on one of the nursery rhymes 

Joyce weaves into the fabric of Rnneoans Wake (Grace Eckley mentions 34 of 
them in her book Chikiren's Lore in Rnnegans Wake). One of his favorite 
ones was "^The House That Jack Built," since it represents a repeatable pat
tern that can be added to indefinitely, and so fits very well into the overall 
theme of recoverability in The Wake. One of my personal favorites, and I 
think it would have been one of Hawthorne's ,too (since the subject of Adam 
and Eve and the fortunate fall were never very far from his thoughts), is this 
one: "This is the glider that gladdened the giri that list to the wind that lifted 
the leaves that fokled the fruit that hung on the tree that grew in the garden 
Gough gave" (271). 

14 
Perhaps one quote will suffice for all here. C. S. Pierce writes, at the 

end of an essay entitled The Fixatbn of Belief," collected in Values in a 
Chance Universe: "[A] clear logical conscience does cost something—just as 
any virtue, just as all that we cherish, costs us dear. But we should not desire 
it to be otherwise. The genius of a man's togical method shoukl be loved and 
reverenced as his bride, whom he has chosen from all the worid" (111). 
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15 
I owe it to John Dollis, author of The Style of Hawthorne's Gaze, for 

calling my attention to the significant status of the gaze in Hawthome. 

16 
Larzer Ziff, "The Ethical Dimension of 'The Custom House/" Modem 

Language Notes LXXIII. 5 (1958): 339-344. 

17 
See Diogenes Laertius' Lives of Eminent Philosophers. Book I 

(Solon), section 63. 

18 
This critique is perhaps my own hybridization of Jacques Lacan's 

given-to-be-seen (developed in Four Fundamental Concepts of 
Psvchoanalvsis) and Roland Barthes' Mythologies. 

19 
All quotations from The Scarlet Letter are from the 1990 Library of 

America edition, not edited by, but introduced by, Harold Bloom. 

20 
If ever a writer has put his stamp on a word, Jacques Denida has 

put his stamp on this word, in his reading of Hegel. My own use of the word, 
however, is not really meant to recall Derrida's use. 

21 
David Hume, An Enouirv Conceming Human Understanding, col

lected in volume 37 of The Harvard Classics. 346-347. 

22 
See Edgar Dryden's The Form of American Romance. 44-45. 

23 
"En abvme" seems to me to be another phrase owned by Derrida. 

Literally, it means 'Mn an abyss," and refers to a little shield placed inside a 
larger shield in heraldry. Inscribing this idea into his own history of the sign 
and signified—into the distance he opens up between these two, he adds the 
remarkable feature of loss of identity through blank iteration to îs heraklk: 
device. See Disseminatton. page 265 (particularly, Barbara Johnson's foot
note on Derrida's text). 
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24 
Raymond Benoit, "Fault-lines in Kierkegaard and Hawthorne: The 

Sickness Unto Death and 'Ethan Brand/" Thought LXVI. 261 (1991): 196-
205. 

25 
I am using the Harcourt, Brace & Workj Harvest Book paperback 

edition here of Ellofs "East Coker," since it, rather than the more recent The 
Complete Poems and Plavs: 1909-1950 (New York: Harcourt, 1980), numbers 
the lines. Something to notice here is Elk>t's questk^n, "Shall I say it again?" 
This hesitancy to speak appears in other places In Etot. For example, in "The 
Love Song of J. Alfired Prufrock," we read: "Shall I say I have gone at dusk 
through narrow streets[?]" Lines like these, that gesture toward speech 
(nothing more), call into questk)n the difference between speaking and not 
speaking. They temporarily memorialize that remarkable hesitancy to make a 
mark that marks aporia and writer's bk)ck. As regards the attempt to por
tray Eliot as an anti-Semite, Heidegger as a Nazi, Wordsworth as unsympa
thetic to the plight of the homeless. Twain as bigoted, etc., etc., etc., I 
appreciate a great deal the intelligence that has gone into this disfiguring; 
consider the whole project in the name of social egalitarianism interesting, 
but have absolutely no sympathy for what is a natural by-product of its 
conclusions: the stifling of fî  speech in the name of a very questionable 
self-righteousness on the part of the practitioners of this art of socially re
forming the dead. And not just the dead. Reducing the thought of any per
son (writer, philosopher, or plumber) to the single parameter of how he or 
she stands on racial or political questions seems, at least to me, unfair and 
short-sighted. Social consciousness is just one aspect of consctousness; it is 
not the whole ball of wax. The effort spent to compel Ellofs ghost to wear 
the A of Anti-Semite (Anthony Julius playing the role of Governor Bellingham 
or Reverend Wilson) woukJ be better spent in other, more judk:k)us 
endeavors. 

26 
I am thinking of the final lines of "Mending Wall" (quoting from The 

Poetrv of Robert Frost, edited by Edward Connery Lathem): 

He moves in darkness as it seems to me. 
Not of woods only and the shade of trees. 
He will not go behind his father's saying. 
And he likes having thought of it so well 
He says again, "Good fences make good neighbors." (41-45) 
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27 
Robert Spoo uses this phrase "master narrative" concerning the crit

ical tradition in interpreting Joyce's short story *niie Dead" that he is strug
gling against in his own essay "^Uncanny Returns in "The Dead': Ibsenian 
Intertexts and the Estranged Infant," collected in Jovce: the Return of the 
Repressed, page 93. 

28 
Marion Kesserling's Hawthorne's Reading. 1828-1850. records Haw

thorne checking out from the Saiem Athenaeum Aristophanes' plays from 
April 18-June 16, 1827, and again on Jan. 14,1829. The 4 references to 
Hecate (and the Hecatea, or wayside shrines dedicated to her) in Aristoph
anes are identified and discussed in Sarah lies Johnston's Hekate Soteira. 
However, we do not need to limit Hawthorne's possible exposure to Hecate 
through Aristophanes. Hecate is referred to 7 times in Shakespeare. Other 
sources of informatton about Hecate used in this paper include: Sarah lies 
Johnston's Restless Dead. Funk &. Waonalls Standard Dklfonarv of Fblktore. 
Mvtholoav. and Legend (487), Erich Neumann's The Great Mother (169-170), 
Marija Gimbutas' The Goddesses of OM Europe (197-199 .̂ J. E. Zimmerman's 
Dictionary of Classical Mvthokxiv. David Kravitz's Who's Who in Greek and 
Roman Mvtholoov. and BufFie Johnson's Ladv of the Beasts (117,158-161). 

29 
There is some precedence for imagining numbers carrying a special 

significance in HTie Custom-House" and The Scarlet Letter. As early as 1922, 
E. C. Ross, in volume XXXVII of Modem Language Notes, suggested a special 
role for the numt)er seven. He writes: ''Was it a matter of deliberate and del
icate design on Hawthome's part that the action of The Scarlet Letter covers 
seven years, seeing that Hester Prynne and Arthur Dimmesdale broke the 
seventh commandment?" Regarding Hecate's connectk)n with hart)ors, see 
fn. 24, in chapter II of Sarah lies Johnston's Hekate Soteira. 

30 
See Thomas Kuhn's The Structure of Scientific Revoluttons , pages 

121-124, for a discussion of the effects of " f̂ailureCs] to fit." 

31 
I am borrowing this phrase "the hegemony of vision" from the title 

of a collection of essays: Modemitv and the Heoemonv of Vision, ed. David 
Michael Levin (Berkel̂ : U of Cal P, 1993). 
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32 
That Fielding and Hawthorne should not agree might best be judged 

by the following quotation from Book XII, Chapter XII, of Tom Jones: "How
ever, tho' we do not suspect raising any great Terror on this CXxasion, we 
have reason to fear come other Apprehensions may have arisen in our Read
er, into which we would not willingly betray him; I mean, that we are going 
to take a Voyage into Fairy Land, and to introduce a Set of Beings into our 
History, which scarce any one was ever chikjish enough to believe, though 
many have been foolish enough to spend their Time in writing and reading 
their Adventures" (432). 

33 
Christ appears as a general inJoshua 5: 13-15, where he is called 

"the captain of the LORDS host" (KJV). 

34 
Martin Buber, I and Thou, trans. Ronakl Gregor Smith, 2"  ̂ed. (New 

York: Scribner's, 1958) 105. 

35 
Both Hawthome and Buber interrelate the religious and the inter

personal. Buber writes, "He who loves a woman, and brings her life to pres
ent realisation [sic] In his, is able to look in the ThoW (106). Hawthome, in a 
letter to Sophie, dated September 23d, 1839, writes: "Oh, dearest, bles-
sedest Dove, I never felt sure of going to Heaven, till I knew that you loved 
me; but now I am consctous of God's love in your own" (Vol. XV, Ohio State 
Centenary Edition, 347). And, again, he closes a letter dated Jany. 13* ,̂ 1841, 
this way: "Now good-bye, dearest, sweetest, loveliest, truest, suitablest little 
wife. I worship thee. Thou art my type of womanly perfection. Thou keepest 
my heart pure, and elevatest me above the worid. Thou enablest me to in
terpret the riddle of life, and fillest me with faith in the unseen and better 
land, because thou leadest me thither continually. God bless thee forever" 
(XV, 513). (Note how these remarks deliberately parallel the Lord's Prayer.) 

36 
This is not a well-known feature of Kierkegaard's thought: that the 

turn is enabled rather than exclusively self-originated. However, SK makes 
this abundantly clear in Philosoohkal Fraoments. in his discusston of the 
giving of the conditton in "the Moment." He writes (or rather, Johannes 
Climacus writes): "How does the learner then become a believer or disciple? 
When the Reason is set aside and he receives the conditton. When does he 
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receive the condition? In the Moment. What does this condition condition? 
The understanding of the eternal" (2"  ̂ed., Princeton UP, 1979). Perhaps 
thinking of this passage, Louis Pojman writes, in his introduction to TTie Looic 
of Sublectivitv. "Those who receive the condition (the capacity to believe) as 
a gift must still exercise their wills and make a 'leap of faith'. Salvation is a 
cooperative effort. Kierkegaard is a synergist" (21). 

37 
Hawthorne, The Marble Faun, ed. Richard Rupp (Indianapolis: 

Bobbs-Merrill, 1971) 105. 

38 
Cf. H. W. Janson's discussion of the central panel of the Merode 

Altaroiece (and its smoking candle) in Historv of Art. 287. 

39 
The story is tokl on pages 293 to 308 of the 1995 Knopf edition of 

One Hundred Years of Solitude, translated by Gregory Rabassa. Thousands of 
strikers were mowed down by machine guns and carted away by train, but 
when Jose Arcadio Segundo refers to them over a mug of coffee afterwards, 
we read these incredible lines: Hlie woman measured him with a pitying 
look. 'There havent been any dead here,' she said. 'Since the time of your 
uncle, the colonel, nothing has happened in Macondo'" (308). 

40 
See chapter 4 of The Marble Faun. 33. 

41 
Pearl pelts the letter A in chapter VI and kisses it in chapter XDC. 

The phrase "agenbite of inwit" is, of course, used numerous times by Joyce in 
Ulvsses. Don Gilford explains, in Ulvsses Annotated, that ifs a Middle English 
term for "remorse of conscience" (22). My remarks about the diatheke are 
inspired by Matthew Rke's analysis of the word "covenant" in his essay "The 
Hero's education in Sacrificial Love: Thomas Covenant, Christ-figure," in 
Mvthlore 14. 4 (1988): 34-38. 

42 
James subtitled "Daisy Miller," "a Study." Its relationship to other 

stories illustrating the turn (and a story can do this without all the stages 
being present) is like a negative to a positive, or like a snow-covered land
scape to the same landscape bedizened with springtime cotors. After vacil
lating, Winterboume disavows Daisy rather than embraces her: has a "neg
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ative epiphany." We read: ''Wintertx)ume stopped, with a sort of horror; and, 
it must be added, with a sort of relief. It was as if a sudden illumination had 
been flashed upon the ambiguity of Daisy's behavior and the riddle had 
become easy to read. She was a young lady whom a gentleman need no 
longer be at pains to respect̂  (37). (I'm quoting from William Stafford's 
James's "Daisy Miller": The Storv. The Plav. The Critics, published by Scrib-
neKs in 1%3, and using the Comhill edition of ""Daisy Miller." The description 
of the scene in the New York edition is slightly different in making more 
obvious Wintert)0ume's jumping to the conclusion that Daisy has lost her 
virginity: has become "a mere black little blot.") 

43 
As a matter of fact. Bacon attempts to deflect this critkrism of his 

inductive method (that it "prohibits dedstons") in the 126  ̂aphorism of the 
Rrst Book of the Novum Qroanum. Paraphrasing, the first part of his defense 
is, "Thafs not the intentton"—kind of lame. The second part of his defense is 
far more persuasive. He writes: "It is better to know what is necessary, and 
not to imagine we are fully in possession of it, than to imagine that we are 
fully in possession of it, and yet in reality to know nothing which we ought." 
Paraphrasing, he's saying, "Better to know you're lacking in complete know
ledge (and so are humble) than to think you know all about something, but 
you really dont." Ironkally, this argument is so convincing (because no one 
likes to be exposed as a mountebank) that it's hard to see how it doesnt 
undermine confidence and retard decision-making! (I'm quoting from volume 
30 of the Encyctopedia Britannica's Great Books of the Westem Worid. edited 
by Robert Hutchins, page 134.) 

44 
Kierkegaard, Concludino Unscientifk: Postscript, trans. David 

Swenson and Walter Lowrie (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1964) 311. 

45 
I am using the Library of America's Hawthorne: Tales and Sketches. 

comp. Roy Harvey Pearce (1982), for all of Hawthorne's short-stories I refer 
to in this paper, including "The Birth-mark." 

46 
SK describes kinesis this way (in Concluding Unscientific Postscript): 

"The transition from possibility to actuality is, as Aristotle rightly says, a 
kinesis, a movement. This cannot be expressed or understood in the lan
guage of abstraction; for the sphere of the abstract, movement cannot have 
assigned to it either time or space whk:h presupposes movement or is pre
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supposed by it. Here then is a pause, and a leap" (306). What Kierkegaard 
calls "a pause," I call a period of vacillation or '*hesitency."What he calls "^a 
leap," I call the turn. 

47 
Heraclitus, On the Universe, trans. W.H.S. Jones, Loeb Classical 

Library edition, fragment 121. 

48 
Kierkegaard makes this point, though speaking about the relativity 

of accomplishment, in Purity of Heart. He writes: 'The more active the 
Etemal is to the witness, the stronger is the cleavage" (136). 

49 
Sylvie Mathe's essay is in Stvie 26,4 (1992): 604-633. 

50 
The felix culpa (the '̂ felicitous fault," or, more commonly, "fortunate 

fall") was a concept as often on Hawthome's mind as it would later be on 
Joyce's. For example, read Kenyon's application of it to Donatello's life In 
chapter 50 Of The Marble Faun. Kenyon's circumspection In expressing his 
notion to Hilda suggests, not only his awareness that he wasnt a theologian, 
and might be threatening Hikia's purity with his free-thinking, but also ex
presses Hawthome's uncertainty about the orthodoxy of this view of the fall. 

51 
This awkward sentence, so full of pauses, is one example of my 

effort to construct my paper in such a way that its style reflects its content. 
The sentence is about reading hesitancy, and ifs constructed in such a way 
as to provide for a hesitant reading. This hesitancy has been theorized by 
John Keats, in his December 22"'', 1817 letter to his two brothers, George and 
Tom. He writes: 

[And] at once it struck me, what quality went to form a Man of 
Achievement especially in Literature & which Shakespeare posessed 
[sic] so enormously—I mean Negative Capability, that is when man 
is capable of being in uncertainties, Mysteries, doubts, without any 
Irritable reaching after fact & reason[.] 
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(I'm quoting from Letters of John Keats, ed. Robert Gittings [Oxford: Oxford 
UP, 1970] 43.) Hawthorne's relationship to Keats is complicated. As Diane Lo
pez points out, in her essay "Liberties with Lamia: The 'Gordian Knof of Re
lations Between Keats and Hawthorne," in Symbiosis 2 (1998): 141-160, in 
"P.' s Correspondence," Keats is parodied, but P. is himself treated as some
thing of a crank. So where precisely does that leave Hawthorne's attitude? 
At best ambivalent. Not having the advantage of being able to read Keats' 
letters (they weren't published until 1883), Hawthorne still embodies in The 
Scarlet Letter Keats' notion of tolerating uncertainties, his narrators' encoura
ging this in the readers by describing events in such a way that nothing is 
settled except that every îng is unsettled and open to interpretation. But is 
this where Hawthorne leaves it? I think not; nor is this where Keats' left his 
notion. Having criticized Coleridge for not being content with half knowledge, 
he continues: 

This pursued through Volumes woukl perhaps take us no further than 
this, that with a great poet the sense of Beauty overcomes every 
other consideration, or rather obliterates all consideration. (43) 

Keats' idea of Negative Capability does not propose that everything is open to 
interpretation. Rather it proposes that everting is sacrificeable on the altar 
of beauty: all considerattons, and even consideration itself. TTie value of 
Beauty itself is left unaffected by all the relativity left to rage uncertainly 
around it. Negative Capability, at least as Keats conceived it, was a means to 
a effect an end: to experience the beautiful. W. Jackson Bate, in his biog
raphy of Keats, interprets Negative Capability as being primarily psycholog' 
ical He considers ""irritable" to be the key word in Keats' definition. No doubt 
psychology doeshaye something to do with it, but as a precipitate or symp
tom of something ontx)logical. The key word in Keats' definitton is "in": "I 
mean Negative Capability, that is, when a man is capable of being in uncer
tainties, Mysteries, doubts, without any irritable reaching after fact & reason" 
(emphasis added). Being "in" is "in Being;" not simply "being uncertain" or 
"being troubled." The difference is something like "being in love," and just 
loving. The universe remains still the same safe universe when you love 
something (say chess, or mountain biking, or kayaking). Self is still very much 
in control. But being in love—why, that transforms the whole universe. It 
changes everything; nothing is the same after that. As Dr. Edgar Dryden 
pointed out to me, the narrator of The House of the Seven Gabies makes 
precisely this point about Holgrave and Phoebe's love for one another. In 
chapter XX we read: 
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And it was in this hour, so full of doubt and awe, that the one mir
acle was wrought, without which every human existence is a blank. 
The bliss, whk:h makes all things true, beautiful, and holy, shone 
around this youth and makjen. They were consck>us of nothing sad 

nor old. They transfigured the earth, and made it Eden again, and 
themselves the two first dwellers in it. (Norton, 1967, 307) 

Negative Capability, as The Scarlet Letter embodies it, ushers in, first and 
foremost, an onto îcal state in which, like in love, the earth is transfig
ured—in this instance, its organizing principle is the mysterious, scariet letter 
A. And as is the case of being suddenly transported into any new situatk)n, 
differences are indefinitely deferred. Thus inanimate things "speak" in The 
Scariet Letter: for example, the brook in chapter XIX, and the meteor in 
chapter XII. Oddly enough, when differences like that between animate and 
inanimate are forgotten, the ontok)gk:al difference: that Being is not exhaust
ed by being, is recalled. But this whole experience is not to be an end in 
itself. Its meant to educate: to ""create a soul." This is precisely how both 
Hawthorne and Keats phrased it: Hawthorne at the end of The Marble Faun. 
and Keats in a rather longish letter—more like a diary, dated April 21 ,̂ 1819. 
Both regarded their verstons of the same klea: a toleratton of uncertainty, as 
a transfiguring experience, that, in transforming the worid ontologically the 
subject is transformed psychologically. Rrst comes the ontologicat, and then 
after it, the f̂ chological. Life is a school, but there's supposed to be a 
graduation day for the student. The problem in The Scarlet Letter is that the 
narrators of the story never do graduate. They remain in short-pants while 
Hester goes on to live a life of decisive choice, willing the etemal with a soul 
schooled and shaped by the shame she was made to feel. John Dolis also 
connects Keats's idea of Negative Capability with Hawthome, but by way of 
the short-story 'TTie Haunted Mind," and not The Scarlet Letter (see page 94 
of The Stvie of Hawthorne's Gaze). 

52 
Liddell and Scott's Greek-Enolish Lexicon defines the verb 

epistrepho as an enemy A? flightciting Xenophon; and epistroohe as 
''a tuming or wheeling about," citing Sophocles. The OED provides a 
philosophical meaning to the word, citing Robert A. Vaughan's 1860 Hours 
with the Mvs- tks: "Tliat doctrine of the Epistrophe—the retum of all 
intelligence by a law of nature to the divine centre." 
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53 
As mentioned in endnote 51, Keats's idea of the world as ""The Vale 

of Soul-Making" is part of a letter he wrote in 1819—a letter he actually 
began in February, and just kept adding to. The last entry is dated May 3" .̂ 
The portion urging George and Georgiana to call the worid "The Vale of Soul-
Making," in contrast to "[A] vale of tears," was probably written April 21®. 
Keats writes: 

The common cognomen of this workl among the misguided and su
perstitious is *a vale of tears' from which we are to be redeemed by a 
certain circumscribe[d] straightened notton! Call the world if you 
Please " t̂he Vale of Soul-Making[.]" Then you will find out the use 
of the wohd.... I can scarcely express what I but dimly perceive— 
I will call the worlds School instituted for the purpose of teaching 
little chikjren to read—I will call the human hearts horn Book use6 
in that School—and I will call the Child able to read, £̂ 6 Soulmdn̂  
from that sc/̂ oeVand its hornbook. Do you not see how necessary 
a WorkJ of Pains and troubles is to school an Intelligence and make 
it a soul? A Place where the heart must feel and suffer in a thousand 
diverse ways? (249-250) 

As noted above, Keats's idea is remarkably similar to something Hawthorne 
has Kenyon say at the end of The Marble Faun—what difference there is 
residing in the two writer's different attitudes toward Christianity, and their 
degrees of confidence, or oî er-confidence, Keats expressing himself declara-
tively, Hawthorne interrogatively. We read: 

''Here comes my perplexity," continued Kenyon. "Sin has educated 
Donatelb, and el̂ ated him. Is sin, then—which we deem such a 
frightful blackness in the universe—is it, like sorrow, merely an ele
ment of human education, through which we struggle to a higher and 
purer state than we could otherwise have attained? Did Adam fall, 
that we might ultimately rise to a higher loftier paradise than his?" 
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54 
A world in which differences are deferred is described by Lewis 

Carroll in Alice Through the Looking Glass. Alice has come to the forest of 
forgetfulness. In it everything forgets who or what it is. By crossing the bar
rier into it she likewise forgets who and what she is. Inskle she befriends a 
lonely Fawn who is likewise suffering under the same enchantment (I had 
almost said "misfortune," but that would be to abrogate my whole point: that 
whether or not this kind of experience is a misfortune depends on how you 
look at it). Under the strange enchantment of this forest, the two of them 
have both forgotten their names—a//their names: phylectic, ordinal, generic, 
and familiar— all the Latin names that place us: that give us our identities in 
a system of rigidly maintained differences. By being stripped of their names, 
presumably both Alks and the fawn experience what Vktor Turner reports 
Intiands experiencing in initiatton rites: both the euphoria and the terror 
resulting from social '̂ invisibility." The community of feeling (Alk£ walking 
through the forest with her arms "clasped k)vingly around the soft neck of 
the Fawn" fThe Annotated Mice. 1960, 227]), the communitas. that bonds 
the two of them together, be(X)mes their reality. A kind of prelapsarian har
mony reigns in this isolated spot on the other side of the iterative surface of 
the looking-glass. For Alk:e and the Fawn the laws of contradktk)n and kJenti-
ty are temporarily suspended, and though each of them perceive this as a 
curse, the reader is left to wonder if it might not actually be a blessing, since, 
when they cross the invisible border of the forest, and the Fawn recalls, with 
a start, who and what it is, it flees Alk£ in mortal terror—and thus brings an 
unhappy close to the close harmony they'd both enjoyed. What holds our 
attention here for just a moment longer is this thought: the fate of the law of 
identity while the two of them were still together. Ifs similar to what happens 
to Hawthome's Wakefield, in his short-story by that name, only more so. In 
'"Wakefield," Wakefield awakens another worid, that is still our worid—only 
transfigured, by allowing a second part of himself to mysteriously take over 
his life for awhile. Here an individual becomes temporarily different from 
himself—and this difference makes his worid different, too. But in this scene 
from Alice Through the Lookino-glass something still more profound happens. 
Here the identity of the one is not simply placed in abeyance. Here the 
identity of the one becomes the identity of the other. Alice becomes the 
Fawn, and the Fawn becomes Mice. Because the difference between them is 
deferred, the two intermingle—and not just with one another, but with every
thing: the trees, the fbwers, the butterflies, everything. No longer apart from 
Being, they become a part of it. This kind of ontok)gical experience is 
duplicated in The Scartet Letter. Just as all parts of a hawthorn: the roots, the 
stems, the leaves, the ftowers, are all the hawthorn, so all parts of the worid 
described by The Scarlet Letter share in a common life, a life I've called 
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"hecitency." Everyone is mistaken about everyone else. Hester isnt who she 
pretends to be: simply another of Reverend Dimmesdale's parishioners. 
Chiilingworth isnt who he pretends to be; nor is Dimmesdale; nor are the 
Puritans themselves, who, by enforcing the A?fter of the law, rather than its 
spirit, have made themselves strangers to that law. But this very uncertainty 
as to identity becomes a temptatk>n with respect to the turn. Its quality of 
oneiric urgency'borrow a phrase from Dolis) enjoins continuance. It 

takes a decisive leap to terminate it... and so, wake up. 
Martin Kevorkian has a number of interesting things to say about alter

ations of world-views in Hawttiome. In his essay ~Within the Domain of 
Chaos': Nathaniel Hawthorne, Lucretian Physics, and Martial Logic," in Studies 
in the Novel XXXI, 2 (1999): 178-201, he relates the Lucretian concept of the 
dinamen (the unpredkitable swerve of falling atoms) to Wakefiekj's ''stepping 
aside for a moment," and Miriam's ""stepCping] aside, for an instant," in 
chapter 17 of The Marble Faun.Ttiis is a felkritous id .̂ Though he doesnt 
mention it. Young Goodman Brown's experience in the forest, and Coverdale's 
whole experience at Blithedale Farm, couM be consklered as other examples 
of clinama or '̂ stepping askles" in Hawthorne. Unfortunately, not all his ideas 
are as felicitous. He imagines Hawthorne to be so obsessed with Lucretius as 
to encode allusions to him in his works, citing Hawthome's use of the phrase 
"the nature of things" in The Grey Champton" as evidence of this. Ifs cer
tainly possible that this clkrh  ̂ resonates Lucretian ideas; but that ifs a 
conscious allusion, with doctrinal implicatk)ns—that's an entirely different 
thing. Kevorkian tends to ignore this distinction, to unsubtlize Hawthome's 
style in order to highlight his political sentiments. This is ironic, for ifs pre
cisely Hawthome's preference for shades, hazes, and clouds that Kevorkian is 
so much at pains to demonstrate. Apparently he himself is not yet quite 
convinced. 

55 
Kierkegaard writes in the interiude section of Philosophical Frag

ments: ''By an act of will he [the sceptic] resolves to keep himself under re
straint, and to refrain from every conclusion fphilosoohia eohektike^" (105). 
Niels Tliulstrup remarks, in his commentary, that SK probably got this phrase 
from Diogenes Laertius' categorization of ancient Scepticism. 
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56 
My use of the phrase ''awake enough" is rooted In legends about 

trees, sentient and not so sentient, in J. R. R. Tolkien (The Feltowshio of the 
Ring. 180-181; The Two Towers. and Stephen Donaklson fLx)rd Fours 
Bane. 345-346). 

57 
Miliicent Bell, The Obliquity of Signs: TTie Scarlet Letter.'' collected 

in The Massachusetts Review Spring, 1982: 9-26.1 personify the energy Bell 
speak of with Hecate in somewhat the same way John Dolis locates Circe in 
"The Custom House" in his artk:le "Hawthorne's Circe: Turning Water to 
(S)wine,'' in the Nathaniel Hawthorne Review 24. 1 (1998): 36-45. 

58 
Simon Blackburn, in The Oxford DIcttonarv of Phitosoohv. defines the 

immanent this way: ""Operating from inside a thing or person; not external or 
transcendent." Wilbur Long cites the Latin etymok)gy in Runes' Dicttonarv of 
PhilosoDhv: "([L]ate Lat. Immanere, to remain in[.])" John Macquarrie fleshes 
these definitions out. In a brief artk:le entitled " Îmmanentism," included in 
The Westminster Dicb'onarv of Christian Theology, he writes: "TTie term has 
two related meanings. 1. As a principle of explanation, immanentism is the 
view that any events or phenomena within the worid are explicable in terms 
of other events within the worid.... Obviously such a view does not allow 
the possibility of miracles, if these are understood as due to supernatural 
intervention. Indeed, immanentism excludes any direct agency in the affairs 
of the worid by God or any other alleged supernatural powers. .. .2. Im
manentism can also be understood as a view of God which stresses his im-
imanence or indwelling in the world at the expense of his transcendence.. . . 
[A] pure immanentism could only end in pan^eism or atheism . ..." My own 
use of the word immanent includes both senses of the word identified by 
Macquarrie. What transpires in The Custom-house" and The Scariet Letter. 
at least up until the last chapter, transpires in a universe largely ck^sed off 
from all gods except Hecate, whom I take to be the goddess of hesitancy, 
presiding over all the thresholds and crossroads of life, as well as being the 
emblem of that hesitancy's solution; namely, Kierkegaardian repetition. 

59 
William Vance's essay is collected In The Nathaniel Hawthome 

Joumal (1971): 232-256. 
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60 
Creance is a word used in falconry. It means (quoting from the 

OED): '"A long line or cord attached to a hawk's leash, by which she is re
strained from flying away when trainedC.]" As a verb it means to plight one's 
troth. The OED cites Caxton's Jason to illustrate this usage: "^Jason and 
Medea swore and creanced that they shokj take eche other by mariage." My 
own familiarity with the word is due to James Karman. In Robinson Jeffers: 
Poet of California, he writes: "Jeffers regarded fame as a long creance, the 
cord that keeps a fakon tied to its master's wrist" (134). 

61 
Robinson Jeffers, "The House Dog's Grave," collected in Selected 

Poems. Haig was actually Una Jeffers' dog, given to her once she'd recovered 
from Billy's death. Billy was a white English bulklog who had been her con
stant compannn before she'd met Robinson C^obin"). Billy's initials (B J) are 
carved beskJe Una's and Robin's in the porch k)gs at Tor House. Both the 
poet and Una believed that the twins. Garth and Doonan, saw an apparitton 
of Billy running beskte their car the morning after he died. Haig, beskles 
having his own idiosyncrades (he snored loud enough to drown out the 
ocean), looked and acted very much like Billy—so much so that old Carmel 
residents mistook him /br Billy, remarking on how he never seemed to age! 
Billy and Haig's stories are tokl in Edith Greenan's Of Una Jeffers. 

62 
Unfortunately, it is Sacvan Bercovitch's position, developed in The 

Office of The Scariet Letter, (Baltimore: John Hopkins UP, 1991), that The 
Scariet Letter is a parable charting the course of a socialization that is at first 
resisted, but then succeeds. He writes in his introduction, "The Scariet Letter 
is a story of socializatk>n in which the point of socialization is not to conform, 
but to consent. Anyone can submit; the socialized believe" (xiii). To my mind, 
this reduces Hester's resistance to the same category as adolescent rebellion. 
I think [fs much more metaphysical than that. Moreover, I depart from Berc
ovitch's interpretatk>n even more by believing that Hester is more of a rebel 
at the end of The Scarlet Letter than at the beginning. She shows no remorse 
at all at cheating on her husband. Not only that, she gets into God's face by 
committing herself to toving Dimmesdale even after he's dead. Her love is 
absolutely incorrigible. 
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Notes for Chapter Two 

1 
Austin Warren, in "Hawthorne's Reading," cx)llected in The New 

England Ouarteriv VIII. 4 (1935): 480-497, writes: "TTiroughout his mature 
years, Hawthorne was a diligent reader of the Bible; and when his publisher 
would question in proof-sheets, the use of a word, he would always cite 
Scripture as his authority. 'It was a great pleasure,̂ .̂] Fields recalled, to 
hear him talk about the Book of Job, and his voice would be tremutous with 
feeling, as he sometimes quoted a touching passage from the New Testa-
menf" (493-494). Hawthorne was 46 when he wrote The Scarlet Letter. That 
may or may not be conskJered a "mature year," but I'm still fairly confident 
he'd read I John 3:18, whkih says: "My litlte chikjren, let us not tove in word, 
neither in tongue; but in deed and in truth" (KJV). Loving a dead man, and 
remaining true to him, is not something you really talk about. If you're going 
to do it, you just do it And then, by virtue of the absurd, to expect him to 
awaken ... ifs just not the kind of thing you share over a friendly cup of tea. 
There are some hopes, like some plants, that require the deepest shade to 
grow in: that suffer irrevocable harm by being dragged out into the light. 
Hester's hope might have been like one of these. And then, for someone like 
Hester, to share her faith and expectatksn woukl be to invite a statement like, 
"You need to get on with your life and give up this ridiculous notion." The 
real value of her faithfulness would proceed ̂ m her already knowing this, 
but still going on believing. Nevertheless, from this kind of worldly wisdom 
Hester would still have needed to protect herself. Kierkegaard writes, in 
Works of Love: "IT]he loving recollection of the dead has to protect Itself 
against the actuality around one, lest through ever- new impressions it ac
quire full power to wipe out the recollection." (I'm using the editton edited 
and translated by Howard and Edna Hong, Princeton UP, 1995. This quo
tation is on page 354 of that edition.) Faith, hope, and love: the things most 
important to a person, often need hiding from prying eyes. Perhaps this is 
why the LORD reproved Hezekiah in II Kings 20: 14-19 for showing an 
embassage from King Berodachbaladan all the things in his house. I doubt if 
there's a sentiment that might more properly be called "Hawthomian" than 
this wise modesty, and this modest wisdom, of mostly keeping to one's self 
one's dearest spiritual treasures— though, no doubt, there is a time and place 
for sharing them. 
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2 
The phrase ""sehm asnuh" occurs in this line of Joyce's at the end of 

Rnneoans Wake: "I seen the likes in the twinngling of an aye. Som. So oft. 
Sim. Time after time. The sehm asnuh" (620. 14-16). Transliterated, it means 
'the same as new." Timothy Murphy discusses this line in his essay mie 
Eternal Return of The seim anew': Joyce's Vk» and Deleuze's Nietzsche/' in 
the James Jovce Ouarteriv 35 & 36 (1998): 715-731. As part of his argument 
contrasting two different kinds of repetitk^n in FW. he writes: The Vichian 
interpretation wouki treat the time that comes 'after time' as 'twinngling' or 
continuity . .. and the 'same' that returns as only a semblance, '[s]im'-
ulacrum or sign of real novelty, but we cannot overtook the 'as' that tums the 
motif into some sort of simile and opens up a space for differential repetition" 
(724). Hester is not trying to repeat the past as past but to recover the past 
(with all its original novelty) in the future. Nor is she committed to repeating 
d//the elements of the pak; only the intersubjectivity that existed between 
herself and Dimmesdale. Using Deleuze's terminok)gy in Difference and Rep
etition. Murphy writes: The third synthesis moves Deleuze's model beyond 
its repetition of Vico's theory toward the Nietzschean .. . eternal return, 
which offers a model that can invent something new" (727). Otherwise inter
esting, Murphy's essay is hampered by failing to contrast Nietzsche's view of 
repetition with Kierkegaard's. Some 34 years earlier. Gregor Malantschuk 
undertook to do just this, in his essay "Kierkegaard and Nietzsche," in A 
Kierkegaard CritiQue. ed. Howard Johnson and Niels Ttiulstrup, in which he 
makes plain (equating SK's kjea of repetition with the Christian concept of 
rebirth) that Nietzsche's third transformation involves the abrogation of the 
Biblical "thou shalt" for the overman's "I will." This is positively not what I 
have in mind here. Hester takes it as her duty to love Dimmesdale, and ifs in 
reference to the strength of her commitment that I've used the phrase "and 
recollects the future." This phrase has a history in Kierkegaardian studies, and 
is most often used in contrast to Socratic recollection of the past. This is, in 
fact, how A uses the term in the opening pages of Repetition, writing: [R]ep-
etition is a decisive expression for what 'recollection' was for the Greeks.... 
Repetition and recolle^n are the same movement, only in opposite direc
tions; for what is recollected has been, is repeated backwards, whereas 
repetition property so called is recollected fon«/ards" (3-4, Princeton UP, 
1946). What is recollected forwards is made plain by Jeremy Walker in 
Kierkegaard: Descent into God: the resolution. He writes: "'Recollection' 
essentially means comparing my present situation with my resolution in the 
past. Now, there are comparisons and comparisons. To 'recollecf is not 
merely to indulge in reminiscing. It is not merely to look at present and past 
side by side. It is to look back to the resolution made in the past as a guide 
to what to make of my present situation and what to decide and do" (138). 
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Hester's resolution was to go on loving Dimmesdale. So decisive is this 
resolution for her that the content of the future is already determined: she 
will go on loving Dimmesdale. Thus, in recalling the past she recalls the 
future—with this difference (and ifs crucial): having sacrificed the possibilities 
of her present to remain faithful and true to Dimmesdale, she yet expects to 
have all these returned to her along with Dimmesdale by virtue of the 
absurd. 

3 
The value of preserving, rather than exploding, mystery is a major 

theme in Hawthorne. For example, he remarks, through Hilda, in The Marble 
Faun. "'It annoys me very much,' said Hilda [speaking to Kenyon], 'this in
clination, which most people have, to explain away the wonder and the mys
tery out of everything'" (102). For Hawthome an appreciatk>n of mystery is 
the precursor to faith, in somewhat the same fashton as in Kierkegaard the 
paradox of Jesus Christ being both God and man incites the leap. In both of 
them, stripping faith of its mystery, and mystery of its faith, invites damna
tion. This is precisely what happens to Theodore in Zenobia's story of the 
Veiled Lady in chapter XIII of The Blithedale Romance. Seeking to substitute 
knowledge of the Lady's face for faith, he raises her silvery veil, and thereby 
damns himself to a fruitless life of everafter pining after a sight "of that dim, 
moumful face—which might have been his life-long, household, fireside joy" 
(106). And Hawthome brings home the religious anak)gy in the very next 
chapter by Coverdale describing Christ as the "[Holy] One [of God], who 
merely veiled Himself in mortal and masculine shape, but was, in truth, 
divine" (113). 

4 
My thoughts here about unreason's relationship to language, and the 

indirect methods it uses to intimate itself, owe much to Shawn Alfi-ey's essay 
"Against Calvary: Emily Dickinson and the Sublime," in The Emilv Dickinson 
Joumal VII. 2 (1998): 48-64. This essay deals directly with the problem the I-
Thou relationship has with committing itself to language; and the strategies 
Dickinson, in particular, uses to negotiate around these difficulties, centered 
on imagery of the eyes and the human countenance. He writes: "For both 
Buber and [Jessica] Benjamin ... intersubjectivity or spiritual recoginition is 
delicate, easily eroded by the dominative economy of language or society. .. 
. Through forms of knowledge that obsessively require description and con
cepts—what Buber generically calls 'metaphor—'You' slips into the wooden-
ness of 'It.'... [E]ven when Dk:kinson invokes the language of the face in 
order to call into being the transport of the I-You relattonship, she examines 
the sort of slippage Buber laments" (56-57). Whafs interesting is that Alfrey 
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makes no claim that Dickinson's "cult of the face" succeeds in what it sets out 
to do. Rather, his success lies in artk:ulating the fnction in DkJdnson's poetry 
between a desire to express the ineffable and the stubbomess of represen
tational language to "avertG the experience." 

5 
Andrew Marvell, 'TTie Unfortunate Lover/' in TTie Selected Poetry of 

MarvelL ed. Frank Kermode. 

6 
There is, perhaps, a theologk:al paradigm implied here. God, before 

he created the world, knew ahead of time what he was creating (Acts 15:18). 
In this sense, creation was a recollectk>n: God recalling what he had 
determinately foreseen. However, since God is a creator rather than simply a 
copyist (Genesis 1:1; John 1:3; Romans 4:17), perhaps {perhaps he 
introduced into his creatton a certain element of unpredictability, whk:h did 
not effect any of the grand outcomes (like the eventual ascension of the 
Rejected One to the throne of Israel), but still allowed for a certain amount of 
what tailors call "skosh room": a little room around the waist to grow in, a 
little freedom for change or alteration (Romans 11:23b; Romans 8:28; 
Proverbs 16:7). This "skosh room" is the realm of romantic possibility, 
available only to believers who, in spite of overwhelming evklence against it, 
by virtue of the absurdity of faith, still believe in God's ability to reconfigure 
the future (Revelation 1:11a; II Kings 20: 1-7; Mark 9:23; Hebrews 11:6; 
Romans 4:18). (Regarding the definition and etymology of the word skosh (or 
scosh) see Chapman's Dictionary of American Slano. 3"  ̂edition.) 

7 
Millicent Bell writes, in ""Obliquity of Signs": "Hawthome undertakes a 

narrative putatively historical, to begin with, introducing it in the Custom 
House Preface as a redaction from a documentary record, to reinforce the 
sense of a reconstructed literal past" (10). Bell doesnt mention it, but this 
artifice of a found document that the author claims to edit rather than origi
nate has a long line of literary antecedents, most conspicuously comic novels 
(or proto-novels) like Garaantua and Don Quixote. TTie device creates a 
distance between the narrator and the substance of the tale, from which 
distance he can safely claim a lack of responsibility for the events he's de
scribing, since he's only recounting at second hand whafs occurred. This 
distance is so much connected with irony as almost to be synonymous with it. 
This narrative positioning lends support to the idea that, among other things. 
The Scariet Letter is a comedy, albeit black. 
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8 
A euchocatastrope (modeled on the word '"ecocatastrophe'̂  means a 

much prayed for event that ends in the overthrowing of one order and the 
installing of another. Biblical examples include the birth of Isaac—which was 
laughable in its impossibility, and once it occur, altered forever the line of 
inheritance in Abraham's family; and the anticipate return of Christ. Since 
euchos means not only an obje  ̂of prayer but a vow, a euchocatastrophe 
usually involves the fulfilling of a vow or promise. Thus, in the case of Isaac, 
we read, ""And the LORD visited Sarah as he had said, and the LORD did unto 
Sarah as he had spoken" (Genesis 21:1, KJV). 

9 
Kierkegaard writes, in Fear and Tremblina. '̂ Abraham cannot be 

mediated, and the same thing can be expressed also by saying that he can
not speak" (70). In the present context, my redactton wouU be, "Hester 
cannot be mediated, either by history or by reason, and the same thing can 
be expressed by saying that she cannot speak of her faithfulness to Dimmes-
dale." 

10 
Kierkegaard, Fear and Tremblina. in Fear and Trembling and The 

Sickness unto Death, trans. Walter Lowrie (Princeton, NJ: Princeton UP, 1941) 
51. Obviously, I've altered the quotatbn to fit Hester's gender. 

11 
I've modeled the phrase "[tjhese dancing commas, and these com

mas of dancing" on that wonderful verse in Robert Frosfs poem "Spring 
Pools": 'These flowery waters and these watery flowers." Through-out my 
paper, I've tried to use chaisma wherever possible, thinking that this trope of 
reversal reflects the contrary movement of the turn, at first conforming to 
reason and history (the period of hesitancy and doubt), and then suddenly 
repudiating them (the period of the avowal). 

12 
See Mayhook's comments in the last paragraph of his essay 

"Heraldry in The Scarlet Letter." in The Nathaniel Hav^ome Joumal 1977: 
173-214. 
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13 
Robinson Jeffers writes, in his poem "The Beauty of Things": 

Beauty, is the sole business of poetry. 
The resfs diversion: those holy or noble sentiments, the intricate 

ideas. 
The love, lust, longing: reasons, but not the reason. 

14 
The cadence of this line (for other things than discourse can carry 

meaning, rhythm being as quick to communicate as words)—the cadence of 
this line recollects lines 9-12 in Shakespeare's Prok>gue to Romeo and Juliet. 

15 
Cf. Gerard Manley Hopkins' poem "TTie Candle Indoors". 

16 
M. M. Bakhtin, Toward a Phitosoohv of the Act, trans. Vadim 

Liapunov (Austin: U of Texas P, 1993) 28-29. 

17 
Cf. Mircea Eliade's discussion of religtous man's periodic rewinding of 

the universe's ckx:k by way of his festal calendar in chapter 2 of The Sacred 
& The Profane. 

18 
Hawthorne's semkx)k)n here reflects the colon in Isaiah 1:18a: 

"Come now, and let us reason together, saith the LORD: though your sins be 
as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow" (lOV). On one side of the colon is 
reason; on the other side, something totally unreasonable: sin becoming 
white as driven snow. What accomplishes this transformation /5 a transfor
mation, only in the individual who's being addressed. The turn is the torque 
of the transformation, that, by virtue of the absurd, gives up reason, only, 
the very next instant, to recuperate it—likewise transformed, since now ifs 
founded, not on the laws of contradiction and identity, but on divine 
possibility 
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19 
The OED, dividing its definition of penitentiary into Roman numerals, 

under Roman numeral III defines a penitentiary as: "5. A place of penitential 
discipline or punishment for ecclesiastical offences. ... 6. An asylum or house 
of refuge for prostitutes resolving on amendment of life." As an example of 
this latter use, it cites this quotation from the Sept. 25 ,̂ 1891 issue of the 
Daily News: Hlie change of title .. from the 'London Female Penitentiary 
Society' to the 'London F^ale Guardian Society' has been universally ap
proved of. .. When the society was founded eighty-four years ago the term 
'Penitentiary' was well understood to mean a voluntary asylum for the re
ception of those resolving on amendment of life." 

20 
See Willard Espy's definition of anaphora in The Garden of Elo

quence: A Rhetorical Bestiarv (New York: Dutton, 1983). 

21 
SK is probably thinking here of his relationship to Regina Schlegel 

(n  ̂Olsen). However, while this holds a certain amount of interest, ifs not 
completely fair to reduce Kierkegaard's phik)Sophy to moments in his biog
raphy. Many critics do this—to the detriment of their studies, I believe. 

22 
Sang royal (or sanke royall) is a noun referring to the royal blood of 

kings; and the royal blood of Christ. I'm taking a certain amount of liberty 
here in using it as an adjective rather than as a substantive. 

23 
Even so devoted a follower of Christ as the Apostle Paul felt that his 

faithfulness was a gift rather than self-concocted. (See I Corinthians 7:25b.) 

24 
A reading of Leiand Person, Jr.'s "Hester's Revenge: The Power of 

Silence in The Scariet Letter." collected in Nineteenth-Centurv Literature 43. 4 
(1989): 465-483, suggests another possible explanation for Hawthorne's (and 
Hester's) reticence conceming her resolution to remain true to Dimmesdale. 
Practicing a strategy of restraint enabled Hawthorne to suppress his desire for 
revenge on those who were responsible for his dismissal as Surveyor of the 
Salem Custom House. Person writes, ''Hester's silent power becomes Haw-
thome's. Identifying with Hester and with the effects of her silence, Haw-
thome sublimates his own desire to enact revenge upon his political enemies" 
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(466). Of course. Person believes that Hester uses her silence to revenge 
herself on both Chillingworth and Dimmesdale—a belief I find interesting but 
unreconcilable with what I take to be her generous nature. My comparing of 
the series of leaps to a dance is supported by a series of comments Nancy 
Tenfelde Clasby makes in her essay "Being True: LOQOS In TTie Scarlet Letter." 
collected in Renascence XLV. 4 (Summer, 1993): 247-256. Clasby writes: ''Full 
expression of meaning requires the dance-like interplay of IOQOS and mvth-
os.... Although Hawthorne projects the full encounter with meaning into the 
apocalyptic future, he suggests a proleptic experience of it in art. Discursive 
thought rioGosI may be said to proceed by the rules of games, but symbolic 
thought rmvthosi moves to the measure of the dance" (251, 255). 

25 
Gabriel Garcia Marquez, One Hundred Years of Solitude, trans. 

Gregory Rabassa (New York: Knopf, 1995) 295. Marquez's words do not 
authorize the interpretation that Meme simply refused to resign herself to 
Mauricio's death. Immediately prior to the line I've quoted, Marquez writes: 
"[S]he admitted as an Irremediable truth that Mauricto Babilonia had died" 
(295). She c/kf accept his death; but she accepted it in the same way Abra
ham accepted Isaac's death: she accepted It, but by virtue of the absurd, 
expected Mauricio to some day reenter her life. Such a faith is as accessible 
to a young woman as to a Jewish patriarch, be that young woman's last 
name Buendia or Prynne. 

26 
Charies Swann exptores the connection between the belief in the 

Second Coming of Christ and the end of The Scariet Letter in his brief essay, 
"Hester and the Second Coming: a [N]ote on the [C]onclusion to The Scariet 
Letter." in the Journal of American Studies 21. 2 (1987): 264-268. Whereas I 
treat the belief in the Second Coming as a model for the turn (or the leap, or 
willing eternal fidelity), Swann connects the concept exclusively with what 
Hester says about the coming female messiah, without inquiring into the 
relationship of her words to her inward state of being. It could be that Hester 
has already abandoned the outer palisades of conscience and consciousness 
and retreated into the inner keep, preliminary to surrendering the fort totally 
to eternity. Accordingly, it may not be wise to take what she says without a 
grain of salt, a preoccupied person not being totally responsible for what they 
say and do, anymore than a sleepwalker is. However this may be, Swann 
writes: ''Hester has come to believe that what is needed is a second Revela
tion of God to man and woman. In other words, she k)oks forward to the 
Second Coming of Christ—only this time as a woman" (266). 
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27 
The 1987 Supplement to the OED defines schmooze as. To chat, 

gossip, engage in a long and intimate conversation." Chapman and Kipfer's 
Dictionary of American Slano. 3"  ̂ edition (1995), adds, "[BJy 1990s, to seduce 
with flattery;=SOFT SOAPr.l" The American Heritage Dictionarv. 4*  ̂edition 
(2000), concurs with this addendum, including it in its own definition; *To 
converse casually, especially in order to gain an advantage or make a social 
connection." Hawthorne's narrator attempts to win the reader's sympathy 
here as much by tone as by word. 

28 
Keams writes, in "Narrative Voices in The Scarlet Letter" (previously 

cited): "As a text. The Scarlet Letter is qualitatively different from Che scarlet 
letter or a gold coin [referring to the Ahab's doubloon in Mobv Dickl: it con
tains voices. An authentic transaction between novel and reader requires the 
reader to accept and perhaps even celebrate the power of those voices—the 
Puritan, the transcendentalist, the mid-nineteenth-century womens' rights 
activist, the philosopher, the psychologist, and others—which Hawthorne 
himself was hearing in his own social milieu" (51). Unlike myself, Keams does 
not hear one Ironic voice behind these many vok:es. He writes, "It Is certainly 
reasonable to assume that Hawthorne thought he had a single governing 
purpose manifesting Itself in many subtle ways—most writers do. But there is 
no compelling reason to infer a single ̂ constructive intention' operating at the 
level of individual sentences and speaking with one voice" (47). Perhaps 
Keams Is willing to sacrifice too much in order to offer a consistent Bakhtinian 
reading of The Scariet Letter. By "too much" I mean Hawthorne's reputation. 
Hawthome is at the top of his game in The Scariet Letter.There isn't any 
distance t)etween his Intentions and his accomplishments—and I don't think 
Keams thinks so either. 

29 
Though I'm speaking metaphorically, Samuel Coale, In his essay 

"The Scariet Letter As Icon," In ATO ns 6.4 (1992): 251-262, treats ana
lytically the subject of fixation in Hawthome, both as a subject Hawthome 
himself studied and as an irresistible compulsion Hawthome himself was 
subject to. After discussing the discovery scene in the attic of the Custom 
House, In which Hawthome writes, "My eyes fastened themselves upon the 
old scariet letter, and would not be tumed aside," Coale writes: "Hawthome's 
fixed gaze suggests the typically gothic, but it also raises all kinds of ques
tions about him and his characters being drawn to similar images in other 
tales and romances. TTiere is almost a demonic edge here, as If the letter 
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is beginning to 'possess' the observer, in the sense that he or she cannot 
choose to relinquish it. He has become 'fastened' to it against his will, as if 
the image has become 'a stop the mind makes between uncertainties' (Djuna 
Bames, quoted by [Douglas] Robinson [in American Aoocalvpses: The Imaoe 
of the End of the World in American Literature! 163)" (253). This possessing 
demon we have tentatively identified as hesitancy, or Hecate. 

30 
Samuel Langthome Clemens, Adventures of Huckleberry Rnn. 

Norton Critical edition, second edition, page 75. 

31 
The OED defines verecund as ''Modest, bashful; shy, coy." The 

scepticism I entertain about the moral Hawthorne offers for The Scarlet 
Letter reproduces the scepticism Clark Davis entertains for the moral offered 
by Hawthorne for The House of Seven Gables. See his essay "Hawthorne's 
Shyness: Romance and the Forms of Truth," in ESQ 45. 1 (1999): 32-65. [I 
am indebted to Edgar Dryden for calling this essay to my attention.] 

32 
Edgar Dryden, 'Hlirough a Glass Darkly: 'The Minister's Black Veil' as 

Parable," in New Essays on Hawthorne's Maior Tales, ed. Millicent Bell, page 
143. 

33 
Emst Behler, Ironv and the Discourse of Modernity (Seattle and 

London: U of Washington Press, 1990), page 83. Behler is careful to dis
tinguish Schlegel's concept of thought and counter-thought from Hegel's 
dialecticalism. He writes: We should be careful, however, not to construe this 
movement in dialectical or Hegelian manner as a goal-oriented, teleological 
process, but to consider instead a bottomless sliding as its main feature" (83). 
This remark becomes important when considering Bercovitch's observation in 
The Office of The Scarlet Letter that Hawthorne's brand of irony is unrelated 
to German dialectics. He writes: "His [Hawthorne's] ironies have little in 
common with the modem irony of the absurd (as in Samuel Beckett's godless 
Waiting for Godot), and they are equally distant from the ironies of either 
Greek fate or German dialectics. Sophocles' Oedious and Euripides' Bacchae 
assume a fatal divergence between human interests and the divine plan. G. 
W. F. Hegel and Karl Marx assume the prospect of an objective understand
ing that allows us to become conscious agents of Necessity. Hawthorne's 
irony denies fatalism and agency alike" (41). I think ifs safe to assume that 
Bercovitch's comment on the irrelevancy of German dialects to Hawthorne's 
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concept of irony does not include a dismissal of Schlegel as a possible pro
genitor. 

34 
Bruno Monfort, "Ironie, humour et histoire: a propos de quelques 

nouvelles de Nathaniel Hawthorne," collected in Rire et Litterature: Textes 
reunis par Joe Friedemann (Vincennes, France: Presses Universitaires de 
Vincennes, 1998), page 58. [ Dr. Anne-Marie Engels-Brooks, of the University 
of Arizona, translated this article for me.] 

35 
The OED defines the legal meaning of coverture as "The condition 

or position of a woman during her married life, when she is under the author
ity and protection of her husband." It cites this line from Mary Braddon's 
D e a d  S e a  F r u i t :  ̂ ' H i s  a c c o m p l i s h e d  w i f e  c o u l d  s c a r c e l y  b e  s u b j e c t e d  t o  . .  
imprisonment.. while sheltered by the aegis of her coverture." 

36 
Iterative repetition is repetition of the sign; Kierkegaardian 

repetition is repetition of the resolution. Iterative repetition is simply 
recurrence of the same, whether grammatical, typographical, or phonetic. It 
is essentially numeric, i.e., some symbol (the same symbol) is repeated ten 
times, a hundred times, a thousand times, etc.. Ifs also essentially 
mechanical. Photocopying and cloning are iterative processes, since the 
same (the exact same) recurs again and again, potentially ad infinitum. But 
it is precisely here that Kierkegaardian repetition distinguishes itself from 
iterative repetitk)n. Kierkegaardian repetitk)n tums away from the infinite, 
and faces about into the eternal. It has this torque to it that is foreign to 
iterative repetition, which knows only history, rather than etemity. Moreover, 
Kierkegaardian repetitk>n is essentially fiducial. It vows eternal obedience to 
God. Come "^hell or high water," it vows to remain leal and true. It repeatedly 
recollects, and acts upon, this vow made in the past, but meant to describe 
the future. But, because it wills the eternal, rather than the infinite, the future 
is unpredictable. Ifs both fixed and unfixed. God might possibly contravene 
the laws of nature and perform a miracle. What has been lost or resigned (for 
faith always gives up something in order to gain something else) might 
possibly be retumed; from the ashes, a new fire might spring. Necessity 
marks iterative repetition, but freedom emblazons Kierkegaardian repetition. 
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37 
David Strouck and Janet Giltrow offer another interpretation of Haw

thorne's stylistics in their essay Confused and Doubtful Sound of Voices': 
Ironic Contingencies in the Language of Hawthorne's Romances/' in The 
Modem LanauaQe Review 92. 3 (1997): 559-572. While they recognize his 
use of commas as a means to interrupt his lines, they don't relate it to the 
discontinuities of the tum, but instead relate it to parody: parody of stilted, 
literary language. They write, "These stylistic features suggest a prevailing 
literariness, mannered and conventional, perhaps ironically so" (563). This is 
definitely a possibility, and supplements my own remarks on Hawthorne's 
feelings about language. 

38 
These lines were modeled on something William Desmond writes in 

Being and the Between. Commenting on the correspondence theory of truth, 
summarized in the phrases adaeouatio intellectus et rei and adaeauatio intel-
lectus ad rem, he writes: "[T]he double formation of et and ̂  is important. 
The et may be read to imply a togethemess, while the ̂  implies the going 
towards. If we put the two together, one might see the a  ̂the movement of 
going towards, as happening from the two skies, that of being mindful and of 
being in its otherness. The a  ̂the going towards, whether of being or of 
mind, converge in the middle of the et, where and, ̂  is not an extrinsic 
connection, a mere conjunction of contiguity, but an ontological community 
of being" (472). While I'm in complete agreement with Desmond in his crit
icism of the correspondence theory, I don't hear in the word "conjunction" 
what he hears. The word "conjunction" to me means liaison, joining, bonding, 
becoming one with—in short, everything that he means by the word "com
munity." 

39 
Cf. Holderiin's last lines in "Words" (quoted in Heidegger's essay 

"Words," in On the Wav to Lanauaae :̂ "So I renounced and sadly see: / 
Where word breaks off no thing may be." 

40 
Vox vocis."the spoken word;" verus fidelitas. "steriing fidelity." 

41 
Cf. lines 204 and 205 of T. S. Eliot's "East Coker": "We must be still 

and still moving / Into another intensity"; and the fifth stanza of Alfred Lord 
Tennyson's "Charge of the Light Brigade." 
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42 
Jussive is an adjective derived from the Latin verb iubere. meaning 

"to command." Consequently, it means "Expressing a command or order" 
(OED). In Latin grammar, it describes the verbal mood of exhortation or 
direction, rather than peremptory command. In this regard, the OED cites T. 
H. Key's 1846 Latin Grammar: "The imperative mood commands .. The jus
sive mood directs." If the mood of verbs was very important in English— 
which it is not, since we don't inflect our verbs according to mood—but if it 
was, the difference might be expressed like this: "Turn around, with your 
hands up!": imperative mood; "When you reach the second light, turn right.": 
jussive mood (for the verb "turn"). With this difference in mind, the injunc
tions, "Be true! Be true! Be true!," and "[The reader] must not doubt my 
word," should be considered more jussory than strictly peremptory. Perhaps 
better than both descriptions, the injunctions are admonitory. 

43 
Ken Egan, Jr. explores other aspects of Hawthorne's "adultery" in 

his essay "The Adulteress in the Market-Place: Hawthorne and The Scarlet 
Letter/' in Studies in the Novel XXVII. 1 (1995): 26-41. An unsympathetic 
study, Egan describes Hawthorne as knowingly mixing into The ^riet Letter 
the lure of illicit sex and a discredited minister (a "reverend rake") to increase 
the chance of his novel becoming popular; but not even doing this very well, 
since he fails to make it as lurid as it could have done. Egan writes: "Un
questionably, Hawthorne sensed that he could achieve an authorial 'ten 
strike' by 'mixing in the baser elements' of sex, adultery, and ministerial mis
deeds. ... But he adulterates in the other direction as well, for having intro
duced these sensational themes, Hawthorne refuses to exploit their libidinous 
potential fully" (35). (One gets the uncomfortable sense fiiom this last remark 
that Egan very much wishes that Hawthorne had)a&ex\ less restrained in his 
treatment of the licentious.) Another of Egan's ideas is that Hawthorne was 
not so much an adultereras an adulteress. He writes: "Thus Hawthorne the 
artist was indeed a kind of adulteress, for he transgressed vocational and 
gender boundaries, acknowledged sexuality as a prime mover in art and cul
ture, confessed to 'adulterating' the truth in all its possible manifestations, 
and made due [sic] with an independent source of income [writing] closely 
linked to his 'adulterous' behavior" (37). These are interesting ideas, offered 
from a refreshingly different point of view. However, they would be more 
convincing if they had been offered just a tad less viciously. Now and again it 
seems like Egan is snariing at Hawthome—a passtonateness rather too in
tense to recommend itself for being objective. Moreover, Egan's arguments 
often seem unconvincing to even Egan himself, his usage of such words and 
phrases as "unquestionably," "eminently clear," "it is apparent," and (worst of 
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all) am convinced/' having just the opposite effect they're intended to 
have. Most readers are astute enough to know the difference between props 
and prop>ositions. 

44 
Behler quotes this line of Schlegel's on page 84 of Ironv and the 

Discorse of Modemitv. 

45 
The leap has for a long time been on the minds of American cine-

matographers. In movies that portray the evolution of a character who's 
ambivalent at the beginning of the picture, but, due to the events and people 
he's exposed to during the film, changes to a more politically active or socially 
involved stance, the leap is appealed to as the intellectual or emotional dyna
mism that explains the change—and this, without ever having been theorized 
during the film. The film makers assume their American audience is already 
aware of how it works, and approves of it, not simply as an explanation for 
change, but as a carrier in its own right of virtue. Thus, Bogie, in Casablanca 
(1942) and Kev Largo (1948), is inspired by the women he meets, and the 
events he's caught up in, to change from uncommitted to committed—and 
this on no other grounds than a sense of shame and aroused devotion. 
Where reason is seen more as an obstacle than a mediator, there the leap (or 
the turn) is considered the "mechanism" to help explain how a character can 
go from point A (non-committed and directionless) to point B (very much 
committed and very much directed—and that by something ottier than self-
interest). In romantic comedies the leap is expressed by running against the 
flow of traffic to the home of the newly recognized and appreciated loved 
one. This scene occurs in Manhattan (1979) and is copied in When Hanv Met 
Sallv . .. (1989). An interesting permutation of it occurs at the end of 
Brinoina Do Babv (1938). Miss Swallow having declared him "nothing but a 
butterfly," Cary Grant (Dr. David Huxley) sits down to think over in amaze
ment whafs happened to him in a matter of 24 hours. Katherine Hepbum 
(Susan) comes in the door to the exhibition hall calling out his name, over
joyed that she's found the missing brontosaurus bone. David swivels 
around, craning his neck to see if ifs really Susan, or if he's just dreaming. 
Having ascertained her reality, he immediately flees up a ladder to a platform 
overiooking the brontosaurus exhibit he's been working on for four years—an 
exhibit thafs come to represent not only his life's work but the very orderii-
ness and predictability of his life before he met Susan. When she pursues him 
up a ladder to apologize and give him the bone, we're informed what the sig
nificance was of his eariier swivelling around and staring at her as she came 
in the door. He's in love with her! Who would have guessed it? (I wonder.) 
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The physical twisting around reflected an inner turning around in his attitude 
toward Susan. "Rie declaration of love the two promptly exchange, swaying 
back and forth together as Susan sways back and forth on the teetering 
ladder, eventually precipitates a catastrophic collapse of the brontosaur, the 
tottering bones reflecting the planks of logic and reason the turn always 
upsets—as well as symbolizing the end of one life for David, fossilized by 
sensibility, and the beginning of a better one, made freer by precisely that 
quality that characterizes the tum the most: unpredictability. 

46 
I'm quoting from the screenplay to Manhattan in Four Films of 

Woody Allen (New York: Random, 1982) 271. 

47 
TTie idea of ""passing back through" appears in Kierkegaard in a 

number of ways. One, of course, is the leap, which "passes back through" the 
history of logic, and the logic of history, to embrace faith. Another is that of 
confession and repentance. In regards to this later category, SK often re
ferred to a fairy tale about an individual who, put under an enchantment by a 
mermaid, using a piece of music, in order to break the spell, had to play the 
music exactly bacl̂ ards, note for note. (Walter Lowrie suggests two possible 
sources for the story. In note 10 to The Sickness Unto Death, he cites 
Grimm's Irische Elfenmarchen. and in note 2 to the "Equilibrium" section of 
volume II of Either/Or. he cites Wolff's Mvtholocie der ^n und Elfen. which 
is a translation of an unidentified English work. [I suggest Thomas Keightley's 
The Fairy Mvtholoav as the unidentified source. The OED cites 1828 as the 
initial publication date of Keightley's work, and Lowrie cites WolfTs translation 
as likewise 1828.]) The passage in The Sickness Unto Death elaborates on 
the analogy. Addressing the problem of despair, Kierkegaard writes: " But to 
reach truth one must pierce through every negativity. For here applies what 
the fairy-tale recounts about a certain enchantment: the piece of music must 
be played through backwards; otherwise the enchantment is not broken" 
(177). A note, written in the margin of a journal entry for 1837, expresses it 
this way: "One must go back the same way he came, just as the magic spell 
is broken by the musical passage (the elf king piece)-̂ mething one can 
learn from the elves—only when it is played through backwards" (entry 3996 
in volume 4 of the Hongs' edition of Saren Kierkegaard's Journals and Papers. 
page 103). While the phrase itself does not occur in Eliofs The Four Ouartets. 
the idea certainly does. (See "Little Gidding," lines 20- 53.) The applicability 
to Hester's journey through life couldn't be more pronounced. Her return is 
"playing the music backwards." 
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48 
Bakhtin associated a spedal incandescence with the answerable act, 

of which love and fidelity are two examples. In Toward a Philosophy of the 
Act, he writes: "But from within the answerable act, the one who performs 
the act knows a clear and distinct light, in which he actually orients himselT 
(30). It is to the memory of this light that Bakhtin traces our idea of eternity. 
He writes: "Such determinations of time and space as 'infinity,' 'eternity,' 
'boundlessness,' which are so abundant in our emotional-volitional, participa
tive thinking in lived life, do not function at all as purely theoretical concepts 
in philosophy, in religion, in art, and in actual usage. On the contrary, they 
are alive in our thinking owing to certain moments of valuative sense that is 
peculiar to them; they blaze up with the light of value when correlated with 
my own participant uniqueness" (60). 

49 
Friedrich Holderlin, "Vulcan," in Selected Poems, trans. Christopher 

Middleton (Chkrago and London: U of Chicago P). The quoted lines are from 
the final stanza, which reads: 

And one friendly spirit always does like 
To live with him, and bless him; let them rage. 

All the untutored spirit powers: 
Love still is and still does love. 

50 
Other examples of "the smile" include Nikita's (Peta Wilson's) re

lieved smile when she leams that she's going to die instead of Michael, in 
what the USA Network described as "the final episode" of La Femme Nikita 
(called "Four Light Years Further," and aired August 27, 2000); Eliza's (Aud
rey Hepburn's) smile at the end of Mv Fair Ladv (1964), when Professor Hig-
gins leans back, tips his hat over his eyes, and demands to know where his 
slippers are; and Tony's (Peter Hanson's) magnanimous smile, in George Pal's 
When Worids Collide (1951), when he makes a joke out of Joyce thanking 
him for convincing his rival for her affections, Dave Randall, into piloting the 
Ark to Zyra. Different genres, different actors and actresses, but the smiles all 
have two things in common: they're all intended for American audiences, and 
they're all self-deprecating expressions of sacrificial love. 
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51 
Smiles carry a great deal of information in Hawthorne, from Wake

field's "quiet and crafty smile" to the "elf-smile in the eyes" of Pearl's re
flection in the tide pool in chapter XIV of The Scarlet Letter. They all seem to 
be visitors from a parallel world: a world that celebrates the impish and 
paradoxical. Yet another example of this kind of smile in The Sarlet Letter is 
the crowd's "mingled grin and frown" (77) when surrounding a minister who 
has stopped Hester in the street to exhort her to live a more virtuous life. 
This "mingled grin and frown" describes, not something that actually exists, 
but something that doesn't exist, that couldn't exist. Whafs emphasized is 
the lacuna that separates the two, that makes any combining of the two 
impossible. Ifs the impossibility of the mingling of grin with frown that's 
actually marked by the description—like a Zen koan is meant to discipline the 
student into "leaping" into enlightenment. Hawthorne's oxymorons are not so 
much metaphysical statements as axiological occastons. They symbolically 
recreate the unmediatable nature of the turn. They also provide what Vol-
oshinov calls a "harbor for consciousness." He writes, in Marxism and the 
PhilosoDhv of Lanouaae: "The individual consciousness is nurtured on signs; 
it derives its growth from them; it reflects their logic and laws. . . . Conscbus-
ness can harbor only in the image, the word, the meaningful gesture, and so 
forth" (quoted in Ming-yu Tseng's article, "Symbolic Discourse; Mystical Wri
ting as Anti-Language," in Lanouaae and Literature 6.3 (1997), page 189). 

52 
Mathe, "The Reader May Not Choose," 625. She goes on to explore 

the overcoming of oxymoron in the non-verbal. She writes: "What it [an 
oxymoron] p)oints to is an escape beyond language into the unsayable, the 
twilight zone where meaning lies beyond the grasp of words. . . . [O]xymoron 
is the stylistic marker which manifests how the unsayable makes itself said, 
pierces through the opacity of speech" (625-626). Unfortunately, having ar
gued for the irreconcilability of the constituent parts of an oxymoron, Mathe 
chooses to follow Bercovitch's lead in imagining a reconciliation of irreconi-
lables. She writes: "Bercovitch's study convincingly demonstrates that 'The 
Office of the Scariet LetteK is an oxymoronic one, reconciling the irrecondla-
bles, showing accommodation to be a product of dissent" (626). Ifs one 
thing to propose rising above contradictions—in effect, declaring freedom 
from having to think exclusively in logical terms (terms inherited from Aris
totle, and not contested as regards their verity, but only their universality). 
Ifs quite another thing to propose resolving those contradictions by actively 
engaging in a kind of logic that is more conscious of history than eternity. 
The first holds differences apart, and counts them absolute; the second 
counts the differences relative, and erasable, being integratable into new 
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wholes. Kierkegaard lambasted this kind of thinking in his criticism of Hegel's 
importation of the idea of movement into logic (see Concluding Unscientific 
Postscript, pp. 99-100). He writes: "Nothing must then be incorporated in a 
logical system that has any relation to existence, that is not indifferent to 
existence" (100). Reconciling irreconcilables might be how American govern
ment works, but that historical fact does not authorize a scholar, writing 
about American politics, to argue in such a way that his logic likewise recon
ciles irreconcilables. The IOQOS of logic is not one thing for one scholar, and 
another thing for another scholar. At any rate, I don't believe that Hawthome 
intended the tension installed at the heart of his incongruities to be ratcheted 
down In any other way than through the torque of the turn—which turn 
leaves intact the irrecondlableness of irreconcilables. 
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Notes for Chapter Three 

1 
Harold Schweiser, interviewing J. Hillis Miller in 1990 (an interview 

published in Hawthorne & Historv: Pefadna It), responds to a comment Miller 
makes about the necessity of the leap this way: ""But what about Kierke
gaard's insistence that he can't make that leap? Repeatedly he distances 
himself from that final religious affirmatk)n, which is impossible for anybody 
but, say, Abraham, or Mary" (160-161). Miller responds: ""But he differs from 
de Man or Derrida or other deconstructronists in being obsessed with that 
impossibility. That's what he's writing about all the time" (161). In an infor
mal discussion I had with Miller during lunch March 24, 2000, at the Arizona 
Quarterly Symposium, he admitted that there appears to be an error that 
goes unrebuffed in this exchange. Schweiser is confusing the pseudonymous 
Kierkegaard with the Christian Kierkegaard. Johannes Climacus does excuse 
himself from making the leap, but Kierkegaard in no wise means to say by 
this pretended hesitancy that the leap is only possible for saints. The leap is 
unqualifiedly democratic: it is open to everyone. What snt possible is to 
reason one's way into faith. Reason is one thing and faith is another; and 
while faith can be reasonable, reason can never be faithful. SK writes in The 
Sickness Unto Death (writing in the guise of Anti-Climacus): "Comprehension 
is coterminous with man's relatton to the human, but faith is man's relation to 
the divine" (226). The "impossibility" of the leap refers to the impossibility of 
reason to make the leap; not faith. Faith is a gift (Ephesians 2:8; SK's Phito-
sophical Fragments. 79), and none of God's gifts ever fail of their intended 
purpose. 

2 
Cf. to the effect the Bloodguards' Vow of Service has on their mor

tality in Stephen Donaldson's Lord Foul's Bane (quoted in the epigraph). This 
novel is a twin to The Scarlet Letter. Like Hester, Covenant is ostracized from 
his community. Like Hester, he suffers the effects of infidelity—albeit, in the 
Unbeliever's case, ifs epistemological rather than marital. And, finally, he 
overcomes this infidelity by a leap of faith—not by an intellectual conviction 
that his doubts as to the Land's reality are unfounded. Finally, the people of 
the Land: the Stonedowners, Woodhelvin, and Ramen, when saying good
bye to one another, exhort one another to "Be true!" 
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3 
Unfortunately, I have been unable to ascertain the exact year of the 

first appearance of a red-letter edition of the New Testament. It strikes me as 
unlikely that any appeared before the twentieth-century. Paul GuQahr's excel
lent An American Bible: A History of the Good Book in the United States. 
1777-1880 (Stanford: Stanford UP, 1999) makes no mentfon of it being 
available to the reading public before 1880. 

4 
Kierkegaard, Afsluttende Uvidenskabelio Efterskrift rConcludino 

Unscientific Postscript! (Copenhagen: Gyldendalske Boghandel, 1962) 167. 
[Translation: David Swenson, page 179 of the 1941 Princeton editkjn.] The 
context of the quotation is significant. Uke Hawthorne's closing, it emphasizes 
the urgency, or haste, that presses on an indivklual making an eternal de
cision. Kierkegaard (Johannes Climacus) writes: "//e/e is where tiie way 
swings off, and the change is marked by the fact that while objective knowl
edge rambles comfortably on by the way of the long road of approximation 
without being impelled by the urge of passion [the epistemoksgkal predica
ment solicited in the reader by the narrators of The Scarlet Letter!, subjective 
knowledge counts every delay a deadly peril, and the decision so infinitely 
important and so instantly pressing that it is as if the opportunity had already 
passed" (179; italics added). 

5 
Gilles Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, trans. Paul Patton (London: 

Athlone Press, 1994) 2. In the sentence preceding the quote from Deleuze I 
make mention of history. Through-out this paper my reference to history 
means "unredeemed history": that account of history that takes no account 
of the Redeemer, supposing, as Peter describes it in II Peter 3:4b, that "since 
the fathers fell asleep, ail things continue as they were from the beginning of 
the creation" (K3V). The turn's turn against history is a turn towanJ^o. his
toricity of Jesus Christ: He whom Kierkegaard refers to in Philosophical Frag
ments as '*the God." 

6 
This argument is made as recently as 1997, by Dr. Ellie Arroway 

(Jodie Foster), in the movie Contact, based on a novel by Cari Sagan of the 
same name, and directed by Robert Zemeckis. The argument, while a pretty 
one (made all the prettier by Jodie Foster), seems to me to stumble in a 
number of places. Rrst, as an astronomer has only to open his or her eyes to 
see, nature is more profligate of its resources than economical. Instead of 
there being one galaxy, or even a dozen, there are a gazillion of them. Ifs 
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precisely the supernumerary that the universe has the most of! Secondly, 
beauty. The universe is not only n  ̂simple, its not simply a collection of 
objects in stasis or in motion. It doesn't take a Van Gogh to see the beauty: 
its everywhere! Ifs even in the thought embodied in this argument. But 
beauty, before anything else, is that quality which is ''unnecessarily'' added to 
something: the charm that disarms, from a conspiracy of irises in bloom, to a 
girl in a two-piece two sizes too small for her, to a galaxy quadrireming 
through a sea of stars. Not admitting of proof, beauty leaps! There's also a 
problem with the logic here. Theory is one thing, and reality quite another 
thing. Establishing a sufficient cause is insufficient to establish an actual 
cause. Moreover, to argue that a sufficient explanation necessarily establishes 
that particular explanation as the correct one, eliminating the possible exis
tence of any other explanation, is like arguing that suffkaentlv proving that 
flowers can be explained without referring to bees Incontroverfablv implies 
that flowers don't need bees—and not only dont need them, but that the 
"Buccaneers of Buzz" don't even exist (to pirate a metaphor from Emily 
Dickinson's poem #1405)! Lurking in the background of this argument, like 
the very kind of ghost it's at pains to eliminate (having another agenda than 
simply simplifying thought [namely, that of preferring materialism to spiritual
ism]), is the presuppositton that events must have one and only one cause, 
and consequently# one, and only one, explanation. But again, existence 
seems to deny that. Certainly, The Scariet Letter denies it. The simplest 
act—say, that of picking herbs, appears to have an almost infinite number of 
possible explanations. 

7 
As regards the relationship between steriing silver and faithfulness 

(mentioned in the preceding sentence), Kierkegaard writes in Works of Love. 
trans. Howard and Edna Hong (New York: Harper, 1962): "No one would 
think of saying that steriing silver [Pr0ve S0lv] must survive the test [Prove] 
of time, for it is, after all, steriing silver. Thus it is also with regard to love. 
The love which simply exists, however fortunate, however blissful, however 
satisfying, however poetic it is, still must survive the test of the years. But the 
love which has undergone the transformation of the etemal by becoming 
duty has won continuity; it is steriing silver" (47 [32 in the 1995 Princeton UP 
edition]). Regarding the connection between possibility and faith, he writes in 
Sickness Unto Death: "The fact that God's will is the possible makes it 
possible for me to pray; if God's will is only the necessary, man is essentially 
as speechless as the brutes" (174). 
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8 
The phrase '̂dances on the interstices" is Barbara Babcock's, used by 

her in the title of a paper she delivered at the AAA Symposium, November 17, 
1984. The full title reads: "Dancing on the Interstices: Liminality, Reflexivity, 
and the Spaces in Between." By eiron I mean "ironist." See Northrop Frye's 
discussion of the eiron in Anatomv of Critidsm (Princeton: Princeton UP, 
1957), page 40. 

9 
About the tarantella The American Heritage Dictionary. 4th edition, 

writes: "A lively, whiriing southern Italian dance once thought to be a remedy 
for tarantism." About the relationship of repetition to ritual see chapter 2 of 
Eliade's The Sacred & The Profane. 

10 
West Newton is one of the 13 or 14 villages that together make up 

the modem city of Newton, Massachusetts. In 1851 it was one of the most 
important villages, the Town Hall having been relocated to it two years ear
lier. Information regarding West Newton can be accessed through West 
Newton's website, Bobbi Fox webmaster. 

11 
James Mellow tells the story behind Hawthome's disaffection for 

Lenox in Nathaniel Hawthome in His Times (Baltimore: John Hopkins UP, 
1980), pages 376-377, and 397-381. He hated the weather and a dis
agreement between his wife and Caroline Tappan over a basket of apples 
soured his relationship to his landlord. He continued to be ambivalent as 
regarded moving back to Salem: he wanted to be near it, but not in it. He 
wanted to smell salt-water again, but not if he had to share the shore with 
Bostonian Brahmins and railroad barons. Moving near his in-laws was a 
problem, too, because then he might have to care for them. Edwin Haviland 
Miller, in Salem is Mv Dwellino Place: A Life of Nathaniel Hawthome (Iowa 
City: University of Iowa P, 1991), also discusses Hawthome's ambivalent 
feelings toward Salem on pages 276 to 277. 

12 
Chapman's Dictionarv of American Slano. 3"  ̂edition, defines "bad" as 

an adjective used by teenagers in the 1920s to mean "Good; excellent; ad
mirable." The definition continues: "The use is attested from slavery times, 
when this sense was marked by a lengthened vowel and a falling tone in 
pronunciation." 
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13 
Mellow writes: "With each new child—Rose was to be the last addi

tion to the family—Hawthorne turned more reflective and sometimes a bit 
somber. In one of those striking coincidences of life, Hawthorne's family 
virtually recapitulated his own childhood situation: a solitary boy with one 
sister two years older and another four years (in this case, five) younger" 
(363). 

14 
The story of Fuller's excursions on the Concord River with Haw

thorne is told in chapter 18 of Miller's Salem is Mv Dwelling Place, pages 233-
234. Its difficult to believe that a woman of Fuller's intelligence didnt dazzle 
Hawthorne, however much he ascribed "humbug" to her. Miller also makes 
this point, though not predsely in these words, a few pages later (see 236-
237). 

15 
See Mellow, page 375. 

16 
Writing in his preface to the singular Black Holes. J. Hillis Miller 

defines boustrephedonic this way: 

'"Boustrephedonic": the word means turning back and forth, as an ox 
ploughs a field. It comes from the Greek tx>us, "ox," and strophe, 
"tum," as in the stophes and antistrophes of the choruses in Greek 
tragedies. These were so called because the chorus paused at one 
end of the stage or the other, tumed, and delivered the next 
"strophe" of its speech. Certainly early forms of written language 
were inscribed in boustrephedonic form, neither from left to right, 
like English, nor from right to left, like one way of writing Chinese, 
but back and forth in altemate lines, so the eye could follow from 
left to right and then back again from right to left across the page. 

(ix) 

Ifs Manuel Asensi's position (the other voice in Black Holes / J. Hillis Miller: or 
Boustrephedonic Reading) that Miller's critkrism is boustrephedonic, being 
both pluridirectional and multidimensk)nal. He writes: 
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In a double movement of affimriation and denial. Miller is and is not a 
literary critic. As a philologist he is a literar/ critic, but as a philosopher 
he is not. His thorough attention to the literary text makes him a lit
erary critic and at the same time negates him as such. (366) 

I see no reason to contest Asensi's assessment of Miller. But the term 
boustrephedonic seems to me facile enough to apply to other writers besides 
Miller. Kierkegaard wrote boustrephedonically, the Christian in him thinking 
and writing counter to his pseudonyms, relating to them with the freedom 
the sequel to the turn always relates to the prequel; with humor. And this is 
how the ironist in Hawthorne relates to his narrators in The Scarlet Letter: 
with humor. Because the two voices (believing and unbelieving, faithful and 
unfaithful) are not related to one another either historically or logically, the 
one voice does not represent a moment of interruption in the other. Neither 
actually subverts the other—though this is the most common way of 
characterizing their relationship. Subversion, at least, is not the purpose of 
the humorist: the leap is. The two voices are related to one anotiier like 
parallel lines, the leap describing the distance between the two lines, and 
characterizing their difference. 

17 
The text of the letter we are looking at Is on page 490 of Volume 

XVI of Ttie Letters. 1843-1853. ed. Thomas Woodson, L. Neal Smith, and 
Norman Holmes Pearson, in The Centenary Edition of the Works of Nathaniel 
Hawthorne (Columbus: Ohio State UP, 1985), William Charvat, Roy Harvey 
Pearce, Clause Simpson, and Thomas Woodson, gen. eds.. On 491 are a 
series of invaluable footnotes on the letter—which see. Also, Mellow con-
textualizes this letter on pages 380-381 of his biography of Hawthorne, 

18 
The quotation from Stephen Donaldson is from chapter fourteen of 

Lord Foul's Bane. It is part of a prophetic poem memorized by the people of 
the Land, and here recited by the Lords. In part it reads: 

There is wild magic graven in every rock, 
contained for white gold to unleash or control— 
gold, rare metal, not bom of the Land, 
nor ruled, limited, subdued 
by the Law with which the Land was created[.] (258) 
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The phrase "joy unspeakable" is from I Peter 1:8b (KJV). Also embedded in 
this sentence is Emerson's language in "Language" (chapter IV of Nature  ̂

19 
My authority here for dating cubism is Douglas Cooper. He writes in 

The Cubist Eooch: "Cubism originated in Paris between 1906 and 1908 and 
was the creation of Picasso and Braque, a Spaniard and a Frenchman" (11). 

20 
Quantum physics allows for the possibility that, at the subatomic 

level, an object might be two places at the same time. See John Briggs and F. 
David Peaf s explanation of Niel Bohr's concept of the "indivisibility of the 
quantum of action/' on pages 88 and 89 of Looking Glass Universe (New 
York: Simon, 1984). 

21 
It was with some satisfaction that Hawthorne reported to his friend 

Horatio Bridge, in a letter dated February 4^ ,̂ 1850, that Mrs. Hawthorne had 
gone to bed with a broken heart and a terrible headache after he had read to 
her the ending of The Scarlet Letter. (See the Centenary edition, Vol. XVI, 
311). Sophie's own recollection of the evening (recounted in Miller, p. 295) 
included feeling like crying an ocean. 

22 
Toontown is a fictional locale in the film Who framed Roger Rabbit? 

23 
Hans Christian Andersen lived in a little rented house in Munke-

mollestraede, in Odense, Denmark, from ages 2 to 14. The Hans Christian 
Andersen Center's website reports the address as Klingenberg no. 646. (See 
the pamphlet Hans Christian Andersen, published by the Royal Danish Min
istry of Foreign Affairs in 1997, page 7, for a gouache of the house.) Ander
sen and Kierkegaard were /no/ethan acquainted. Both part of a group of 
young poets who met together at the back of a boardinghouse, tall, gentle 
Andersen was often the butt of Kierkegaard's sarcasm. In 1838, SK published 
a little book called From the Posthumous Papers of on Still Living that vi
ciously attacked Andersen's novel Onlv a Rddler. Roger Poole, in Kierke
gaard: The Indirect Communkation (Cariottesville and London: UP of Virginia, 
1993), provkles an answer to why Kierkegaard should attack Andersen at all. 
It wasnt that he objected to fairy tales; Kierkegaard placed a high premium 
on fairy tales. He was attacking Andersen's authorial stance. He dklnt have 
one? Andersen lacked ... distance; he lacked irony. Poole writes: 
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The one thing that Andersen preeminentiy lacks, of course, is any 
distance at all from what he writes. He never writes anything that 
differs from what he himself thinks and opines.... Andersen is a 
man totally without irony. There must have been a moment when, 
just as From the Papers of One Still Living was arriving in the book
shops, Kierkegaard snapped his fingers and sakJ to himself: "Of 
course, irony!" By analy^ng the quality of Andersen's thkrk and em
barrassingly sincere consistency, his inability to establish any sig
nificant distance between personal beliefs and published text, Kier
kegaard arrives at the necessity of a gap, an absence, a barrier, at 
the center, that wouU give writing independence and "spring." (36) 

What a young Kierkegaard detected Andersen lacking was what he himself 
was searching for—what Hawthorne created in The Scarlet Letter: a distance, 
'"a gap," between the creator and the created. This gap would require a 
leap, a "spring," on the part of the reader if he or she ever wished to de
termine the creator's actual beliefs as distinguished from his statsd beliefs. 

24 
Hawthome's own name (uncapitalized) for his former room in 

Salem, where he grew up. See his letter to Sophie dated Oct. 4* ,̂ 1840, 
pages 494 to 496 of the Centenary editk)n, volume XV. 

25 
Part of this line is a rhetorical hybridization of Philippians 3:6 and 

Romans 16:13, the romantic turn being patterned on the soterioiogical one of 
"repentance toward God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ" (Acts 
20:21). It is, of course, this analogous relationship that has permitted me to 
link up Hawthorne with Kierkegaard—Benoits essay providing me with the 
critical precedence I needed, but not the connection itself, vis-a-vie the turn. 

26 
See Charles A. Baylis' "Achilles' Argument," in Dkltonarv of Phil

osophy. ed. Dagobert Runes. 

27 
Regarding the passionateness of science—that is, the subjectivity of 

objectivity, see Desmond's Being and the Between, page W. The phrase 
"rage for order" is, of course, from the first two lines of the final stanza of 
Wallace Stevens' poem The Idea of Order at Key West": "Oh! Blessed rage 
for order, pale Ramon, / The maker's rage to order words of the sea[.]" Also 
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relevant in this connection is Martin Heidegger's remarks in The Metaohsical 
Foundations of Logic, trans. Michael Heim (Bloomington and Indianapolis: 
Indiana UP, 1984). Neither logic nor objectivity begin at zero. There is always 
a relation before the relations they describe and order. Heidegger writes: 

Propositional truth is more primordially rooted, rooted in already-
being-by-things. The latter occurs "already/' before making state
ments—since when? Always already! Always, that is, insofar as and 
as long as Oasein exists. Already being with things belongs to the 
ex^nce of Dasein, to its kind and mode of being. (127) 

28 
The reader will recall that another name for the turn is "recollecting 

the future." 

29 
See Raymond Benoifs opening remarks in his essay "Fault-Lines in 

Kierkegaard and Hawthorne." 

30 
Jakobson, 'Two aspects of Language: Metaphor and Metonymy." 

31 
The actual final four verses of Diane Ackermann's poem "Sweep Me 

Through Your Many-Chambered Heart," in The Norton Introduction to Poetry. 
ed. J. Paul Hunter (New York: Norton, 1991), read: 

today, rapt in a still life and unaware, 
my paintbrush dropped like an amber hawk; 
thinking I'd heard your footfall on the stair, 
I listened, heartwise, for the knock. 

32 
"Jubiliant multitudes," yes; "faceless crowds," no. See Kierkegaard's 

remarks about the crowd in part 13 of Purity of Heart. 
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33 
Lines inspired by the last line in Hdlderlin's "^Vulcan," and these lines 

from Eliofs "Burnt Norton": 

At the still point of the turning world. Neither flesh nor fleshless; 
Neither from nor towards; at the still point, where the dance is. 
But neither arrest nor movement. And do not call it fixity. 
Where past and future are gathered. Neither movement from nor 

towards. 
Neither ascent nor decline. Except for the point, the still point. 
There would be no dance, and there is only the dance. (62-67) 
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